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The need for drinking water in some areas of the world must be

emphasized rrore strongly. The United Nations has proclaimed this

decade “The International Drinking and Water Supply and Sanitation

Decade”.

Purpose:

The purpose of my Master Thesis is to discover the rr~st economically

viable manner in which to conduct a project in well—drilling.

I hope that my comments and ranking order of the investment forms

will be taken into consideration in future decisions by development

and aid organizations.

Lim.i tation:

The report deals with four different investment alternatives, ~xth

in theory and in practice. The latter is derronstratedby a descrip-

tion of the projects.

The main study deals with the economic facet, with an evaluation of

several parametersto compare the total costs and the corresponding

borehole output. This report does not examinegeology, drilling

methods and the technical specifications for drilling equipment.

The need for project managementis emphasized but limited to a

summary chapter. There are also descriptions of organizations and

some comments on the rigs used.

Method:

My field—study in Zimba}~e and Kenya was conducted over a two rronth

stay. I gathered information from interviews, reports, contracts and

by estimation when examining the various projects.

The main comparison and academic analysis was done shortly after my

return to Sweden. Evaluation of the costs has been carried out partly

with the aid of computer.

Result:

The result is a ranking order of the four investment forms regarding

total cost and borehole output. The report also points out a lot of

facts and impressions resulting in a recommendation.
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PREFACE

This report is a Master Thesis performed by Tbrbjärn Arrland, School

of Industrial and ManagementEngineering at the Linköping Institute

of Technology in Sweden.

My degreeproject for a Master of Sciencewas carried out in Zimbabwe

and Kenya as a result of a scholarshipI was awardedby the Swedish

International DevelopmentAuthority, SIDA. With a view to increasing

the interest arid knowledgeof developingcountries SIDP~is sponsoring

university students to perform a “Minor Research Task”.

My friend Miss Anette Ohisson, School of Mechanical Engineering in

Linköping, was at the same time awarded a scholarship for a parallel

study. I owe her many thanks for being a nice parther and a good

support during our stay in Africa.

Anette’s Master Thesis bears the title”Welldrilling Rigs in Africa —

A ~aTiparasive Study4’and is a very interesting report which ought to be

read in connection with mine. From now on the pronoun “I” will be

used although it often ought to be “we”, as Anette Ohisson and I work-

ed together on the same projects for most of the time.

My instructors were Dr Janerik Lundquist, Ass. Professor of

Industrial Engineering at the Institutep Mr Lars Carisson, Project

Manager in Zimbabwe arid Mr Christer Johansson, Managing Director in

Kenya.

I aiii very grateful for the scholarship which has enabled me to do this

interesting job, thus giving me a wider view arid a better understand-

ing of the problems of the developing countries. After what I have

seen I sincerely hope that the United Nations’ slogan for this decade,

“Clean Water and Adequate Sanitations for All by 1990”, will be as

closely fulfilled as is possible.

The African countries are in many aspects very interesting. The first

14 pages of my appendix deal with politics, industry, transport and

economy in Zimbabwe. See appendix 1.

References in my report are marked after the section or figure in



question as foll~vs: (Reference nuirber, pageof the source).

The abbreviation for the Zi~babwe Dollar is Z$ and for the Kenya

Shilling it is KSh.
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0 StJIv~ARY

My report is a study of the alternatives available for investing in

equipment for well drilling in dried—up rural areas.

One of the best ways to ensurea permanentwatersupply of clean water

is to use the ground water resources, i.e. by drilling a borehole. This

method is fast, has a high successrate of finding water and can be used

almost anywhere.

I have chosen to study this from the point of view of a donor organiza-

tion working in a developing country in great need of water. Consequently,

this study starts with introductory theories concerning aid money, tender

boards and the four forms of investment, namely total contract, management

contract, purchasing and contractual leasing. For the economic analysis

there is also a s~uuuaryof rules of depreciation.

During my stay in Zimbat~ieand Kenya I collected information from four

projects, representing one investment alternative each. I consider it

necessaryto describe these projects very thoroughly as this gives the

reader a better understandingof the problems.

It has been my intention to write an objective report with the most

stringent choice of projects from the economical, organizational and

technical point of view. Truckmountedrigs are enployed in the total

contract and light—weight rigs in the other projects.

~During my stay in Africa, I came to realize more and more how the technical

aspectsof the equipmentare of minor irr~rtancein comparisonwith the

need for good workmanship. Adequateorganization and project management

have proved to be more important. Otherwise freqent breakdownsoccur -

the result of mishandling of the equipment.

The figures collected during my field study are to be found in my descrip-

tion of the various projects.

After compiling the costs in the analysis chapter I conclude with a rank-

ing order. The recommendationis basedon monthly borehole output per rig

and the averagetotal cost of one borehole.
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1 MY S~JDYAND ITS PURPOSE

My Master Thesis is a study in different ways to perform well drilling

programmesand project management. The fieldstudy treats four

theoretical investment forms, namely:

— Total contract

— Managementcontract

— Purchasingthe equipment

— Contractual leasing

My fieldstudy in Africa lasted frai~iJune 29 till August 29 1985, with

the first seven weeks in Zimbabwe and the last two in Kenya. In. Zimbabwe I concentrated on three projects, each corresponding to one

of the first three investment forms mentioned. In Kenya I visited a

private contractor dealing with contracting and contractual leasing.

For this report I have evaluated the foll~ing parameters:

- Total cost

— Averagecost per well

— Average boreholeoutput per rig and rronth

— Depreciation

— ~enditures effecting ~wcalculations like costs for:

— drilling rig, canpressorand accessories

— support vehicles

— spareparts for the machinery

— service and maintenance

— education etc.

I have also studied and written dcwn saneaspectsof the organization,

the effectivity and technical perspectiveof the project, as well as

of the project management.

The final academicanalysis and main caliparison of the investment

forms was done shortly after my return to Swedenat the Linkbping

Institute of Technology (1985).

The last section of my thesis presents the calculations exposing the

most econamicmethod of welidrilling. In other words, the purposeof

my study is to answer the follcMing question: Hcx~can people in

develc~ingcountries obtain as many boreholesfor drinking water as
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possible for a fixed arrount of aid money?

My wish is that the staff concernedwith making decisionsnot only

shall read these papers, but also imbibe my results.

1 .1 A guide to my report

Start reading the “Surrinary” and the “Introductory Theory”. Glance

through the following chapters, my fieldstudy, which is a description

of the projects themselves.Learn about “Project Management” and

finally examine the concluding results of the “Analysis”.

Or if you are more interested, look thouroughly at the projects and

take part of the “Analysis”, followed by the “Conclusion and

Recormiendation”.
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2 INT1~DDUCIORY THBJ~

‘I~ faciliate the understandingof my report I have considered

theoretical parts necessaryin an cpening chapter.

I start by discussing “Aid Money” and then continue with “Tender

Board” and the different “Investment Forms”.

“Depreciation Rules” of Zimbabwe are finally considered.

2.1 Aid money

The

asquisition procedure of equipment is complexed. When the

governmenthas decided to drill for water under its own conduct the

financial problem must be solved. Zimbabwe and Kenya are like other

developingcountries, extremely short of foreign currency. A request

to various aid and developmentorganizations in the world may be

successful. Let us take a brief look in the ways in which aid money

can be transferred.

— — Budget sup~Drt

One method to sponsordeals is by budgetsupport. The donor organiza-

tion of an industrial country presents the governmentof a developing

country with untied money. The receiver may spend its grant as it

pleaseswithin certain guidelines.

This procedureis nowadaysvery unusual since the donor government

wants to support its own industry as well.

— — Project and ErC~ra1flme!‘-‘E~

If the donor country, for instance Sweden, wishes to control its grant,

the project and programmesupport is a common method. So what is the

difference betweena project and a progranuiie? Well, a project is just

onepart of a programme.

The following sequenceoccurs quarterly. Swedishcrowns are trans-

ferred to the Financial Ministry of Zimbabwe frail an account in the

SwedishNational bank. With the money now changed into local currency
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the responsibleministry makes up a budget, which must be approvedby

SIDA, the Swedish Developmentorganization. The monetary effects are

then continuously reported to S IDA, whose personnelstudy the program-

me as it is being run.

— — Its~p~Drt

The most common way to help a developing country nowadaysis by import

support, which concernsgoods financedby the donor country. The

goods are either tied to the donor’s industry or untied~i.e. coming

from another country. Alternatives arise, dependingon who is to buy

the equipment. Most frequently the donor asks the receiver to do so.

If SIDA oracorre~pondingorgainzationis the purchaserthe procedure S
as a whole is related below:

The Ministry of Water applies to the Ministry of Finance for a well—

drilling rig and then the local SIDA office is asked to finance it.

A specification of the unit is distributed. After the central SIDA

Procurementsection is requestedto buy the rig it sets up a tender

board according to Swedishpurchasing rules. Swedish and sometimes

international companiesare invited to bid. SIDA selects the most

appropriate drilling rig. The companycommittedwill be compensated

for its goods either when the Procurementsector of SIDA has received

copies of the shipping documents,or when the goods are finally

delivered.

If the contract does not state otherwise, the receiving country is

responsible for custaiis clearing and utilization of the goods. There

is at last a representativeat the local SIDA office checking that all

duties of the receiver are being performed.

The country pçefers international tender and purchasiri~,:

Stipulated rules are followed. As mentionedbefore, one of the bigg-

est problemsfor developing countries is lack of foreign currency, but

the import support procedure is of great help. If, for example, a

Swedish companyhappensto win the contract SIDA can sponsor the goods

as a gift to the country.

A specification for an examinationand evaluation is delivered.

Before the purchase is confirmed, the following questions must be
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positively answered:

- Has the tenderboardbeencorrectly performed?

— Do the goods correspondto SIDA’s priority list?

— Can the purchasebe defined as a relief action?

— Is it clear that thereare no South—African interests in the company?

The Swedish company delivers as soon as possible. The Ministry of

Finance in Zimbabwe, for example, has an account in one of the Swedish

businessbanks where SIDA’s money is deposited. When the shipping

documentsare presented, the Ministry orders the bank to pay the

cpmpany. Finally the goods arrive in the receiving country.

One exampleof what has just beendescribed is the recent delivery of

38 Scania trucks to Zimbabwe’s railway department. Which was in need

of modern rolling stock.

Figure 1. Import support.

(Source: The Herald,

85.07.24, Harare)

Swedishtrucks to
aid rural

Herald Reporter
THE road motor serv-
ice of the railways will
be extended into corn-
inunal areas to fight
under - development,
the Minieter of Trans-
port, Cde Herbert
Ushewokunze, said yes-
terday.

He was speakingwhen
he receIved 38 Scania
trucks, worth $2.9 mil-
lion from the Swedish
charge d’affaires, Mr
Frederick Vahiquist at
WlIlowvale Motor In-
dustries In Hararç where
the trucks were assembl-
ed.

The trucks would all-
low more goods to be
moved and allow the in-
troduction of an Import-
ent service Into rural
areas neglected by pre-
vious regimes, said the
minIster.

“With the support of
Sweden, we shall realise
our dream of developing
the road motor service
Into the rural areas.
This Is a giant step by
the railways,” he said.

drive
Cheap transportwould

now becomeavailable to
thosewho neededit most.
andnot just thecommer-
cial farmers.

Cde Ushewokunzesaid
the trucks were strong
and ideal for rural work
and theIr strength had
been tested during the
liberation war when “they
becamethe workhorses in
refugee and military
camps”,

Mr Vahlqulst said: “An
adequate and efficient
transportsystemIs apre-
requisite for both growth
and development In any
country.”

Most Zlmbabweans
lived in rural areasand
It was essential for them
to get thefr produce to
the market on time.
Sweden fully supported
Zimbabwe’s development
endeavours and when his
government heardZlxnba-
bwe wanted to buy 38
trucks, it decided to give
the trucks.

“It Is my sincerehope
that these 38 Scanla
truckswill be of good and
long service and contri-
bute to the further
growth and development
of Zimbabwe.”

• Pletwe — Pa(e17
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E~ainplesof import support to the private sector of Zimbabwe are

contracts with Sandvik, SKF, John W. Searcy for Flygt and Atlas Copco.

Consequentlyit is possible for the Ministry of Finance to forward

foreign currency indirectly fran SIDA to the private sector in

Zimbabwe. This all dependson the good will of the Ministry of Trade

and Carui~erce.

The purchasing and specification contracts are sent to the local SIDA

office and the goods will pass through Caruiiercial Import Control

before arriving at the private sector.

If the local SIDA officer agrees to the purchase,money is deposited

in a Swedishbusinessbank. When the private caripany in Zimbabwe has

received the goods it is obliged to pay the equivalent amount to the

Ministry of Financewithin 15 days. After this, the Swedish bank is

requested to pay the contractor in Sweden.

2.2 Tender board

If equipmentis bought without import support an ordinary bidding

procedureis established.

The governmentdepartmentor a parastatal department(more than 50%

government~ned but privately run) will invite several private can—

panies to tender. Usually three to four manufacturerswill canpete

and they submit their offers to the board. Fran the opening until

the final decision is taken time varies.

If the EEYC or the World bank is the buyer, the offers must be sub-

mitted to the canmittees of financing organizations. Due to “red

tape” on the tender board it might take a year to pick the right

contractor, although 60 days would be more adequate.

It is not always the l~est bidder who is selected. Canpanieswith

a good record often win the bidding. Negociations with the selected

tenderer begin inunediately after the decision has been taken.

Naturally the winning canpany quickly starts manufacturingand order-

ing f ran subcontractorsso as to be able to deliver within the
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2.3 The investment forms

The welidrilling activities of my fieldstudy are related to projects

close to the four investment forms as per definition. All projects

are, h~ever,more or less tailormade for their environments. For

this reasonI feel inclined to note sane specific characteristicsof

the investment forms.

2.3.1 Total contract

Figure 2. The total contract

Above is an outline of the general connections in a total contract.

The total contract for the welldrilling I studied

cc~ositeof the contracts describedbelc~.

in Zimbabwe is a

The organisation consists of, among others, a coordinator and

representativesfran the involved parties in carimitteesall of whail

are able to makepcMerful decisions.

A characteristic of total contracts is the impossibility in providing

a sample of the result. The only way to check the establishedclaims

contract period. Effects of legislation may influence the tender

performance.

I

S

CUS’IU~1ERrepresentedby

C~S~T~ “Ministry of Water” the]

— PRIME CCNTRACIOR1

~GINEERING

CcMPANY

Cc~SThUCrIa~J

C~ThACIOR

SUPPLIERS f j~SuBca~TRAChIoR1
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is a final survey.

Consequentlythere are different methods to invite for tender, to

remunerateand to design contracts.

You can canpensate the contractor/contractors by:

— Agreeing on a fixed price in the contract.

— Current account~ the contractor gets paid for his verified prime

production cost plus a remuneration as fixed fees or in percent of

the prime expense.

— An incitement agreernent~ depending on the final total cost. The

remuneration is adjusted to the expenditure.-

Closely related to total contracts are turn—key, general and shared

contracts respectively.

Turn-k~ycontract

To avoid split decisions the custaner, often a government, prefers to

make one canprehensivesettlementwith a single main contractor. The

contract and an agreementof understandingis signed arid the prime

contractor becanesfully responsiblefor the realization of the

project. Thus consultantsand subcontractors are employed for the

various assignments.

Thrn—key contracts originate f ran large institutions’ habit of buying

and selling systems.

The custaner solicits bids f ran prospective contractors, who after

winning the contract, are responsible for bidding and assembling the

subcanponents.

The contracts are named turn—key because the custaner simply has to

‘turn one key’ in order to get everything started. In the so called

“total contract” the “custaner” is more involved in the project’s

realization, than in a turn—key contract.

General contract

In a less canprising contract the custaner is responsible for the
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prospecting. If he has no knc~i—howhimself a consultant is employed

for the job.

The custaner provides the general contractor with descriptions and

plans for the pro~ramne. The responsibility for coordinating all

distributors and accanplishing the project rests with the general

contractor.

Shared contract

The custaner engages several contractors for each different part of

the project. A special contract and agreements with each contractor

are established. In this manner the custaner is responsible for the

coordination of all participants in order to obtain the anticipated

goals.

— Managementcontract

The responsibility of a management contract is not very different fran

that of a total contract. Both canprise tangible and intangible

assets such as machines,other equipmentplus personnel and their

kncM—how.

Fran a corporate point of view a management contract is a deal between

at least two parties~ for instance, a local canpanyand a foreign one.

S The latter directs the activities and is responsible for education,training and many technical and administrative tasks.

Each specific contract has its limits concerning liability, contract

time and remuneration for duties. Corporatemanagement contracts are

quite similar to agreements for licensing, franchising and joint

ventures.

‘I\~~osorts of developing countries are appropriate for corporate

management contracts:

— Primary production countries with resources like wood and iron ore

eg. the African and Latinamerican countries.

— Developing countries lacking established industries but rich in hard

currency eg. oil producing countries.
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A management contract industrializes the country whilst at the same

time developing education and training the workforce.

The contract I will be refering to employs a foreign company to supply

management and know—how. The capital required is f ran a European

government’s developing organization. The canpany of my management

contract fieldstudy not only provided personnel, but also drilling

units.

In this way developing countries are helped to build themselves up and

increase the level of expertise in water activities. The people

receiving aid will ‘learn—by—doing’, or rather-, ‘learn—by—drilling’.

2.3.3 Purchasing

Another way in which drilling projects can be run is by the Ministry or

or similar institution in a developing country purchasing its own

equipment. Generally units are received f ran industrialized countries

via aid money as import support. Well-drilling machinery run by a

donor country is often handed over to the Ministry after the project’s

conclusion. Operation can be continued through other programmes.

“Government buying procedures fall into two types: The open bid and

the negociated contract. Open—bid buying means that the government

procuring office invites bids fran qualified suppliers for carefully

described items, generally awarding a contract to the lowest bidder.

The supplier must consider whether it can meet the specifications and

accept the terms. For car~nodities and standard items, such as fuel

or school supplies, the specifications are not a hurdle. They can be

a hurdle, however, for nonstandard items. The government procurement

office is usually required to award to the lowest bidder on a winner—

take—all basis. In sane cases allowance is made for the supplier’s

superior product or reputation for completing contracts.

In negotiated—contract buying, the agency works with one or more

companies and directly negotiates a contract with one of them covering

the project and terms. This type of buying occurs primarily in

connection with canplex projects, often involving major research and

development cost and risk and/or where there is a little effective

competition.” (Ref 7, page 184)
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“Government buyers are influenced by environmental, organizational,

interpersonal and individual factors. A unique thing about government

buying is that it is monitored closely by outside publics.”

“Because spending decisions are subject to public review, government

organizations get involved in considerable paper work. Elaborate

forms must be filled out and signed before purchases are approved.

The level of bureaucracy is high and marketers have to find ways to

‘cut through the red tape’ .“ (Ref 7, page 183)

2.3.4 Contractual leasing

I have called the last investment form contractual leasing since it is

a canbination of ordinary contracting and leasing i.e. a rental agree-

ment.

The company uses the customer’s drilling—unit or that of a third party

for a lower charge per drilled meter than as per an ordinary contract.

This interesting form of contracting generates several advantages for

both the customer and the contractor:

— The customer is not responsible for any practical problems concerning

drilling.

— The contractor is provided with good equipment thus increasing the

borehole output.

— Running service and maintenance obligations can be imposed upon the

contractor, who is in turn interested in keeping the rig going.

During my stay in Africa I did not find any canpanies dealing with

ordinary leasing contracts on drilling units. This is surprising

since there exists advantage such as the possibility of tying a

flexible contractor to the problems occuring during well drilling

operations, probably resulting in a raised borehole output.

For a thorough explanation of leasing contracts I refer to literature

on the subject. “Principles of Corporate Finance” by Brealy/~4yers

chapter 24, “Leasing”, explains the financial part of the investment

form. I quote the beginning of the summary about leasing from this

book.
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“A lease is just an extended rental agreement. The owner of the equip-

ment (the lessor) allows the user (the lessee) to operate equipment in

exchane for regular lease payments.

There is a wide variety of possible arrangements. Short—term, cancel-

able leases are known as operating leases: in these cases the lessor

bears the risk of obsolescence. Long—term, noncancelableleases are

called full payout, financial, or capital leases: in these cases the

lessee bears the risk of obsolescence. Operating leases make sense

when you want to use the equipment for only a short time or where the

lessor has sane control over the obsolescence rate. Financial leases

are sources of financing for assets the firm wishes to acquire and use

for an extended period.

Many vehicle or office equipment leases include insurance and main-

tenance. They are full—service leases. If the lessee is responsible

for insurance and maintenance, the lease is a net lease.

Frequently the lessor acquires the asset directly fran the manu-

facturer. This is a direct lease. Sometimesthe lessor -acquires

the asset fran the user and then leases it back to the user. This

is sale and lease—back.

Most leases involve only the lessee and the lessor. But, if the asset

is very costly, it may be convenient to arrange a leveraged lease, in

which the cost of the leased asset is financed by issuing debt and

equity claims against the-asset and the future lease payments.

There are number of reasons that canpanies sometimesprefer to lease

equipment rather than buying it. For example, there may be good tax

reasons. If the operator cannot use the depreciation tax shield, it

makes sense to sell the equipment to someone who can. Also, the

lessor may be better able to bear the risk of obsolescence, or be in a

better position to resell second—hand assets. The lessor may be able

to offer a very good deal on maintenance. Finally, it may be much

less costly in time and effort to arrange a simple lease contract on a

standard item of equipment than to arrange a normal loan.”

(Ref 4, page 561—562)
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2.4 Depreciation rules

~cperience in budgeting, finance and depreciationof equipment varies~

however, it appears that the businesses involved in drilling in

Zimbabwe and Kenya are fully aware of this.

In Zimbabwe, there are three different ways in which equipment can be

phasedout with regards to profit and loss:

2.4.1 The straight line method

Investments are written off each year according to a considered

economic lifetime. Normally a rig depreciates within five years, i.e.

the annual rate of depreciation is 20%.

The technical lifetime of a rig can be extended if it is handled and

maintained properly.

2.4.2 The reduced balance method

The canpany is allowed to choose an appropriate percentage value to

reduce the net book value. If 20% is selected for an investment of

100 Zimbabwe dollars(Z$), this value is thus reduced by 20 after the

first year, to 80. After the following year the value is reduced by a

further 20%, i.e. 80—16=64 arid so on. Accordingly a paricular percent—. age value judged is for certain assets categorically. (Heavy equip-

ment 25%, motor vehicles 20%, electronic data processors 20% and

normal plant and equipment 20%.)

There is alsp a submethodcalled Special Initial Allowance, which is

purely a taxation allowance. The whole investment (i.e. 100%) is

depreciatedafter the first year if the object costs less than a

certain amount~ by way of example, a motor vehicle for a maximum of

15 000 Z$.

2.4.3 Revaluationmethod

Using this method, assets are constantly revalued according to price

trends. Since most assets appreciate rather than the reverse, most

canpanies find this procedureimpractical. It is rarely used in
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Zimbabwe.

2.4.4 ExaiT~le: Plant of machinery

Purchased1982 at 40 000 Z$

Purchasedthis year 1985 at

DeEreciations: Straight line method — 20~

A: 8 000 Z$ B: 2 400 Z$

The total 10 400 Z$ is deducted fran

Taxation allowances:

A: Reducing balance method - 20%

1982: 40 000 * 0,2 = 8 000 Z$

83: 32 000 * 0,2 = 6 400

84: 25 600 * 0,2 = 5 120

85: 20480 *0,2=4096

B: Special initial a1l~ance — 100%

4100Z$

12 000 Z$

.

The total 16 100 Z$ is less taxable allowance.

Taxation: Corporatetax basic

Extra premium

Tax

Less taxable allowances

Taxable profit

Tax payable (54%)

Profit after tax

Item A:

Item B: 12 000 Z$

profit and loss account.

Supposedprofit July 30 1985:

Add back depreciation

45%

20% * 0,45 9%

54%

100 000 Z$

+10 400

110 400

—16 100

94 300

—54 922

49 078 Z$

.
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3 MY STUDY IN ZIMBABWE

~O~ALCONTRACT

The first part of my study is about an “flnergency Drought Relief

Programme”. The sponsor is the Norwegiangovernmentand the receiver

is the country of Zimbabwe. The funds for the total contract were

provided in 1984. The project concerning 400 boreholes to be

constructedand completed if not dry is called the Crash Borehole

Prograrrune— Mashonaland.

The first progress report says:

“It is the main objective of the Programme to accelerate provisions of

clean and reliable water supplies to drought—stricken canrnunities in

carununal areas of Mahonalandthrough rapid and intense borehole provi-

sion.” (Ref 3, page 1)

The background is three years of drought in Zimbabwe, which affected

the citizens while the commercial areas got their own water resources.

To obtain the most suitable contractor an international tender was set

up. Canpeting for the contract were seven tenderers, three local

ones, three fran Botswana and one f ran Zambia. ~IWoof the Botswana

drilling contractors were chosen and further examined. After a more

exact evaluation of equipment and management abilities the contract

was awarded Geotest (Pty) Ltd.

The country of Zimbabwe has through the Ministry of Er~rgy and Water

Resources and Development, ME1~PF, been the “EThployer” of the Crash

Borehole Programme — Mashonaland. It was the MEWRDthat issued the

tender documents.

After negociations with Geotest’s Managing Director, Mr John Farr, the

contract was signed. To be able to cariplete a comprising program like

this one, a consultant is necessary for the siting, i.e. the place,

depth and design of the borehole. A Norwegian company, the Inter—

consult A/S Consulting &igineers, was requested to do the consultancy

services. Except for the siting the “fl-igineer” has been responsible

for supervising Geotest the “Contractor” when drilling and also

assisting in performing a canmunity participation plan.

For more facts about the institutions involved in water and sanitation
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developmentin Zimbabwe see appendix 2, the MH~1RDappendix3 and the

Interconsult A/S appendix4.

3.1 Project organization and coordination

The CrashProgrammeinvolves the main parties namely the employer

ME~PD,the engineer Interconsult A/S and the contractor Geotest Ltd.

A very important part of the task is the coordination between the

involved participants. Therefore MH~1RDemployed a project coordinat-

or, Mr Aage Kruger, to establish a good working relationship primar-

ily between the Interconsult A/S responsiblefor project management

and the ministry. Apart fran his overall responsibilities Mr KrUger

is in charge of coordination meetings attended by ME1~PDand Inter—

consult A/S, held every two weeks. Administrative mattersdiscussed

are minuted and kept in files. The project contractor usually also

attends the site meetingswith the major participants Interconsult and

Geotest. The actual site work progress and contractual matters are

discussed and recorded.

Or~anization chart

The organization chart shows the hierarchy of the operating organiza-

tion. At the very top is the employer ME~RDsponsored by the

Norwegian Development Organization NORAD. The funds were provided

for District Development Fund, DDF, (Appendix 8) in Norwegian crowns

by NORAD. Working as the project coordinator between the ministry arid

the E~igineer Interconsult A/S is the preciously mentioned Mr Aage

KrUger. The project manager is Mr Peer Spone, who is alto manager of

Interconsult in Zimbabwe.

Beneath the project manager are three main branches: The hydrogeo—

logical section, the calununity participation section and the data

section.
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There are four hydrogeologists occupied in the ~ydrogeoic~icai section,

one senior and three men doing siting and surveying. Mr Ian Clifford,

the senior hydrogeologist (who continued land analyses after Mr E.

Marinelli’s land analyses)has superviseda-ll his own contracts.

There have furthermore been two drilling supervisors working full time.

While drilling is going on, thesemen drive around in landcruisers

checking the progress of the project. They decide the exact place and

design of the borehole, how deep the contractor shall drill and if the

yield corresponds to a wet or a dry hole. The supervisors can

influence the payments to the contractor.

The Headworks’ Supervisor is Mr Price, also working for Interconsult.

He is directly responsible for head—works, construction, test pumping

and pump installation.
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The CamiiunitZ Participation section is divided into three activity

branches directed by calununity liaison officers, a carununity training

officer and construction supervisors respectively.

The Carirnunity Support Advisor, Mr Piers Cross, is the head of the

participation plans. An administrator assists him in coordinating

all action. The caruliunity officials are responsible for training pump

attendants in maintenance and for organizing water carunittees.

Finally the carununity construction supervisors are aiding the

participants in constructing washing slabs, fences etc.

All people in this section are working according to ideas of the

Cannunity Participation Plan. The main task is to educate local in—

habitants for future maintenance of the boreholes - headworks. A one—

day course is arranged and the follow—up of the ccmnunity particip-

ation plan is also dealt with.

The data section is not in action during the crash programme. The

engineer builds this unit for smoother handling of site records and

files of future drilling prospects.

3.2 The proceeding work

l.a.! — — Siting and H~drc~eological investi~ations

The whole program is to finish 400 boreholes within the contract

period of about eight months. Hydrogeological studies take place at

first and in this case they started August 1984, right after the

Interconsult project team was established. This was exactly one month

after the contract was signed between ME~RDand Interconsult and the

tender documents were issued mid July.

The engineers’ job in the consulting field concerning siting and

caruilunity contacts is very important at this early stage. Detailed

hydrogeological examination is necessary in creating successful bore—

holes. The following extract comes fran the Progress report of August

1984 — March 1985, by the project’s Senior Hydrogeologist Dr. E

Martinelli, and concerns the geophysical investigations in the Crash

programme:
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“Goph~sicalInvesti9ation

Geoelec~.cal techniques mainly using vertical electrial soundings

(VES) with subordinate Electrical Traversing have been extensively

applied in the siting operations. In sane areas of dolerite

instrusions, Magnetic Traverses have proven useful in locating dyke/

country rock contacts. An average of 3—5 VES per locality have been

run with maximum AD separation of 500 m.

The geoelectrical parameters used in the siting are those presented

in Volume 2.2 Hydrogeology of the National Master Water Plan. When

siting in hard rock aquifers the minimum thickness guideline of 15—

25 m, depending upon the morphological/topographic conditions, has

been used. The relatively high success ratio of approximately 87% is

ascribed to the extensive use of those guidelines.

Because of the proven versatility of the electrical technique,

electromagnetic traversing has been used only in very f~ instances.”

(Ref 3, page 9—10)

3.2.2 Coordination with District Development Fund, DDF.

Before drilling at the prospected sites could start a coordination

meeting was held in order to finalize the list of sites.

Out of 740 sites the number was reduced to 500 which was enough to

start the program. Further investigation resulted in a recanmend—

ation of 400 sites after meetings between ME~RD,DDF and Inter—

consult. At the end of the program and after additional siting the

total number was 900 sites, of which 48% were recarunended.

Minutes of the meeting held at Interconsult office 11 th September

1984, appendix 5.

3.2.3 Drilling

Geotest was awarded the drilling contract by ME~PDmid Outober and it

was signed C~t.24 1984. Only three days later drilling operations

and supervision started. There were two models of boreholes used, at

first expected to be half design A arid half design B. The latter is
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produced if the ground has a tendency to collapse. The majority of

boreholes turned out to be design A due to the presence of granite,

gneiss and allied rocks in the ground. This fact resulted in cost

savings of about 1 000 Z$ per hole design A. The two different bore—

holes design A and B are described in appendix 6. Form of tender,

conditions of contract and schedule of charges — appendix 6.

From the very start two siting teams have been working full time on

the Crash Programme. A third and fourth team were added after a

proposal from the consultant to avoid the likelihood of the contractor

catching up with the siting. As a result of this action the camunun—

itys participating personnel’s workload was reduced.

It is stated in the contract on Consulting services that on—site

training of qualified zimnbabwiens should be allowed. T~ocounterparts

have therefore participated in siting operations and drilling super-

vision from January to February 1985. However, due to exceptionally

bad weather conditions during this month the training could not be

intense.

Because of the heavy rains during this period the contractor Geotest

had problems. Since the rigs and trucks were stuck in the mud on the

roads there was no chance on catching up with the schedule of 50 bore—

holes a month, so the contractor was consequently delayed by five to

six weeks.

This slim contract was further aggravated by two weeks Christmas holi-

day etc.

— — Boreholeoutput

The Crash Borehole Progranuneconcerns 400 boreholes progressing at an

estimated rate of 50 boreholes per month.

Progress has been at a rate of 4 to 80 boreholes per month. The

extraordinary weater conditions at the start of the project resulted in

a low borehole output. At the end of March only 131 boreholes had been

drilled (93 behind the originally proposed schedule).
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3.2.5 — — Control testing and weilbead construction

After the borehole is drilled, control testing is carried out. “The

testing has been done on boreholes either possessing a blowing yield

in excess of one liter per second or having a marginal yield. The

testing comprised a constant test rate test followed by a water level

recovery phase.” (Ref 3)

The welihead construction work is done by the Geotest subcontractor.

The welihead consists of slab, spillway, cattle trough, soakaway and

pump installation.

— — Extension of contract tiineperiod

After riegociations with the employer MEI’JRD the contractor managed to

extend the period. If the project is caiipleted by the end of August

there will be no penalty for the delay.

The contractor’s personnel is working seven days with 10—14 hours/day

every week in order to finish in time. The working pace originally

counted on was ten hours a day — 25 days per month — to achieve 50

holes drilled monthly.

3.3 Drilling supervision

The Digineer Interconsult A/S is through the Project Manager Mr Peer

Spone responsible for the drilling supervision. When the programme

started it was meant that both the project manager and the senior

hydrogeologist should have enough time for supervising. It was quite

an optimistic thought since many other important tasks turned up for

the project manager, such as paper work, overall project management

and liaison with the employer ME~PDand carununity liaison.

The Senior Hydrogeologist Mr Ian Clifford has been supervising full—

time. Mr E. Martinelli before him dealt more with the siting of new

boreholes.

To get continuous supervision of the operations two full time super-

visors were employed. They travel by landcruiser between the differ-

ent sites where the rigs are situated. When there is great progress
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like in the second half of the program travelling takes much of their

time, especially since the sites usually are quite distant from each

other. All landcruisers are equipped with radiolinks for internal

canmnunication.

A headworks’ supervisor was also employed.

The supervisors have a hard job since the contractor has stressed

their working rate up to ten to twelve hours a day seven days a week.

3.4 CaTununity Participation Plan

The Norwgian Development Organization NORADhas decided that the

canmunity where drilling is taking place should be involved in the

planning, construction and maintenance of the boreholes. The goals

of this rather expensive part of the prograrrune are to:

“— Instill a sense of local ownership and accountability for the

project.

— Facilitate better care of borehole headworks.

— ~isure that provision is culturally acceptable and locally ap-

propriate.
- Establish a local system of project management.

— Establish a first tier maintenance capability.” (Ref 3, page 16)

If the people living in the vicinity of the borehole fail to under-

stand the necessity of right arid proper utilization it will soon be

ruined. Examples of sabotage on newly drilled holes due to quarrels

about its location can be seen.

There are a lot of people involved on the programme.

3.4.1 Structure and personnel

‘Within Interconsult A/S, the Caruriunity Participation Section reports

to the Project Manager and works in close cooperation with both the

drilling supervisors (supervising the work of the contractor) and the

siting teams (undertaking hydrogeological/geophysical field studies).

The Carununity Participation Section consists of a Carununity Particip-

ation Co—ordinator, an assistant with special responsibilities for
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developing the health educational materials and supervising training,

and teams of direct—hire carununity liaison field workers. The direct—

hire field workers work alongside existing Government extension

workers: Local Government Promotion Officers (LGPO) and Carununity

DevelopmentOfficers (CIX)) (in establishing local—level project manage-

ment), and Health Assistants (HA) (in training carimittees and con-

struction).

The section’s carununity liaison field staff provide skilled calununity

workers (five of whom have higher qualifications or considerable

experience in ccmllunity work) to supplement the work of existing

extension workers to ensure that .canmunity liaison is keeping pace. with the rate of technical implementation on this accelerated program-

me.” (Ref 3, page 16)

The canmunity participation section is responsible for liaising with

local government authorities and beneficiary carimnunities at a variety

of stages in project implementation. The caTununity liaison schedule

is as follows:

— Meeting district administrators to inform and confirm sites.

Siting

— Initial community contract

— A one-day course for carunittees at a local venue

— Drilling

— Pumpfitting

— Delivery of carimunity construction materials and haulage of rocks

- and sand.

- — Supervised camununity construction of fences and washing slab.

- An opening ceremony

— First follow up visit

- Second follow up visit

— — One da~course

All five to six representativesf ran each local carimnittee attend a one

day course. Everything fran carimnittee functions, construction tech-

niques, boreholeand pump maintenanceto health is discussed. A

decision about the surroundingwashing slab is also taken.

For the plan a lot of educational pamphlets have been printed and a
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videofilrn has been produced.

3.5 Contractor Geotest

To get a veritable knowledge of the contractor ‘s position in a total

contract like the Crash Prograxrune, I have not only visited the camp

and studied its activities, but have also talked to several persons in

key positions. The name of the contractor is Geotest (Pty) Ltd. fran

Botswana. It is a fairly young caiipany, the Managing Director of

which is Mr John Farr whom I interviewed. He is a hydrogeologist but

entered after seven years of work for the government the contract

business. Out of a total experienceof 15 years in the ground water

industry he has now spent three years in this company.

.
Geotestwas founded in Gaborone Botswana in mid 1982. It now operates

many rigs, one boreholeequipping-unitand one borehole testing—unit

plus workshop support facilities, office establishmentand ancillary

transport. Geotestis altogether a Botswana companywith no non-

resident shareholders,directors, intercaipanyconnectionsor parent

companies. Its organizationchart is shown below.

.

Figure 4. Geotest & Weilfield Consulting Services.
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I have also talked to the project managerMr Heywood and the drilling

supervisor Mr Corrigan about their jobs. The drilling affair is

strictly a field based operation, so most of the time they spend with

their subordinates. The drilling supervisor must keep the rigs going

and for the maintenance he has two assisting mechanics. He is

futhermore part of the site management.

The project manager is responsible for the personnel, the logistics,

liaison with the engineerand for the contract finances. It is a

tough job that Mr Heywood has got. All the planning is done in the

field although he sanetimes has to leave for Harare, the capital of

Zimbabwe, to solve practical problems. When the project started in

C~tober 1984 the manager Mr Farr thought another project manager was

required in Harare but Mr Heywood assured it would be inefficient.

He himself could rather do the whole job.

Professional (i.e. qualified geologist/hydrogeologist) personnel at

management level has proved to be a great asset, in particular with

request to relations with the client and the supervising engineer.

Geotest as the contractor can then relate on fairly equal terms with

the engineer and not be totally subordinate to him as would be the

case with a contractor with no professional management staff.

The Geotest policy is to employ local personnelwhenever it is

possible. Africans are the most effective labour in the bush thus

• best suited for the drilling. Europeans would ask for luxurious

camping facilities and higher income.

25 Zimbabweans were recruited as drill labour, drivers and kitchen

personnel. Five skilled drillers were brought fran Botswana by the

company. Mr Farr says that good experienceis the most important

matter in drilling and it is only achievedon the job training. It

is very possible to employ local (African) personnel,since a high

level of academicachievement/schoolingmore usually associatedwith

expatriotes (Europeans) is not necessary.

3.5.1 Teams

Geotest drillers belong to four teams, each of which consists of one

driller, one driver, two rig labourers and one watchman. Each team
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are supplied with a rig, a supply truck and a Landrover.

The four teams are supposed to work at an ideal working pace of six

weeks duty followed by two weeks’ leave. However, becauseof a very

tight contract schedule this was not possible and rigs worked fairly

continuously for six months.

3.6 Subcontractor

Ceotest has engaged a local subcontractor for the construction of

headworksand pump installations. The name is Geotechnical and Drill-

ing Engineers (Pvt) Ltd and in Jqne 1983 the companybought Pump and

Water Reticulation (Pvt) Ltd, the largest boreholeand reticulation

firm in Zimbabwe.

The contractor’s work always lies one to two weeks aheadof the con-

struction of headworksand the bushpumpinstallation. This meansa

lag of approx. 20 boreholes, which is acceptedas a maximum delay for

eachcompletedborehole.

The contractor is responsiblefor the pump inspection and the sub-

contractor should, apart from the duties mentionedabove, transport

the carununityparticipation materials. Since the subcontractorfrom

the very beginning seemedto possessmerely worn—out equipment, Geo—

test lent out a truck and a radiolink to facilitate the communication.

Radio carununicationsbetweenmanagementand all field teams (drilling

and equiping) is vital for an efficient operation. The link is hardly

used, however, but the transport problem has decreased.

At first the yield testing was done by Geotest but after Jan. 1985 the

subcontractor, Geotechnical and Drilling Engineers, was allowed to

operate the testpumping.

3.7 Sundriesfran interviews with Mr John Farr

When comparing different investment forms it is not necessary to

specify all parameters. Below I shall take up some interesting, brief

facts about Geotest (Pty) Ltd: The caripany chose to invest in second—

hand rigs by the name of Ingersoll—Rand TH6O for the Crash Progranune.

Appendix 8. These machines were used another four years before they
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were reconditionned and delivered from Great Britain. The trucks,

imported fran South Africa, are at least four years old but in good

shape.

Due to shortage of initial funds in the caripany and becauseof the

price trend the best choice was to buy used equipment. Equipment used

in contract see appendix 8.

3.7.1 — — DeEreciations

The economic life duration of the rigs and trucks I could estimate by

my experience f ran other projects. In Zimbabwe the result would be

approx. five years for Ingersoll—Rand rigs and almost five years each

for the trucks.

3.7.2 Wear and tear

£~‘kDving around is hard on equipment. In Botswana the wear and tear is

much greater, however, than in Zimbabwe, Mr Farr explained. The

conditions are extreme in the Kalahari desert, for example.

Drilling is difficult in the rainy season when the contractors really

have to “bit into the clay”.

3.7.3 Taxation

The company tax in Botswana is 35% on profit, but in Zimbabwe Geotest

is exempt trom tax since it is a nonresident company.

3.7.4 Legislation for drillers

In general the rules of the Government are very few and not enforced.

In Botswana there are technical specifications,for instancea borehole

act implying that primary holes have to be on a certain distance from

each other. To be named a wet borehole a specific water quantity must

be achieved. There are few rules for the working environment. Luck-

ily Geotest has had no serious accidents during drilling although it

is a rushed job.
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3.7.5 — — Maintenance~iiaations

The obligations are to clean up the silted or in any other way not

acceptable boreholes. Geotest is responsible for the maintenance up

to three months after the holes are finished. If, nevertheless, a

defect is found, the contract states that the maintenance period will

be extended and retention money not released until the defect is

corrected. Silted holes were cleaned by the TH6O rigs during a one

month ‘workover’ period (during the last month of the contract —

August 1985). Testpumping is undertaken before headworks and pump

installation. All defect found during the period September to

November have been headworks/purripfaults and are being corrected by

the subcontractor.

.
3.7.6 — — Lc~istics

In all well-drilling projects the logistics becane canplex when more

than one rig is operating fran the main camp. In the Crash programme

this camp is moved up to 20 times to complete 400 boreholes. The

number of moves in the course of a contract has increased because of

alterations and uneven distribution of sites.

When the rigs are brought between 400 different locations diesel and

other consumables, steel or plastic casing, must be supplied and sub-

contractors be informed for their headworks’ completion. If the new

site for drilling is far away and on bad roads the transport may take

three to four hours. Taken over the whole contract period the average

is two and a half holes per day.

In order to understandthe complexity of logistics a chart of the

situation for drilling operationswith three rigs is shown on the

next page. Note that rigs and compressorsare truck—mounted.
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Average distance 60 km

____ ORig
Landrover

___ __ QRig

Land rover

Service truck for

two mechanics

~Twosupervisors I 1)1
I ____~~

3.7.7 Ideal circumstances

Since logisitics seems to be quite difficult I want to point out

perfect conditions. First of all if possible the main camp should

always be moved while the rigs are drilling. Then no extra time

would be spent on this action. Looking at the proceedings fran drill-

ing to testpumping I think it ought to take approximately seven days.

Timetable:

— Drilling 30—40 meters in four to five hours.

— Testpurnping for five hours, followed by two hours’ rest waiting for

new water to cane and finally two hours’ testpumping. (Testpumping

must be canpieted before the decision is made to install headworks

and pump.)

— Headworks’ construction is started and finished the third day.

— Then it takes three days for the concrete to harden.

MAIN CAMP

Steel and plastic

casing

Oil, diesel and

grease

Fuel bowser.—~~

Tents and cara—

vanes-

I I I lMobile storel

0 ~~bile shop ~

1
rKitchenj

EJOD

/

~Q~ig

____ Land rover
Five ton

~ support
______ trucks

KI

Figure 5. Drilling operations.
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3.8 Project economy

A long delay in the publication of the Crash Borehole Progranune Final

Report has forced me to base my comparison on the Progress Report August

1984 — March 1985 (Ref 3).

ACThAL COSTS

Consulting Services:

Remuneration exp.

personnel

Remuneration

local personnel : ZW~

Intern, travel

& transport

Allowances

Local travelling:

-Rent & operation

of equipment

Other expenses :

(2)
(66667)

(237490)

(124167)

ZW~ 29,017,— (42000)

ZW~ 41,656, —_(13OQOQ)

Project Management (estimate) ZW~103,000,—

Materials from Employer (131 x ZWt900) ZW~U7,900,

Value of work (31.3.85) _______________

Notes: (1) Number in parenthesis reflects figures from

payment schedule, Contract consultancy

services, Annex C.]..

(2) Prepaid lump sum figure.

(3) EstImated

Contractural Services

Request I~o. 1 — ZW~ 92775,—

Request No. 2 — ZW~49411,
Request No. 3 — ZW~ 56654,—

Request No. 3A — ZW~ 21224,—

Request No. 4 — ZS$ 152238,—

Request No. 5 — ZW~ 121000,—(3)

(16.1.85)

(29.1.85)

(15.2.85)

(4.3.85)

(29.3.85)

zw~ 381,402,— (366150)(1)_

32,825,— (45600)

zw~493,3O2~—

zw$ 790,019,—

zw~

zw~

2w~

.

.

66,667,—

129,000,—

109,452,—
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The contractor has so

boreholes at a total

Design A, 33 borehole

unsuccessful.

far invoiced for a total of 99

cost of t3723U2.— for 53 borehole

Design B and 13 boreholes being

In addition to above cost comes items such as:

Mobilization

Demobilisation

based_ on contract

No. of boreholes.

per BH

per BH

a breakdown

item included

shortly for

ZW~ 4,670,000

1,504,000

1,614,000

155,000

360,000

467,000 Zw~~~]~OO,O0O

zw~ 570,000

Average cost of Bli design “A” is ~3588. —

Average cost of BH design ~B” is ~4277.—

Average cost of dry i~H is ~l340.—

.

.

unit prices and an estimated 400

For the time being we have not yet completed

and a sui~nation of costs for each individual

in the Bill of Quantities but will supply this

discussion.

FORECAST

At disposal

Contractural services

Consultancy services

Project management

Materials from Employer

Contingencies

ZW~

ZW~

: ZW~

ZW~

ZW~

Estimated amount available
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If above forecast materializes the ZW~ 570,000 will allow

for an estimated distribution such as follows: -

Contracturaj. services

Consültancy services

Project managenent

Materials from et~ploycr

Contingencies

ZW$ 209,000

Z~J~224,000(1)

z~$ 22,000

~zt4 50,000

-~~__ 65,000

zi4 570,000

(1)
includes cou~nity participation materials atid

services.

In above estimates the. following assumptions are made:

— Contractura]. services; average ZW$3760 ~er BH

— Consulting services; as budgeted

— Project management; figures supplied by MEWRI)

— Materials; ZW$900.— per BH

— Contingencies estimated as 10% of amount at disposal.

Estimated amount available (ZW~57O000.—) is distributed

same proportions as forcast.

in

An issue about headworks being constructed of screeded

bricks or concrete have been argued with the contractors.

If arbitration goes in favour of the contractor, the amount

due the contractor should be a maximum of zwt 137 000. “(Ref 3)

S

For

could

this amount approximately 50 additional boreholes

be constructed. S
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3.9 Future plans

When the Crash Prograrrulie is completed another project will go on till

first of July 1986, and it will be sponsored by NORADmoney. This

program will be more integrated with water, sanitation, health etc.

The overall costs are estimated to be 15 million Nkr and the prospect-

ing will last for ten months, canprising 170 boreholes and an equal

number of wells. Depending on weatherconditions, 16—20 boreholesand

as many wells are thus expected to be completed each month. (The

maximum arrount of holes drilled per month by the contractor of the

Crash Prograrnnie was 80, mentioned as a comparison.)

‘I\~zo teams working in shifts during eight months will choose 170—180

sites and have them prospected between first of August 1985 and first

of March 1986. Heavy rain during this period may causeproblems.

When the siting is ready, one of the teams will go on supervising

until June. Then the hydrogeologist will leave the second team in

order to engage in different duties.

The drilling on this program will be done by ME~JRD,who will be

employing its c~npersonnel on two rigs, namely Tone Top 200. These

were donated by the Japanese Government. The drilling is expected to

begin in September 1985 at the n~ly sited locations. Consequently,

the siting in most areas will scarcely keep ahead of the drilling

qeration. To manage this situation one siter and one supervisor of

each siting and each supervising team are employed.

The Ministry can handle the headwork construction and test pumping by

using its ~zn resources. All ministries, hcMever, still suffer from

the lack of canpetent personnel, personnel which left as the countries

gained independence. There have also been losses to the private

sector because contractors pay higher salaries.

To fill in the gaps at MEI’~RD, it seems that more expatriots must be

employed. On a water project like the one described, a complete staff

is almost necessary. The alternative is to use a consultant. Inter—

consult A/S will continue to work as such on future progran~es.



S
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4 DDF M~NAGFM~TCCt~TRACT

This second part of my study concerns a very interesting form of

contracting. In Sweden there is a caiipany named WeliDrill which was

established in 1980. Its aim is to facilitate the development,

production, marketing and sales of equipment and services tailor—made

for the e~loitation of groundwater resources in developing countries,

especially in rural areas. For the project studied the company has

recruited a staff qualified in various fields related to groundwater

e~loration and well drilling.

WellDrill SystemPB is a subsidiary of the Atlas Copco Group. The

latter is a large well—kncMn multinational Swedish company with vast

resourcesand well developed marketing and sales network and offices

in major cities around the world.

In Harare, Zimbabwe, there is an agency dealing with Atlas Copco

equipment. I have been in contact with its Managing Director Mr Don

Ferreira and also its Financial ManagerMr John Birtwistle.

Since its foundation, WellDrill aimed to assist its customers to

achieve efficient utilization of equipment by providing a good ser-

vice. In cooperationwith the Zimbabwien DDF, which is part of the

Ministry of Local Governmentand T~n Planning furnished staff train-

ing, WeliDrill management advice and controls project and drilling

management.

Project manager Mr Lars Carisson and the drilling superindtendant

Mr Ragnar Hurtig have beenworking in Harare almost since the project’s

beginning. NcM they are employed by the Norwegian Development

Organization NORAD.

These people have been of great help to me in providing me with actual

facts and documens.

‘Itday the whole operation is financed by NORADand it is DDF Water

Division that is responsible for the well drilling and training

progra!T~ne.(Appendix 8)

A training centre 16 kin outside Harare, the Hunyani DDF training
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centre, has since the management programme started been built and is

expanding. The architect is Mr Gordon Thrner, who is also planning

future constructions.

In Zimbabwe there are eight ditferent training centres under the

administration of DDF built through donations. All training has

always been financed by aid money i.e. money which does not need to

be paid back.

4.1 DDF: Background

Before independance in 1980, white farmers formed a self—supporting

fund, the African Development Fund. It was run as a private company,

dipped the big farmers’ animals and reduced their taxes.

This fund was then under the same organization transformed to DDF, an

establishmentnot aiming at profit and financed by donor money. ~part

from water projecting, DDF deals with other development activities,

like road and darn construction.

4.2 The organization of DDF Water Division

The District Development Fund is an organization closely related to

the Ministry of Lccal Government and TCMn Planning. In the National

Master Plan for Rural Water Supply and Sanitation the organizations

are thoroughly examined. Appendix 8.

For my study I did not have time to look closely into these organiz-

ations. The chart on next page attempts to explain the close links

between them.
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— Or9anization chart
[IF WAT~IOWISIC14 / L Cdr~I~

IWDSTIY Of LOCAL COV(~NMINT AND TOv.I1 PU
WU0 N(V1W?M~N~

.

The Water Division is split into seven sections:

The ~ydro-Geop~ysist section consists of ten men. Two counterparts,

taught by the hydrogeologist H. Timje and the geophysist A. J~mlid are

the main persons. There are two water—prospecting teams. In future,

yield and p~irip tests are to be carried out by a special group under the

supervision of a hydrogeologist. The present procedure is quite primi-

tive.

The drilling section has ten L~D200 rigs operating. Appendix 9.

Ebccept for the Drilling Superindtendant there are two Drilling

Managers, each with five rig leaders under their control. In order to

get an efficient drilling performance and not an increased logistic

problem, each rig is surrounded by a drilling team. An optimal

operating team consists of one rig leader, two drillers and one

assistant, who is also the driver.

When the rig is mounted on a truck each team should have a service car

for smooth operations. Radiolinks between team and manager will be

installed as soon as the money is available. Flexibility is increased

Figure 7. Organization of DDF Water Division 85.01.01.

.
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5óóóóó
8 Provincial

Administrators

x
District Adjninistra—

Y
Field Officers

Chart of links between Ministry of Local Government and

Tc~nPlanning and District Development Fund.

As these organizations are so complex and the drilling so widespread—

over more or less the entire country — it is essential for personnel

to be well directed. The total number of employees in DDF is approx.

3 500. Mr Lars Carlsson is the project manager under the direction

of DDF.

If the job is going smoothly meetings are not held for all decisions.

One of the main tasks of expatriots in managing positions is to teach

counterpartstheir jobs. Through these people and other local re-

cruited staff the whole organization should remain stable when the ex-

patriots contracts cane to an end.

In this way it could be said that the managers are building a company

within the bigger canpany, i.e. the DDF. A separate budget for the

project manager is therefore recommended.

MoLGa~P

~~~1
‘Overall

‘Economic

‘decisions

tors

Project Lvlanager

Lars Carlsson

Figure 6.

Practically

.

.
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that way.

The ~m~fitting section consists of two team leaders and two groups to

make a total of ten men.

The concrete production section, dealing with the foundation of head—

works, is a four man team.

The repair section is a very important part of the division. One

mobile team in a Nissan Patrol is responsible for small repairs in the

field. There is one team leader and two mechanics in a repro group

doing this job. Bigger breakdc~ns must, as mentioned previously, be

taken care of in a workshop.

In the administration sector there are only two people; a secretary and

and a storekeeper. They will be accancdated in the Hunyany training

center when canpleted. The store—keeper will be responsible for the

new, bigger store. A card systemand/or a canputer will file the

stored goods.

4.3 Costs and carunents on my parameters

The facts I present bel~ were obtained partly fran several private

interviews with the project manager, Mr Lars Carisson, and partly f ran

the report written by him about the District DevelopmentFund, Zimbab-

we. DDF Division.

The water division in Zimbabwe does not keep account and capital

budgets according to the calendar year. The budget year runs from the

first of July until the last day of June in the next year. The

Ministry makes the situation even more complicated by closing the

accounts two months before and two months after the beginning of the

new budget year. The ministry seems to lack control of its available

money. The drilling superintendant, Mr Bagnar Hurtig, is caused a lot

of trouble and has therefore received a special account for running

capital costs and investments on the well drilling project.

You may have noticed that apart f ran drilling wells, the water

division also invests in the construction of darns. To obtain an

appropriate evaluation of the management contract, I have excluded
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the costs of these investments fran my calculations.

4.3.1 Total cost

The project’s total cost is financed by the Norwegian government. The

entire sum is aid money which will therefore not have to be repaid.

The drilling project has during the budget year received 2 293 376 Z$

as expenditure forecast.

Estimated cost of boreholes 1 443 200 Z$
of handpumpinsta1~lation 85~L176 Z$

2 293 376 Z$

For this aIi~unt of money the plan was to make 656 boreholes in eight

different districts. The actual number of boreholes produced was 371.

Several reasons for this are as foll~s:

— There are only eight rigs in operation whereas the budget is cal-

culated for all ten rigs.

- Saneproblems with the rigs.

— Sometimestraining of local drilling managers does not work exactly

as planned.

— Local circumstances and general problems in developing countries,

such as shortage of oil.

The cost carried over for the dam and weir project is 1 584 015 Z$.

Materials for training and education are bought with this money and

are, as mentioned earlier, excluded fran my calculations.

The resulting budget (after a few other adjustments) for water supply

1984—1985 will be:

Drilling project expenses 1 620 052 Z$

Vehicles for drilling project 138 000

Buildings and equipment (50%) 127 000

Additional equipment 151 678

Staff salary 239 355

Experts’ salary 257 145

2 533 230 Z$

The follcMing figures cane fran the project report and should be
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considered in order to account for the sums just mentioned:

Drillingyrojecte~penses

— Petrol for trucks and cars

12 nos * 2 500 mu * 3 1 * 1 Z$ +

12 nos * 2 500 mu * 2 1 * 1 Z$ = 150 000

— Lubr. oil 10% of petroic. +

Spare parts 10% of mv. cost = 43 800

— Casingtube1 040 a 20 m a 21 Z$/m = 436 800

— Casing shoe 1 040 a 6 Z$ = 6 240

— Camping and staff equipment = 48 800

— Handpumps, local made 1 040 * 764,55 Z$ = 776 412

— Diesel and petrol for canpressor and rigs

16 h * 100 hp * 165 gr * 1 040 hole: 0,82 * 0,5 Z$ = 168 000

—Lubr. oil for caripressor 12% of dieselconsurnp.= 20 000

1 650 052 Z$

(Ref 5,page

Vehicles for drillin~ ~roject

Figure 8.
(Ref 5, page 56)

.

.

Vehicles for

VIIIICLES

Donor: NORWAY

Type

Dr. Manager No 1
Dr. Manager No 2

D~I — 1 Training leader
D~I — 2 Training lcadcr
Geophysist
ILydrogeologisi

Rig No 9

Rig No 10

Transport

Inspection, s pers

Cost md.
spares end
tools

9 000
9 000

9 000
9 000

9 000
9 (XX)

24 000

24 000

24 000

12 000

Nissan Patrol
Nissan Patrol

Nissan Petrol
Nissan P~itrol
Nissan Patrol.
Nissan l’uirol

Nissan Diesci
Truck 7 ton
Nissan Diesel
Truck 7 ton
Nissan Diesel
Truck 7 ton
Nissan Safari

Diesel

Expcndi turd
forecast ZS

1984/1985

138 000 Z$
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Buildings and equi~nent

Fran the sum of 240 000 Z$, 50% is omitted because these investments

will approximately be 50—50 used by the drilling project and by the

dam and weir project.

Expenditureforecast Z S~os of buildings

BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT
FOR DDF-WATLR DIVISION

Donor: NORWAY

Description Cost

Office

Workshop

Rigs & Compr.
Garage

Garage for light
cars

Garage for trucks

87 000

3300

18 000

12 000

19 000 1004/1fl85
169 000 ZS

EQUIPMENT

Furnitures to
office

Office equipment

Store equipment

Freight and
insurance

36 000

22 000

12 000

15000

Figure 9.

(Ref 5, page 55)

Figure 10.

(Ref 5, page 57)

1984/1985
85 000 Z$

.

.
Total 254 000

~iOnaleauent

EQUIPMENT
Donor: NORWAY

Nos
or sets

Description Cost Z $ Experidiiurc
forecast Z S

1 Test pump set — el. or
hydraulic driven — 36 000

1 Reflecting telescope 4 000

1 Computer type II 35 5 500

1 Water prospecting equipin

2 diesel generator set for
charging of batten etc 97 428

6 Welding plant for pump
fitter team I — 2 . 3 000

4 Tools, tool box, crane
and work bench for pump
fitter team 1 — 2 5 750

I 984/I

151 678 Z$
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Staff saia~y

C~st / yc~lr

Wdter Project Manager, paid by NORAD
Water Project Manager , under study

Production Manager , paid by NORAD
Production Manager, under Study

Ilyd rogeologist
Geophysist

Water Prospecting Team No . 1 — 4 men
Water Prospecting Team No. 2 — 4 men

Secretary
Clark

Purchasing

Water engineer.hydrogeologist

Storekeeper

Pump Fitting Teem No 1 4 men
Pump Fitting Team No 2 4 men

Drilling Manager No. 1
Drilling Manager No .2

Drillers 30 men

Drivers 12 men

Total cost = 239 355

Figure 11. Staff salary. (Ref 5, page 58)

ExEerts salarZ

The experts were paid by NORAD (257 145 Z$).

4.3.2 Sane caruiients on staff salaries

The government in Zimbabwe has decided that wages for those in public

services should not be raised at present. This freeze adversely

affects the well drilling project. The men work 160 hours a month

and the average salary is 1,65 Z$ per hour.

I, like many of the people involved in the project, believe that the

salary system should be altered. Its efficiency is comparatively low.

A drilling team accomplishes on average 9,9 meters per day. ~kre

motivation could be gained by offering bonuses per drilled meter or

more time off after, say, a particularly well—performed job. I think

a moving wage scale is preferable. Then, for example, a driver who

.

12 000

11 2~2

7 6(X)
7 600

a’
5 400 / man ) 43 200

5 040
2 880
2 880

for dam construction, paid by NORAD

2 448

C a’ 2 592 / man ) 20 739

5 276
5 276

82 080

31 104

( a’2736/man

( a’ ~i 592 / man
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has a lot of responsibility could be motivated to work longer hours

than the other drill labourers.

The aid organization has presented proposals similar to my c~~into the

government of Zimbabwe. However, it is likely that the requests will

interfere too much with the country’s internal politics.

Another way of increasing efficiency is to cut down the number of

staff. Every drilling team per rig consists of five to six men but

can, unaer good conditions, be reduced to three, including a

chauffeur. Action is being taken along those lines.

4.4 Education

Staff training is done partly at Hunyani training centre, and partly

as the rig is in operation. The drilling, water prospecting and

training for puiip fitting at Hunyani were to begin with done in

scheduled courses. Time periods as below used.

n~y

feb

I~4jan.

rnv

I.xt.

Figure 12. ~iILi.n~, ~icer Prospecting ut~i Pui~ tittu~.1cairung

I5feb

feb -

~

d

r~v

0t

(Ref 5,

page 2)

~july -

Jun

apr

End of the WellDrifl contract.

I! LH

~ of ourse

WATFR PPQ5PIET]~a1~ ~‘ ~ rrrn~c crusr

1~
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The first course in drilling at the training centre lasted for more

than six months. This long period was partly caused by lack of access

to camping equipment and cars and trucks necessary for transport.

These problems occured because of two factors:

— WellDrill was not sufficiently informed about how DDF functions.

— DDF did not have enough experience in this type of business.

The time normally required to train a team to work a rig is three to

four weeks. Whether the unit is complex or simple the rig is operat-

ed by just a couple of levers on a control panel. Fran then on every-

thing depends on the driller’s ability and feeling for what is

happening under the ground. To becane a skilful driller takes any-

thing fran a month to a whole lifetime.

Costs during the education period depend on:

— Salary of supervisors and other instructors.

— Materials for training.

Increasedwear and tear of the rigs and accessories due to the person-

nel’s unfamiliarity with their work is noticeable.

4.5 Investmentsof equipment

The project report by Mr Carissonpresents a survey of the equipment

invested in the project for drilling, water prospecting and in the

purnpfitting section. See figure next page.

Today there are eight LW!) operating units, and other equipment is

quite intact after reinvestments.

4.6 Maintenance and service

These outlays are not specified in any books but part of the total

budget. There has been no reasons so far for keeping a record of the

exact figures of these expenditures.
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I lOnun

2 10rs~

3 9nc~

4 6r~

5 3r~

6 2r~

7 2r~e

8 2sets

9 l~t

10 -

11 2rxs

12 2~ts

Drilling rigs L1.V

Ccitçre~irs

Trtxks 7 tuna

[~t~ 18))

Nismen Patrol

Tractors

l~terprunpectthg equi~n~it

Caiçing ~ui~t

~ll irwestn~It.s

Ti-ijck 2 3/4 tunS

TunIs for putç fitters

Total ]jiv~tn~lrs:

425 (Xl) $

375 (ID $
216 Cr1) $
45 Cl)) $
36CC) $

24 CCI) $

4CJ:O$

48 CCI) $

24 110 $

3) cro $
6 (XI) $

1,316 113 $

0 Drilling tunla Sç~re Scere Eitra

acc~rei~ carts carts ~ure

f or ~x-ts

ca9r~ac

Total caralmter

for tunla, a~-re~,rime

&eJ s~Bre carts

dur-thg ymars

operatici, — 72 hells

(Ref 5,

page 73)

Figure 13. Inv~t~t of ~uiarer~t th drtilIrw

.

~nJ ~zi~fttt.ing ~tiun

.

[nv~tn~tS of ~ui~r~it:

(Ref 5,

page 71)

4.7

Para~terof investas~its

Spare parts

.

.
Consumption of drilling tools, accessories and spare parts during a

one—year operation. Losses and other local circumstances generate un—

certainty in these figures.

Figure 14. PA~E1~CF iuis. ~CU~RIES.SPAREPAgIS ~ND rUrAL PAR~�1~

$ cz� YEA~

2~4
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4.7.1 — Purchaseof spareparts - caTnitent

All spares which cannot be purchased in Zimbabwe are imported. If

they were imported f ran the manufacturer instead of from an agent

there would be potential for savings.

In case several companies are manufacturing the same product two or

three tenderers are selected.

Finally the spare parts are sent by boat to Durban in South Africa and

NORADpays the invoice when shipping forms are delivered. Urgent

orders are sent by air, which of course is more expensive.

4.8 Transport

Much time in a drilling project is spent on transportation between

sites. Approxiamtely how much fuel is consumed is shown below. The

amount of miles is directly furnished by the gauge of the vehicles.

None of the figures include maintenance costs.

Figure 15. Trans~xrt cost for drilling rig.

(Only fuel for one 7 tons truck)

Continuation next page.

(Ref 5, page 74)

District,

Coran~zi

Ian reisiing for trtxks rigs

RigNol 797}an

Ri
8No2 IC~7

~gNo3 822

RigNo4 IlX~

RxgNo5 1271

RvgHo6 822

RigNo7 9~5

Rig No 8 757

Tel (an. 7558

Average disi/well. 7558 . 36 • 370.9 (en

Average ccn~,i~tiun/ trick and (0 km = 2.5 L

Average cunsaUon / well — 52.48 L

Average transp cost / welL 26,24 $

~lix prcxl 72 wells/year and rlg

Tot fuel cost! rig and year 1,28 $

District

Gitu

Qurelzi

Ian r~iLng for tricks — rigs

RigNol 2610km

RigNo2 181)

RigNo3 2270

Ri8No4 2Y~(

RigNo5 1776

RigNoô 2533

RigNo7 1972

RigNo8 2358

Tel (an: I~.38

Average dxsl / welt • I~.38: 26 — 747,6 Ian

Average cun~.rptiun / trick and 10 km 2.5 L

Average cun~ayticn /well — I&,9 L

Average transp cost / well 93,45 $
ftIx pLixI 72 wells/year ~nd rig:

Tol fuel cost / rig ~nd year : 6728~~)$

.

Tot prndictiun of

wells — 36
Tot prcxlictiun of

wells — 26
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Figure 16. Trara.çort ccst for drilling rig

(Crily fuel for une 7 toss trick)

(Ref 5, page 74)

Average co~/ district for transpert

of dritlthg rig during une year operaticsi:

a) ~ + 6728.~) = 418,84 $

2
Tranap cost betwean welts:

b) 418,84 — 69,1) $
62

Figure 17.

District.

Corcacozi

Transpirt c~ for lIater- ~ Drilling M~gers , Pijip Fitters

C~ily fuel and petrol

J Tot prcxiictiun of 36 weLls

(Ref 5,

page 76)

.

Hydro &cticsi

Ian r~u~ and cunsui~jtiun:

Ilydrogealogist 2653 Ian / 265 lit

WF—tosn No 1 1827 la~/ 487 lit

WI’—t~n2 228) Ian / 491 lit

Tot: 67�i) Ian / 1243 lit

Average dist / weU: 187,78 Ian

Average lransp cost /wel 1 — 34,53 $

Punp Fitting S~tiun

Ian r~l1ngand con~nI?tiun:

PFTNoI l~Ian/376Lit

wrNo2 l8S2Ian/442l1t

Tot: 3678 Ian / 818 lit

Average dial / well: 1(12,17 Ian

Averageccat/well— 11,36$

District; District: Average cost

Coruitr~zi Cutu for ci~years

Qur~zi transçort

Drilling ~nagera

Ian r~1ingand cunsLir9tlun:

Drilling ~nager No 1 2938 IatV)
58 lit

Drilling ~‘hnagerNo 2 2537 Ian/253 lit

Tot: 5475 (an/CA)) lit

iwerage that / well l52,C8 (an

Average transp coal / wetl= 16,75 $

Ian 67W $ 1243 Ian 5475 $ CAB Ian 3678 $ 40)

(lydro ~tiun Drilling F4iriager lkiip Fitter Tosea
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4.9 Wear and tear on equipment

As mentioned earlier, this management contract has, since it started

on the 15th September 1983, employed the WeUDrill Systems AB LWD 200

drill rig (Appendix 9). The delivery included everything needed for

the well drilling operation.

Until recently, the function of this equipment was quite satisfactory,

although the right quantity and selection of spare parts was not

supplied.

It was soon realized that the idea of drawing -the light weight rig

S behind a tractor or jeep and pulling the caripressor in the same wayover long distances was a little bit too wishful thinking. DDF has

therefore used trucks for this purpose.

Below are described sane problems and breakdowns which occurred:

— The derricks’ joints are weak and have been bent during drilling.

— The rear axis can sometimes not tolerate the pull—up power.

— Frequent replacementof the buttan bits partly due to the rig’s

light weight, make it ‘jumpy’.

— The diesel pump is inefficient.

— The engine is too weak.

— Trouble with clay since the canpressor is too weak to blow the bore-

hole clean.

— The rig is unable to make holes deeper than —80 m, due to a minor

torque.

— A lot of down time because of broken trucks unable to pull the rigs.

To manipulate all these problems the DDF Water Division has a workshop

in Mashwest just outside Harare. Since the capacity for the mainten-

ance is slim, small private agenciesmust also be used. Consequently

costs are increased.

Special conditions found in a developingcountry must be considered

like:

— Bad roads, causing transport problems and extra damages to the

equipment.

— Unskilled workmen’s careless handling of the machinery, resulting
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in breakdowns.

— Shortage of spare parts and fuel.

into the bush due to

in stock, e.g. only one

Mounting the rigs and caripressor on a truck result, however, in bring

about vibrations which the thin plate of the body cannot endure. The

trucks are thus checked every three weeks.

4. 10 Depreciations

The budget I studied in Harare was the first one of its kind at the

DDF Water Division. It was compiled by Mr Carisson for NOPAD. The

calculation was based on investments of drilling rigs and equipments

fran WeliDrill Systems AB.

Since the ministry does not express any recaruitendations, Mr Carlsson

decided to use straight depreciations at various times. This system

of deducting the equipment seems reasonable to me, but the periods

chosen are debatable.

The following schedule for each plant of machinery has been given the

ministry’s approval.

To solve sane problems, drilling superintendantMr Ragnar Hurtig and

project manager Mr Lars Carisson had the idea of mounting the LWD rig

and the calIpressoron a Nissan Diesel seven ton truck. By rebuilding

it into units obvious advantages are gained:

— It is easier to keep on the road and to move

the unit being shorter.

— There is less fuel consumption.

— Having to keep a small number of spare parts

dimension of wheels etc. . -

— Smaller maintenance outlay.

These advantagesinunediately result in:

— Higher speed between locations.

— Easier manoeuvrability into sites.

— Less visits to the shop for repairs.

— Higher drilling capacity.

— Easier planned logistics, thus creating more flexibility.

.

.
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Invosti~~itsof dritl(ng rigs and ~uiçvranis

fran ~(all Drill Systoos AB

RsNos 1~rIptlos

1 10 Nos LlA) ~X3 Drill rigs as per

att~d t~hnicaLsjssiflcauai

2 (0 Nos Qiiçresstrs Sulluir III 33) [1~

as per attaJ~1 sp~i ficatton

3 (0 Nos Drilling tonls and ~ccas-

ones eat as per attad~1

sp~ificatios

4 10 Nos Spare parts packages as per

att.~bexl sçeaifications

5 10 Nos Spare parts for the cani~r~r

as per t~lvucalsp~ificauos

6 2 Nov Sets of ~ctna spare parts as

per att~J~spaificatic*~

7 2 Nov Sets of ~.eter prosp~tiai

paiipiertt as per att~Find

sp~ificatios

4251113$ 4210$ 5Year 8113$

375Ct0$ 3710$ 5Year 7113$

41)Ct0$ 45110$

(33 CAB

(15 cm

75110$ 710$

41Et7$ 4167$ 2Year 2C84$

12167$ 1267$ 2Year 634$

.

Since problems have occurred with the LVI) 200 rigs, a deduction period

of five years may seem too optimistic. After necessary technical

modifications, however, it ought to be reasonable.

The spare—parts sets for rigs and compressors have, fran my point of

view, too short a depreciation age. Mr Carlsson’s opinion is that

WeliDrill lacked experience in fitting the spare parts, due to a

new drill construction.

The sparepart sets which were available fran September 1983 and should

have had a-life of 100 wells per rig lasted only for 208 holes during

16 rronths~ until the end of the first contract.

4.11 Borehole output

The drilling manager Mr Pagriar Hurtig gave me the following schedule

of the last six months production of boreholes in the project. The

borehole output is during the period 01 .01.85 — 06.30.85. The two

Tot cost Cost/rig ~prxthtios Ccsvt/LIait

S

2 Year

3 Year

1 Year

is cm $

5033$

710$

8)333$ 8333$ 3Year 2778$

1nveatn~ts 1 462 167 $

Figure 18. Depreciations. (Ref 5, page 70)

Cost/Year: 48 9)6 $
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rigs missing (out of originally ten rigs) are standing still.

D.D.F. WATER DIVISION.
Production wAthin ~ix(6) months

Big
~omber

NOaber
of

holes
drills

Total
netere
drill
ad
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boreho

—a
Lepth

Odex Total
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•ce
over-a

Ipprox.
-imate
lietani
-e/hol~

otal
Lienel
used

~verag~
liesel
per
hole

%
ucces

1 16 769 48,3 108 2174 136 L609 288

2 23 (221 51,5 177 1212 53,0 294 267

3 14 721 53,2 100 1869 33;5 866 348

4 29 1431 49,4 264 7366 54,0 1618 297

5 25 1287 51,5 260 1004 40,2 741 412

6 17 908 53,4 317 3196 188,0 896 288

7 18 867 48,2 162 2745 152,5 661 314

8 21 1224 58,3 234 6400 304,8 6914 329

163 8428 51,7 1622 25966 1593 48599 298,2 83%

two(2

rest
avers

days

=848

e

pen pa

~

iod. fo

~

trove

~

lizig

~/ji

= 96da

L__

S

diese conaz ption = 57,311 cay

.

.

Figure 19. Borehole output. (Source: Mr Ragnar Hurtig)
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5 P[J~HASING

This part of my study concerns the donation of four LWDdrilling rigs,

accessories and spare parts fran SIDP~ to ME~PD,that is the Ministry of

Energi and Water Resources and Developnent, in the beginning of 1983 by

import support.

5.1 Background

When the ministry requested Swedish assistance in purchasing light weight

air rigs there had beet-i drought in ZimbaI~e for two years. ME~RDthen

owned 20 slow but reliable cable tool rigs and- two Japanese rotary rigs.

Furthermore,private contractors with at times 31 rigs were working for

S the ministry.

250 boreholes were drilled annually, but the intention of the well drill-

ing programme was to produce 3000 wells for domestic establishment in a

period of two years, followed by a further 5000 holes drilled under the

Rural Development Prograirune. The production didn’t meet the demand!

With extra capacity MHPIRD hoped to caiiplete the project within ten years.

For this reason, rotating drills driven by canpressed air were obviously

needed. These drills should be uncomplicated, easy to move and cheap to

run.

The LWD, ie the Light Weight Drilling rig by WeliDrill Systems AB exhibit-

ed in Bulawayo made the ministry very enthusiastic. Consequently, SIDA

was asked to purchase five light air rigs in September 1982. (Appendix 9)

Invitations for bidding were prepared by SIDP~ in Sweden and three calipani—

es (Ahisell VVS AB, Atlas Copco and WellDrill Systems AB) were asked on to

the board.

Consultant Mr Willy Hagsträii considered the offers but there were still

several questions to be answered: Mr Hagsträii wanted to know if the Ziiii—

babwian Governmentwas capableof drilling with the new rigs.

The procurement sector of SIDT~ sent Mr Per Olof Ahlberg to the country,

and in the latter’s report, “Duty trip to Zimbabwe to evaluate drilling

equipment” he declares:
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“Areas suitable for light air rigs

A light air rig is ideal for 4”-4½” hard rock holes. Depths of 80—100 m

in such formation will meet little problems. However, the performance

in soft formation is poor. Such a rig is also incapable of providing

large boreholes. Consequently a light air rig shall operate in

hard rock formation and provide small holes to limited depths. The rig

can also be used to deepen percussion drilled holes into hard rock.

— Such suitable geological formations are found in the southeast, east

and northeast of Zimbabwe where massive or gneissic granite is located.

The light air rigs must therefore operate in there areas. The average

depths of the existing boreholes are 40—60 m and the average water rest

level is 10—20 m, therefore the boreholes are suitable for hand pumps.

The MEWRDintends to initially make use of the Swedish rigs in the South

East area of Matabeleland Province.

Drilling Prc9raiwnes

Procurement Erocedures

It cannot be overemphasizedhow important a smooth procurementsystem

is for purchasing of spare parts, oils, fuel, etc. If running to its

optimum capacity, a light air rig would produce approximately 70 bore—

holes a year. This allows for time for the actual drilling activities,

service, minor and major repairs, transport betweensites and time off

for drilling staff. Time for repairs must not be made too long. Spare

parts must be available at short notice and it is therefore essential

that the Government procurement system is smooth and efficient and that

red tape does not impede with the drilling operations.

The Provincial Water Engineers (PWE) are responsible accounting

officers. Fund allocated to P~i)E cover the costs for, among other

things, drilling operations, equipping of boreholes and staff wages.

If a spare part for a rig is not available at the ~E store, the manu-

facturer gets and order to supply the item. The order is usually given

by telephone and later followed by a formal written request signed by

PWE. The item is airfreigl-ited to the province. Should it be necessary

to import the spare part, the maximum time for such delivery is est—
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imated at two weeks.

Diesel is currently supplied by Caltex, who has a three year contract

with the Government. The ME~RDdelivers diesel to the drilling sites

in 200 litre drums. There has lately been a shortage of diesel in Zim-

babwe, but it is hoped that this problem is only temporary. Caltex

also supplies oil to the Government.

Compared with many other African countries, the Government procurement

procedures in Zimbabwe appear to be fast and efficient. There proced-

ures should not be a major problem when the drilling operation com-

mences. . -

Personnel tra in ing and equ ip~ing of drilling teams

After independence Zimbabwe lost sane of their most skilled people. A

number of good, experienced drillers emigrated. ~Itx3ay, the ME~PDonly

has a few local drillers with experiencefran rotary drilling. As the

drilling teamsmust change from percussion rigs to the more sophistic-

ated rotary rigs, training is a crucial element.

In Matabeleland province, where the rigs are to be used initially,

there is one senior drilling superindendent, who has the capability to

supervise the drilling teams. Together with one driller/machanic from

the manufacturer,it should be possible to train up three relatively

good teams within three months. Even though the crew of the teams in

no way can be fully trained after such a short period, they should be

able to sufficiently handle the machines. The drilling superintendent

will inspect the rig twice a week.

Each drilling team will consist of:

One senior driller

One assistant driller

One tractor driver

~I\~olabourers

The following equipment is attached to each team:

One rig mounted on a trailer

One canpressor

One tractor
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One trailer loaded with crew huts, drilling bits, casing,

test pumping equipment, water tank, personal belongings, etc.

The team is also supported by a lorry, which regularly provides fuel,

food, etc. Test pumping is done with cylinder pumps.

The MEWRDsaid that it would be no problem to provide the required

staff and equipment for the rigs.

Infrastructures

The ME~PDhas one central drillin9 workshop in.. Harare. The workshop

appearedto be clean and well equipped. There were a number of lathes

and welding equipment. The workshop staff seemedto be competent. The S
workshop was not over—staffed, which usually is the case in many

African countries. The provincial workshop for Mashonalandwas also

located in Harare. Even that workshop gave a good impression. The

Central Store in Harare was also well managedand clean.

The proviridal workshop for Matabeleland is in Bulawayo and it is said

to be of the same standard as the workshops above. The Bulawayo work-

shop is equippedwith lathe andwelding equipment.

The workshops and the stores of the MEWRDare of high standardand

fran what could be seen, it should be possible to carry out even major

repairs of rigs and vehicles. The impression as a whole was very

satisfactory.

3~i~pin~of boreholes

The MH~7RDnormally equips the successful boreholes in~ediately after

they are drilled and test pumped. The PWEhas a separate construction

unit for that purpose. There will therefore not be any major gap in

time between the drilling activities and the installation of pumps...

Service Erovlded bZ the tenderers...

Conclusions and recaninendations

Fran what was learnt during the short mission, the public sector of
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Zimbabwe is extremely efficient comparedwith other African countries.

The senior civil servants seemed to be competent and there was no

difficult bu~auc~cybuilt in the system. Most of the responsibilities

of the MEWRDare delegated fran the headoffice in Harare to the

provinces. The Provincial Water Engineers are the accounting officers

in charge of funds for drilling operations and equipping of boreholes.

The procurement procedures, which are crucial for the drilling operat-

ions, appear to be smooth and fast. The infrastructure, i.e. the

workshops, stores and offices are also of high standard. A success-

fully drilled borehole is equipped immediately.

Considering the shortage of skil]~ed personnel and the lack of previous

S experience from light air rigs, it would certainly be difficult totrain and supervise five teams. A number of three rigs would be more

appropriate.

The ME~PDintends to make use of the Swedish rigs in Matabeleland Pro-

vince. One experienced drilling supervisor is stationed in Bulawayo,

and he can efficiently supervise three drilling teams. It is there-

fore .proposed that SIDA initially purchases three rigs for the MLWRD.

—Futherrnorethe crew of the three drilling teams are proposed to be

trained for three months by one driller/mechanic provided by the manu-

facturer.

Three tenderers were invited to bid, Ahlsell VVS AB, Atlas Copco mt

and WeliDrill System A13. The tender invitation proforma was accept-

able to the ME~RD,even though it was felt that the specifications were

too detailed, as they were made to fit the WeliDrill rig. The re-

quired performance, however, was correct and there is not need for re-

tendering even though the tender period was extremely short. (Only

one week).

The ME~Demphasisedthat they do not accept a truck mounted rig.

They did not either like the idea of Ahisell VVS with a self—propelled

trailer. Only sturdy trailers towed by tractors are suitable for the

rough and hilly terrain. However, the rigs of all three tenderers are

acceptable to MFJi~lP~D, should they be fitted on such trailers.

The tenders have been evaluated by Mr Willy Hagströmnand his evaluat-

ion is attached to this report. Mr Hagstränfound the Atlas Copco
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rig most suitable and the findings of this mission strengthen that

view.

As described in chapter 4, the service facilities of Atlas Copco are

superior to what WeliDrill Systems and Ahisell VVS can offer. Atlas

Copco’s Aquadrill 461 can be mounted on a 4—wheeled trailer and will

then meet the requirements of the MEWED.

SIDA is therefore advised to purchase three rigs of the mark Aquadrill

461. The rigs shall be mounted on trailers. The specifications of

the trailers shall be approved by the MEWEDin Harare before they are

manufactured. SIDA shall therefore enter into, negotiations with Atlas

Copco for the supply of three trailer mounted rigs. Additional Aqua—

drill rigs can be purchased by SIDA when the MEWEDhas convinced SIDA—

DCO that the first three are properly used.” (Ref. 1)

5.2 Tender evaluation

From the papers “Evaluation of Drilling Equipment for Zimbabwe” that

Mr I WHagsträTi wrote fdr the Procurement section of SIDA I quote

futermore;

“Enclosed is an evaluation of the Rigs for which Quotations have been

received. (LND—200, Aquadrill 461 and Borrmaster 500). It is obvious

that aquadrill 461 of Atlas Copco is the best rig and most suitable

for the purpose. The assessment includes considerations such as avail-

ability of spare parts and service, quality of canpressor etc.

In the tender invitation (which is formulated to suit the LWD-200 rig),

it says that the rig shall be trailermounted, which I consider to be

wrong. A truck—mounted rig is better as a fast-drilling rig moves

frequently. However, I would suggest that a Swedish truck is used. A

Volvo or a Scania is probably cheaperthan the suggested Mercedes

truck. I do not think it is necessary with four wheel drive vehicle,

so a simple truck would do, but it essential that spare parts and

service are available in Zimbabwe. If not Volvo or Scania has any well

established agent, maybe Bedford, Leyland or Izuzu can be purchased.

However, the truck must have a diesel engine.”

“I have been thinking of one thing: Is it really necessary to buy five
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rigs? I would suggest that a maximum of three rigs are purchased and

that the Ministry made sure that they are properly utilized. That is

more economical than to have five rigs which are not used to their

optimum capacity. Three rigs are of course much cheaper, not only in

the initial capital cost, but also when it canes to supporting vehicles,

tankers, huts, repair, radio, personnel etc. Also, the control is

easier the fewer the rigs are.”

“As far as the other rigs are concerned (L&~D—200and Borrmaster 500),

I have for good reasons disqualified them. I~D—200is too small and

weak for the borehole depths required. Borrmaster 500 is, among others,

too expensive. Besides, there will be problems with spare parts and

service for both rigs in Zimbabwe, and this is crucial for such fast

drilling and complicated rigs.” (Ref. 1)

The “Tender Evaluation. Drilling ~uipnent for Zimbabwe. ZIM—IMPWAT—

2310—01” at Procurment section of SIDA (1982—11—17) follows;

Tenderer: WeliDrill System AB, Sweden

Rig: LWD 200, top drive, trailer mounted, Swedish made

Compressor: Sullar 300 HR DP, screw type, 175 P51—300 CFM,

trailer mounted, USAmade

Price fob: 4 212 000:— SEE( for five units

Delivery time: 2 months

Remarks

“This is a very small rig which probably cannot drill to the depths

required i.e. 120 m. Particularly it will be difficult to go through

the layers with C~ex115 and casing which must be fitted at 30 m. This

rig will then probably prove to be too small and weak. When you get

stuck, which often happens, you need a more robust rig. The rig may

be suitable if you have hard rock from top to bottom and you can

also drill 4”—4½” diameter holes with a rYI’H hammer. It can also be

suitable for more shallow holes at max 75 m. However, such good

conditions are rare. The trailer, which the rig is mounted on, will
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not stand the treatment given by the African roads. The compressor is

also small for 120 m holes. The pressure (175 psi) is OK, but the air

(300 CEM) is too small. There is no winch on the rig. The avail-

ability of spare parts and service in Zimbabwe, which is extremely

important, is probably poor as it is a new mark. The rig is little

known on the market. The other equipment (drilling tools and access-

ories) is of good quality and, most of it, except the DTH hammer and

bits are Swedish made. The compressor is made in USA.”

Tenderer: Atlas Copco Int, Sweden

Rig: Aquadrill 461, top drive, truck mounted, Swedish

made

Canpressor: Atlas Copco KR 210, screw type, 175 PSI—445 CR4,

trailer mounted, Swedish made

Price fob: Alt I: 5 576 550:— SEE( for five units

Alt II: 5 509 900:— SEK for five units

Delivery time: 2 months for 3 units then 1 month per unit

Remarks

“This is a robust and stable rig well suited for drilling to the re-

quired depths (120 m) with 4”—4½”diameter DHT hammer. Drilling through

layers with ODEK 115 and casing, or directly with 6” hanirnerbit, to

30 mwill cause no problem. The rig is truck mounted which is an ad-

vantage as it is a fast drilling rig which moves frequently (twice per

week). You can load the drilling equipment on the truck (drilling

pipes, casing, hairrners, bits, tool boxes, tents etc). The canpressor

can be hooked and toyed by the truck. The rig is equipped with a

winch for casing, drilling pipes,bailing etc. The compressor is 01<

with 175 psi and 445 CR4, which is enough for the depths and diameters

required in the tender documents. Atlas Copco is a well establishad

ca~any and spare parts and service should not be much of a problem.

The equipment (drilling tools and accessories) is of gool quality and

Swedish made. The truck is made in Germany.”

Tenderer: Ahisell VVS AB, Sweden
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Rig: Borrmaster 500, top drive, mounted on self—

propelled trailer, Swedish made

CaT~ressor: Atlas Copco KR 210, screw type, 175 psi—445 CR4,

trailer mounted, Swedish made

Price: 6 909 350:— SEK for five units

Delivery time: 2 months

Remarks

“Borrmaster is well constructed and robust and there should be no

problems to drill to the required depths (120 m) with a 4”—4½” diamn~er

0TH hammer. Drilling is easy through the layers to 30 mwith ODEX 115

with casing (or direct with 6”—6½” hammer bit). The rig is mounted on

a self— propelled trailer, which probably is not suitable in this case.

However, the rig can also be mounted on a simple trailer or truck.

The rig has no airline lubricator, but it could be installed. The

compressor XE~210 is OK. The rig is not considered suitable for Zim-

babwe as there is likely to be problems with spare parts and service

as the mark is not estblished in Zimbabwe. The equipment (drilling

tools and accessories) is of good quality and most of it, except 0TH

han-iiner and bits, are Swedish made. The diesel engine on the rig is

made in England.”

When SIDA’s procurement section had considered the tenderers offers

they left the final decision to MEWEDin Harare. Briefly, MEWED

thought that the rigs should be:

— Light and easy to move

— Cheap to run

— Rapidly delivered

As said in my introduction, WellDrill System AB was entruste&with

the task of delivering four light-weight rigs to MHA~RD. Appendix 9~.

5.3 My study

It was difficult to get started on my study of the four L~D200 rigs

which MEWEDreceived as import support f ran SIDA. The people at the

Ministry of Energy and Water were very formal and requested clearance
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fran the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for my research. The SIDA office

in Harare was of great help to me in this respect.

The LWD rigs mentioned are now employed under the guidance of two

different Provincial Water Engineer Sections, subordinate to the

Ministry of Water Development Enquires. MEWEDin Zimbabwe has divided

the country into 5 provinces where water matters are concerned.

Politically there are 8 provinces.

The five provinces are Mashonaland, Manicaland, Midlands, Masvingo and

Matabeleland. The only Ministry provincial offices with drilling rigs

are Mashonaland, Midlands and Matabeleland. Drilling in Manicaland is

carried out by Mashonaland Province or by Head- Office (which also

operates a drilling unit). Masvingo uses a contractor.

The Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Rural Settlement provides the

MEWRDwith its requirements for drilling in Resettlement Areas only.

In communal lands it is the Ministry of Local Government, Rural and

Urban Development that specifies where drilling is required.

The communal lands are the opposite of the commercial areas and were

established way back in the thirties. The Resettlement Areas were

founded on earlier commercial farming areas after Independence.

The actual siting is performed by hydrogeologists. In Mashonaland and

Manicaland, where I studied, it’s done by three hydrogeologists fran

the provinces. Two of these three are expatriots.

In brief the groundwater section could be described as consisting of a

drilling and a siting side operation in the provinces.

5.4 Team organisation

F I I __

I 11 1 L 1 __
Two rigs are operating in Mashonalandunder the supervision of

Mr Nhunhamna. The other two rigs, one of which is a replacement rig,

are drilling in Matabeleland under the direction of Mr Von Straaten.

Both rigs operate constantly, not far fran each other. They enter an
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area only if a minimum of 10—15 boreholes can be produced.

On each rig there is a team consisting of four people: One foreman

(the drill operator) and three drillers.

Only one driver works on the two teams in Mashonaland. When the rig

and canpressor are being moved from one location to another, the crew

has to phone for this driver and his tractor. If just one more driver

was available, the time—consuming process of conveying the equipment

could be speeded up. For every move the driver has to go at least

twice; once with the rig and once with the compressor. Often he must

return a third time with a trailer for the accessories.

S In order to leave the province office all equipment is loaded onto

lorries and taken to the basecanip of the two teams. The staff stays

overnight at the camp and there are four tents for each team (one

cottage tent and three bed tents).

All wells completed are reported to headoff ice.

5.5 Breakdowns

Real delays in the drilling schedule occur when the rig is breaking

down for some reason. If this does happen the province office takes

over the responsibility as soon as it has been informed. A truck is

S
sent to bring the broken parts or the whole unit into town. The re-

pairs are usually taken care of at the Atlas Copco agency in Harare.

Occasionally broken parts are fixed by the ministry’s own workshops.

The one I visited ~nployed one expatriot foreman and two semi-skilled

mechanics for rig reparations.

The fact that Atlas Copco can quite easily apply for foreign currency

(intended for spare parts) gives this firm the advantage of being able

to repair most breakdowns. If spare parts are in stock the machinery

will be fixed within one or two days, otherwise spare parts have to be

imported, However, since Atlas Copco is also given priority in

supplying the 10 LWD 200 rigs run by DDF the required parts are

certainly handy.

However, Ministry personnel declares that self—running stores for
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these goods would be preferable.

While the equipment is being repaired, which takes anything up to a

month, the crew is often kept waiting in the camp.

Once, when the ministry received a rig in 1983, an agency was

responsible for all maintenance.

Reliable sources explained to me that Atlas Copco gives a better

service than the other agencies, especially concerning the Sullair

Canpressors. Since this equipment was not handled properly at first

it will not last as long as is desirable. One reason I found out,

was that instruction manuals were not available when the ministry got

the caiipressors.

5.6 Central store

When the drilling teams need consumable supplies and locally—produced

parts, they are supposed to go to the ministry’s own central stores.

Those things most frequently required ~re casing, welding and grinding

discs. A statement of requisition is filled out by the supervisor.

One simply takes the note to the store and is given what has been

ordered. If an urgently—neededsupply is out of stock the supervisor

may go straight to retail or hardware shops and hopefully find the

goods.

5.7 Bonus system

To motivate the crew some kind of bonus system is employed. Everybody

ge~a little extra per drilled meter. The salary of a drill operator

is approx. 250 Z$ a month and that of the crew is 180 Z$. The bonus

of eight cents per meter is rather low compared with those offered by

private contractors. The normal working day is nine hours, five days

a week.

5.8 Work progress

An intensive training program, run by WellDrill Systems AB on the

first rig in Matabeleland, started as soon as the contract was signed

in 1983. In this initial training progranime under close supervision
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of WellDrill personnel a number of local operators was trained.

5.8.! — — Borehole outEut in Mashona land Province

Frau May 1983 the following numberof boreholesmade by the two

Mashonaland operated rigs are reported:

In Bendura twelve boreholes in four weeks and

in Masequa four boreholes in three weeks.

After this period and up to the middle of 1984 the Ministry of Energy,

Water Resources and Development ran a training programme for the crew,

given by the newly—trained drill operators. In this programme, which

S lasted for about one year, the following number of boreholes was

drilled:

In Mashonaland — seven boreholes

In Bohera — 30 boreholes

The drilling continued with:

Twelve boreholes in Morewa within two months

The drilling then slowed down and stopped for 4—5 months. The two

rigs drill preferably in areas where 10—15 sites can be found. MEWED

had to examine new areas.

Fran the beginning of 1985 the number of boreholes drilled is 37 in

Hurungwe within six months.

5.8.2 — Borehole out2ut inMatabeleland Province

Time for my fieldstudy in Zimbabwe was running out. I did not have

the chance to study the two TiJD units operating in Matabeleland. Mr

J.R. Holland at MEWEDpromised to help me with the final pieces of

information I needed. Below I quote the surrunary report that was sent

to me after I was back in Sweden:
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~efsrenc : C/k/WI

0.0. AM/1/A/106,’18

Chief HydrogeologiBt 2~sth October’ 1985

~UPU~A~T~1~?(&~T(44 1’mO ~LL 1~ftIk~LLD 200 URIJ..AJJ(i ~IO~ I ~
~V~

~c~gr~nd

Tb. above two drills were ~zt of a ~soup of four drilling r~gs uppli.d
to the Ministry under~wediah aid by ~Ii)A. The rig., are trailer mounted,
with separete ~ll~ir air co~weanGr.. Th. two units were d.liv.red
to the ~uL.~ajo office of the Ministry in A~*”il, 1983, and used for
fr&ining of ~ until Jun., 1983.

Prothictica drilling began with the drille in July, 1983.

~orehcle c~at&*at

Up to the end of 1983 a total of 7 borebolse were driLL.d in Mollins Block
~.ettl.asnt echeseand k bor.holes in Shobá (Beit bridge District).
(ne of th. drills and it. ~ was d..troyed in Decanber, 1983 by
dieMdsnts.

Up to a•ptaber’, 198k the r.aal~{ngdrilling rig dm11.4 2 borehole.
at Jops.pi Block (B.itbridg.) 10 borehol.s in TsholotahoJ~iatrict
b.f~. stopping tie to lack of fund. from D~’. it was then tran.f.rrd to
site investi&ation drilling at Mangwe and Mosa ~a sita.

During to. period Je~m~~y~.pt.sb.r, 1985 the original rig and th. new
zspl.ac.aantunit hav, drilled a total sf k8 boreholse (2 at Dombodsas
u.s. ttl. nt ~chese, 21 for AMD~,(atGwaranJaIUb4• 17 in HlanZkb.si
District and 8 for other Ministries).

• .aatrsinta

A ai~r a! serious coustraistshave limited the outpat of the drilling rigs.
Thea. .rez

(i) ~.la.ys is movementdue to to. esouzity situation, and heac. the
need for .4l4tary smoorts (who ar. not always av~(1.ble when r.~uir.d).

(ii) 1,ogistical probleas du. to diata~ces away fr~ ~ulawayo, partici~larly

in ~tataining aipplisa ~f fuel.

(iii) i.imit.d capacity for siting of barsholes.

Tb. LoD drills as appli.4 hada aaab.r of t.chnioul 1i4taticn.: -

S..
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(i) The 0D~Xfacility was not generally appropriate, as most drilling can oe
open—hole in hard—rock formations. A drawback was the tendency
of tne reamer bit to fail to retract, with the result that the drill—string
unscrewed at some other point, reBulting in long delays while fishing.
Several OD~Xbits were lost.

(ii) The pull—back capacity is low, so the handling of casing is difficult.
sometimes a cable—tool drill is required to pull out the casing
in a dry hole.

(iii) The maximum hole size was limited to 5 inches.

Modification.s to ~quipment

In order to overcome the problems of the ODEX method, two Ingersol1—~and

DUD 16 A 6 inch DTh haomers and bitswere acquired in October, 1983.

S This still meant that the maxinum casing size that could be installed was 5 inch.More recently a special reamer has been manufactured for use with the ~
so that the 6 inch diameter holes can be reamed out to 7Y~inches, thus allowing
6 inch casing to be fitted. In this mode, the LWD’s have been operated
as rotary drills, using the compressor for clearing cuttings.

Coniments on Performance

The original LbD 200 drilled 2200 metres in its first 18 months of operation,
almost .11 of which was in bard rock formations0 It has’ had very fe~ breakdowns,
and its performance is regarded as aery good. Its drilling rate is high
with a peak output of 3 site investigation holes of kY~ inches diameter
drilled to 30 metres in a day. In one day it can drill a 50 metre borehole
in very hard conditions that would take a jumper drill six to eight weeks
to complete.

There have oeen few problems in operating the rigs, with only two fishing jobs
required since the OD.c~X method was~axdo.ned both of which were easily
accomplished.

5 The remaining ~ullair aom~ressor is also reported to have had no major
breakdowns in 1100 hours of operation. The most serious problems have been
caused by dirty fuel.

Conclusion

The LoD—200’a are highly regarded by the Ministry’B Drill Superintendent in
Matabeleland, and thp.r efficiency has enabled the Ministry to reduce its
drilling costs from~$4 to between ~,25 to ~30 per metre.

J.~c. aOL.1AND

JRH/tr

2
1+th October, 1985
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6 MY STUDY IN K~YA

CC~TRACflJALLEASING

For the last part of my master thesis I visited Kenya in order to study

how one of the private companies Instap~ Limited administrates and

operates its drilling.

This fourth part caripleirtents the Zimbabwean study at the same time as

giving me a broader view. Instapump, apart frau ordinary contracting,

also deals with a special kind of contractual leasing which I have

mainly studied.

In the “Africa Ecoriauic Digest” dated 29 March, 1985 was an article

about this family car~any, which is run by Mr Christer Johansson.

Christer Johansson:

Have drill will travel

“Christer Johansson, a 37—year—old Swede who drills water boreholes in

Kenya, is living proof that you don’t have to be a multinational giant

to do successfull business in Africa.

Seven years ago Johansson, a mechanical engineer, sold his ageing Alfa

Raueo car for KSh 50 000 ($3 300) and begged and borrowed a further

KSh 286 000 ($18 800). All this capital was sunk in buying a Nairobi

agency selling water—pumps fran his former employer, Atlas Copco

Company of Sweden.

Tcx~ay, Johansson’s one—man business has an annual turnover of KSh 4

million ($263 000) and a capital replacement value of KSh 10 million

($660 000). Instapurnp operates six percussion drilling rigs, which

will all work full—time this year, owns a fleet of eight heavy

vehicles and ancillary equiplient and has 54 local employees.

“We were already selling and installing submersible water pumps,” says

Johansson, a family man with an English wife, Sally, and two small

children. “Round about the beginning of 1980, we decided to start

drilling the boreholes as well. ~1ejust took it fran there.”

By last year, Johansson says, the pump agency business had become such
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small beer and the irr~ort of spare parts so complicated that he sold

it off to concentrate on drilling boreholes fulitime.

Part of Johansson’s secret seems to be that he is prepared to go any-

where to drill a hole and that he follows the old business maxim:

“No job too big or small.” If a householder in the Nairobi area wants

a borehole drilled in his “sharnba,” Johansson will happily do it for

KSh 600 ($40) a metre.

But at the moment he is commuting daily, at the controls of his own

Piper Colt aircraft, to the remote and aric northeastern Garissa

district, where he is working on a KSh 1.5 million ($98 000) contract

to drill 15 test boreholes for Norwegian development agency Norad.

Next on his order book is a scheme to drill 30 boreholes throughout

Kenya, part of an experimental project run by the UK ‘S Leicester

university, and, possibly also in 1985, he hopes to begin work on 20

trial boreholes in the I~’k~iibasa region for a project financed jointly

by the World Bank and Swedish aid agency SIDA. If the trial is a

success, it could result in a carunission to drill up to 800 boreholes

to suppiy water to local people.

Johansson says the Manbasa contract is worth KSh 1.5 million ($98 000)

in immediate money. “But,” he adds wistfully, “if it works out, it

has a potential of KSh 4 million — 5 million ($260 000—330 000).”

6.1 General notes on drillin~

Several factors affect what kind of rig should be used in Kenya. My

conversations with Mr Johansson resulted in the following data.

Neither the air rig nor the cable—tool is the most suitable for general

drilling. One has to consider:

— the ground conditions (overburden, weathered and hard rock);

— the roads and transportation facilities to the site;

— the supply possibilities of the team and the rig;

— time schedules for the borehole and drilling project;

— the staffing situation;

— the breakdown risk;

— borehole design
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Economic factors must be taken in consideration when answering those

questions. The investment costs in an air rig are much higher than

with cable tools. The difference in drilling speed is striking. An

air rig completes the borehole much faster but constant observation

and flexibility is necessary.

An air rig with a compressor uses more consumable prc~ucts and per-

haps more spare parts then the cable—tool. The risk of losing ex-

pensive accessories for the air rig is quite large. A three meter

string of drill—rc~s to an air rig costs about 4000 Kenya Shillings

compared with 200 KSh for the same length of cable.

The actual bits and drilTheads cost about the same but the costs of

the connection between the rig and the working part is very different

on a deep borehole. The driller’s chances of getting stuck vary

according to the ground.

Cable tools are preferred where deep wells are required. The bore-

hole’s diameter is limited when an air rigis employed. A small cable

tool can be used for wells up to at least 12” and a Dando 800 up to

24” (inches).

The air rig, however, completes a progranuite much faster and is paid

off therefore earlier. With a 2/3 in running costs the profit may

cover the investment expense in less than two years.

Both air and cable tool rigs pose about the same transport and log is~c

problems but the air rig must be provided with a compressor.

More maintenance is required on the air unit, but in an emergency

situation where water is needed rapidly it is still the best choice.

As long as salaries for the staff are comparably low the cable tool is

okey, but if European wage levels are employed the air rig would be

the only possible unit from an economic point of view.

6.2 The organization

Mr Christer Johansson, the managing director, is responsible for his

companies, overall management and coordination of the drilling
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activities.

For administrative work and contractual business he has a female

assistant who deals with the paperwork for banking and filing.

The running costs and expenses are taken care of by two male assist-

ants who administrate the payments of salaries and consumeries like

fuel and diesel.

On the Instapurrip premises just outside Nairobi, where the Johanssons

are living, there is also a small store with enough equipment for five

mechanics, four welders and two electricians who work for the company.

The store keeps casing, pipes, sand, cement, bentonite etc. Sane

spare parts and equipment such as pumps are stored in Nairobi.

To operate Instapump ‘s own six cable tool rigs and the units in other

contracts Mr Johansson has three drilling supervisors. One of them is,

at the same time, service manager. Altogether 60 people are employed

but Instapump is expanding because of additional contracting such as

laying pipelines and building water tanks.

Mr Joharisson says: An advantage is that we can provide a turn key

project, which means that the water we have drilled for transported

as per request fran the source to the consumer in pipelines or tanks

fabricated by my caripany.

6.3 Equipment

After starting from nil in 1979 the Instapurrip company is now furnish-

ed with a lot of equipment and accessories for drilling. The follow-

ing machinery is used:

Six cable tool rigs

~IWoKrelius, both approx. 30 years old.

‘I\~io Dando 800, one of which is three years and the other ten years old.

‘B!io Ruston 22 WBucyres, 10 and 15 years old respectively.

Trucks

Four weighing 3 ton, two 5 ton, two 7 ton and two 10 ton each.
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Other vehicles

‘I\~io Landcruiser Toyota

Two Willys Jeep

One Range Rover

One Peugeot pickup truck

One Suzuki pickup truck

Trailers, four smaller and two bigger ones.

Two caravans for the supervisors.

The company also possesses:

Two large generators; 60 kW and 40 kW respectively;

five small generators and five mobile welding units.

Test~umps

One 8 inches

One6

One6

Two4

pump for 30 000

12 000

“ “ 5000

“ “ 1000

(Imperial) gallon
U

per hour
,t

U ~I

,,

Ca~in~equipment like tents and rondavels (unihuts in sections) and

five mobile freshwater tanks for the drillers at site.

The replacement value of the Instapump Limited assets is 1985 over

16 million KSh (Kenya shillings).

6.3.1 Depreciation

The counting year in Kenya for private companies is not limited to

certain nomths. Instapump Ltd asks a consultant to close the books

when its new budget year starts July 1. As in Europe the annual re-

port consists of an income statement, a balance sheet and notes to

financial statements etc.

For the drilling rig, vehicles

preciation time is five years.

write off the assets by 20% of

and other pieces of machinery the de—

The straightline method is used to

the original value each year.
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6.4 Drilling teams

As a private contractor, Instapurnp is very careful in choosing and

then keeping all good personne].. Both when operating own rigs and

when “selling knowledge” by drilling with a client’s or a third part’s

rig, the structure of the team is nearly the same. There are three

drilling supervisors as well as Mr Johansson himself, circulating

between the rigs. If an extremely tough or important borehole is to

be drilled, one supervisor usually stays there all the time. Mr

Johar~sson’s workload, since he is also the overall fieldmanager,

is enormous. In the future, when the company has grown bigger and

the drilling activities have stabilized to a level at which he can

afford a highly qualified fieldmanager, he will empioy such a man.

Recruiting of drilling personnel can sometimes be a problem. Many

skilled (Instapump) employees are former workers of the Craelius

East African Drilling Canpany. Unskilled staff start working as

apprentices in a drilling team. A driller’s education is practice,

so to say.

To obtain high utilization and efficiency of the Instapurnp equipment

a shift system is necessary. In each team a head man is responible

for drilling and he is usually the driver as well. One shift may

consist of four people going on an eight hours’ (daytime) shift.

Two shifts are most caruron and there are six men alternating. Half

the crew works seven am to four put with one hour ‘s lunchbreak and the

other half between four pm and midnight.

If the project is urgent, three shifts daily are employed. The team

then consists of nine people with a nightshift working from midnight

till early morning. Experience has shown that it is hard work

effectively and make a straight borehole during the dark hours.

Accidents can also occur easily.

The rigs are spread out over the country and there is normally a camp

by each one. The men sleep in tents or rondavels, two by two except

for the head man who has sleeping facilities of his own.

6.4.1 Salaries

The drilling superintendants, headmen, drilling labour and mechanics
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employed by Instap~ all have higher salaries than the government

in Kenya recarunends. Primarily, they are paid a stipulated amount

plus additionally housing, travelling and hardship allowances. A

drilling supervisor earns about 7000 KSh per month, a driller 1500—

7000, a mechanic 3000—4000 and the lowestpaid 1000—1200 KSh a month.

To these fixed wages a bonus of approx. 10 KSh per drilled meter is

added to everybody in the team. On average, three to four meters a

day is completed. If the borehole is hard to drill and the contract

time is slim the bonus may be multiplied by two. Higher bonusses may

be given to qualified staff with heavy responsibilities.

6.5 Transport

Transport of equipment from one site to another is a delicate logistic

problem. It is a timeconsuming procedure that has to be planned well.

Mr Johansson of Instapump Ltd. says that one or two trucks are always

needed for transportation of the rig and accessories. Furthermore,

trailers for pumps and at least two light vehicles for other equipment

are needed. An air unit like WeliDrills Light Weight Drilling rig,

which is troller mounted, is pulled by one of the trucks. The

compressor is usually taken on the sante truck as the one pulling the

LWIJ rig.

— — ~UEP~:Y

When on site the camp has to be supplied with different consumable

products. The staff purchases fuel and diesel at the nearest service

station. Pipes and casing are brought from Nairobi. If spare parts

are lacking, a landcruiser or aeroplane is requested. The mechanics

will go from the capital out to the rig when it is needed. At this

stage the company is so busy that no time is available to take the

units into service. What is done is merely the running maintenance

on site. The stand—still cost for a cable tool rig is 3000—5000 KSh

a day.

6.6 Projects

As the newspaper article noted, one of the secrets behind the success
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of Instapinuip is that any job, small or big is taken. Mr Johansson ‘s

clients have cane to realize that his canpany is serious. Lately he

has been inquired about welidrilling projects caiprising 300—500 bore—

holes. The projected need in Kenya over the next five years is

approximately 10 000 wells.

6.6.1 Clients

Instapurnp has drilled for farmers, factories and large development

organisations, for instance Dutch Aid, Korean Aid and the Norwegian

NOR1~D. These organisations often involve the Ministry of Water Re-

sources Develcprnent as one part of the project-.

Many medium—sized jobs have been done for various Catholic missions.

Mr Johansson declares that it is very rewarding to work with projects

sponsored by different churches. In the long run it seems that they

are the best ones to keep their wells in order. If the pump breaks

down it will always be repaired.

Maintenance obligations have been performed by hardly any development

organisation until now. It has finally become evident that maintenance

is very, very important. Cleaning silted boreholes and repairing

pumps is now among the main activities of SIDA ‘s Water Branch in Kenya.

In future, the trend will with luck be to drill no deeper than 80 m

and to install handpurnps, thus making maintenance easier.

6.6.2 — — Ca~eting contractors

There are competitors to Instapunp Ltd. on the Kenyan market.

Kenya Drilling Ltd., a parastatal company, more than 50% government—

owned but run privately ought to considered as well as the Ministry of

Water Resources Development supervising its own rigs.

The main private competing contractors are: Karissons and Finne, Turn

o Metal and finally Ingata Workshops.

6.6.3 Siting

If the client wants surveying to be part of the contract it is easily
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arranged. Instapinip has no hydrogeologists of its own but co-

operates with a Dutch parastatal canpany for siting services.

This company also has the resources to evaluate the areal surveys

apart from a skilled field staff. With help from computers and aerial

photos the exact locations can be stated. The Ministry of Water Re-

sources Development may provide siting services but it is usually very

busy and lacking in adequate facilities for transportation.

6.7 Contractual leasing

Iristapurnp Ltd. serves sane clients possessing their own rig and the

S contracts make the company responsible for every procedure until the

well is caipleted.

The reason why Mr Johansson originally introduced contracting like

this was his company’~ meagre resources to buy its own rigs. The

banks were not willing to give loans and the financial institutes had

too high a rate of interest. The interest rate of a bank loan in Kenya

Kenya’ is about 12% and private financial institutes apply an

equivalent rate of 19—23%.

Mr Johansson consequently asked several development organizations if

they would buy an imported, rig which Instapump could lease.

The client’s obligation is briefly the costs caused by custom and

import regulations before the contractor borrows the rig.

Instapurnp will then charge the client per drilled meter as per

contract but the price is 20—30% lower than in an ordinary contract.

The average cost of 500 KSh per drilled meter should cover administra-

tion, staffing, back—up vehicles, drilling consurneries plus a certain

percentage of the profit.

6.8 One contractual leasing contract

For my study I have picked out a programme performed by Instapurnp for

a Christian church in Kenya some years ago. In order to be as

accurate as possible I am looking at nearly the same rig as in parts
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two and three of my fieldstudy, namely the mark I model of the LWD

drilling rig(l500kg)by WellDrill System AB in Sweden. The equipment

was purchased and partly financed by NORAD.

One must take into consideration that each contract between a client

and a contractor is unique. Since times change and contracts cover

different agreements it is difficult to cailpare them with one other.

The prices presented below are fran one of Instapump Ltd. ‘s early

contracts:

“8 June 1982

Estimate for drilling of 30 boreholes in west Pokot for XXX, using

XXX’s own drilling rig.

Initial mobilisation of rig fran Nairobi to first site.

Moving to and setting up at each drill site when dist-

ance is not more than 30 km

KSh 3,000.00 per site, 30 sites

If the distance is more than 30 km to the next site a

charge of KSh 25,00 per extra kin will be charged.

30 holes drilling to 75 m at KSh 475.00 per metre,

finished diameter 6”—4”

Estimated 6” casing using 18 m per hole, delivered to

site and installed 30 holes at KSh 550.00 per meter

24 hour testpurnp inclusive of installation and with-

drawal of pumping gear and installing hand pump 30

holes — KSh 13,800.00 per hole.

Establishment fee 7½%

Contingency fee 10%

56,350.00

90,000.00

1 ,068,750.00

297,000.00

14,000.00

1,926,100.00

144,457.50

2,070,557.50

207,055.75

2,277,513.25

.

.
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After our survey and due to the fact that drilling will be carried out

with your own machinery but with our total management the price

changes given above are now valid.

This estimate is valid for the carimencement of work before 30 August

1982, as we are unable to predict the outcome of the Kenyan Budget,

and we therefore retain the right to adjust these prices accordingly

in case large changes are announced.

Prices of steel casing may be adjusted up or down depending on the

market price at the time of purchase due to the availability of the

local market at the time of signing the contract.

Terms of Payment — t~n payinent of KSh 350,000.00, then regularly

against invoice within Thirty Days against work carried out.

Instaptunp Ltd.”

6.8.1 — — The borehole output

The confirmation of order for the LWD rig, compressor, drilling

tools, accessories and spare parts was signed in July 1982 at

WellDrill in Sweden. The goods were sent to Kitale. NORAD and the

client financed the investment and Instapurnp started operating in

Ck~tober 1982 in the Westpokot province of north—western Kenya.

For two years the canpany used the rig with good reslults. Because

of disturbances in Uganda and Kenya there occasionally was a stand-

still.

In total more than 40 boreholes have been drilled by this rig~ the

first 18 boreholes during the last three months of 1982 and another

15 boreholes from July 1983 till the end of (~tober the same year.

The result of these periods is as follows: (Next page)
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Figure 20. Borehole output. (Source: Mr Christer Johansson)

Drilling depths varied. The average was 78,9 m and 75,5 m respective—

ly. The shallowest hole was 32 m and the deepest 150 m.

As soon as the client could afford new investments, additional drill—

ing was done.

6.8.2 The cost of a borehole

In the estimate for the drilling of thirty boreholes from the contract

the average depth of a borehole was estimated to be 75 m. The average

cost of a borehole according to the contract was

2,277,513.00 = 75,917.00 KSh
30

The average depth of a borehole in the project turned out to be 75—

80 metres.

In order to make a caiiparison between the other investment forms of my

.
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study, the investment cost of the drilling rig must be added (to the
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yearly cost) before the calculation of the cost of an average bore-

hole.

Mr Johansson showed me the following invoice for a 102 m deep bore-

hole of the contract. The invoice presents the lump sums (LS) for all

boreholes.

Naterneri — Depth 102 m Yield 375 gph

Mobilisation and set up of equipment LS 3,000.00

102 in drilling 475/— 48,450.00

3 hrs and 15 minutes casing work 250/— 812.50

12.5 mcasing 5” diameter 550/— 6,875.00

Test ptmiping and installation LS 14,000.00

S One Uganda hand plirip 7,000.00

One cylinder and filter 2 1/4” is 3,500.00

Pipes supplied by client

Construction of trough iS 5,000.00

88,637.50

6.9 The LWD rig and the Sullair canpressor

Mr Johansson declares that the troller—mounted LWDrig is excellent

if it is handled properly. ‘lb drill 120—150 m deep boreholes demands

great care. Theoretically, it is almost impossible to go that far

down because of several factors:

- The pull—up capacity must be maximized to lift up the weight of all

pipes.

— The cuttings are hard to get out of the hole even with foam or

water.

— The pressure of the compressor is not enough for great depths.

The Sullair compressor was very reliable but the consumption of

approx. 15 litres diesel an hour is too much according to the owner

of Instapurnp. A smaller compressor would be much cheaper to run.

With the diesel price at six — seven KSh a litre it is a fairly large

expense, compared with a three kW generator running six hours on

ten litres of petrol. The cost of this fuel is eight — nine KSh per

litre.
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6.9.1 — - 2peratin9

The drilling with the LWD—unit was done by Instapump most of the time

in two shifts with two men each. The organization was very simple:

One man drilled and the other one supplied and assisted with drilling

rods etc.

Oil and filters should be changed at the right time. This procedure

is imparative to the reliability of an air rig and is performed by a

maintenance crew of a further two men.

Testpurnping is at last going on continuously (for 24 hours) and is

done either by the people working on the machine or by a special team

arriving at the site by truck.

S
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7 P~IECTMANAGEN~T

Which are the most important elements of managing and how is a well—

drilling project performed?

During my stay in Africa I came to realize more and more that for a

successful welldrilling prorarrime the project management must be

handled in a proper way. This is necessary whether it is performed

by a private company or a ministry. In consequence of my experiences

in project management I would like to errphasize its importance by

the following chapter:

What is management?

One might say that it is the process of efficient use and conservation

of human resources and materials in reaching predetermined objectives~

or that it is a group action toward the achievement of organizational

goals arid objectives; or that it is simply ‘getting things done’

through people executively skilled.

The elements of the management process are:

— Planning

— Directing, including organizing and staffing

— Controlling

‘lb find the aims of the projects one can, generally speaking, apply

several approaches. I believe the organizational approach is the

most carimon in Zimbabwe and in Kenya. There is also the human

relations’ approach. The two methods mentioned could be described

as the “whip and carrot”, respectively.

Without being racist one must ccinment that African labour is not in-

herently prone to serve the projects’ goals. Perhaps this laziness

is caused by centuries of white exploitation. Motivation is necess-

ary in order to get a job done quickly and well. Different culture

is another reason. It takes time to catch up with the European way

of solving technical problems etc.

The organization approach is based on authority from the top down

through a hierarchy. Subordinates as drillers and drill labour are
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often recruited locally. To obtain good results controlling is contin

continuous which seems to be the only way at the rncrnent.

“Scientific Management” states - “Organizational approach has develop-

ed accepted principles in general or specific terms which instruct

managers what to do and sometimes when and how to do it.”

The human relations approach with the carrot in form of a bonussystem

is used by contractors and ministries in Zimbabwe and Kenya. The

drillers get paid extra bonus per drilled meter. Efficiency is in the

long run, however, more dependant on “team spirit”, and on how the

overall project—management is working.

When authority is at the base of the organization rather than the top

and the projects’ aims are mutually accepted, the approach is

excellent.

All well drilling projects require skilful project managers and super-

visors. Three major reasons, pictured below, show how the project

managers’ environment is so unique:

1. Canpetition for organizational resources

2.. Task repetitiveness

3. Uncertainty

HI~

1.

Lcw

~NY

TIM~

2. ~NE

TIME

Figure 21. Project managers’ environment. (Ref 2)
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A project is defined according to the following four factors:

“A. Scope. A project involves a single, definable end—result, usually

measured in terms of cost, schedule and performance requirements.

B. Unfailarity is generated because most activities are non—recurrent.

C. Canplexity.~ Well—drilling progranunes involve a large number of

professional skills and more or less advanced technology. There are

also several organizational interfaces between those concerned.

D. Finally, there is always a stake for everybody involved in the

project. Failures might jeopardize and ruin a contractor and his

organization.” (Ref 2)

7.1 The elements of managing

The management’s major elements may be defined as follows:

“1. PLANNING: Determining what needs to be done, by whom and by when,

in order to fulfil one’s assigned responsibility.

2. DIRELTING: Exercising leadership and human relations skills in

implementation and carrying out approved plans through others in order

to attain or exceed objectives.

3. CC~~’~T~LLING:Measuring progress toward objectives. Evaluating

what needs to be done and then taking corrective action to achieve or

exceed objectives.” (Ref 8)

7.1.1 Planning

Forecast

A projection about what will happen and when must be made. Are

problems with water large enough to warrant well-drilling in an area?

How many drilling teams are necessary? Are air rigs or cable tool

rigs required? Are the financing problems of drilling projects’

expenditures possible to solve? Etc.
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Objective

A well—drilling project has a quota to be achieved or exceeded; for

example a number of sites or boreholes sited or drilled by the

contractor or the ministry at the end of a period.

Progranine

A project is only part of a well—drilling progranuile. A resettle-

ment progranine involves not only water development but very often

that of sanitation, health etc.

A good management knowledge of the steering calurtittee is imperative

since it is responsible not only for the overall strategy to be

followed, but also all major action to be taken in order to achieve

the objectives.

The organization may be compound in various ways. A simple but

effective plan is shown below.

.

Figure 22. Programme organization.
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Organization

What kind of organization is the most appropriate for well-drilling

projects? The answer is probably the cannon, line organization

charted below.

/ Project

I group

Siting 1 [ Drilling

Supervision

Financing

organization

Project administrator

and coordinator

\

I
Sub—project

leader
—

I ICalununity I
participation

personnel

Figure 23. Project organization.

It is important for every project manager to know about the design of

the number and kinds of positions along with the corresponding duties

and responsibilities required to attain or exceed objectives.

The different function of the organization are related on the following

pages.

Government’s Ministry

as borehole “customer”I ~
and employer J

[Steering ccurimittee

-—--—1-
/ [Project manager]

/

.---——-—-----

Sub—project I
[leac~er ]
— - 4 - —-— — —
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The Steering Caiirnittee shall:

— describe and establish project goals

— establish time, cost and resource plans

— give priority to work assignment

— regularly ensure that project activities are following current

plans

— take major project decisions, other decisions are delegated to the

project manager.

The Project Group shall:

— in accordance with the steering camrtittee ‘s instructions perform the

leading, planning, coordinating, follow—up and control of the project.

The group consists of:

— a project manager

— a project administrator arid coordinator

— those responsible for sub—projects and activities.

The Project Manager is responsible for

— managing the project according to established plans and goals

— co—operation with external organizations, the steering cannittee,

the project administrator and the coordinator

— information and guidance of project members, external organizations

and the steering carunittee.

The Project Administrator and Coordinator has to

— develop and co—ordinate plans

— develop procedures for control, follow—up and reporting

- continuously follow up the project status

- keep plans updated

— analyze short and long—range effects of problems and disturbances

— replari

— prepare reports and assist in presentation of project status (time,

cost and resources). (Ref 2)

Schedule

‘lb avoid delays in a project’s implementation as well as ensuring that

its goals are reached, a schedule is necessary. The plan of action is

to show when individual and/or group activities or accomplishments are

started and/or completed.
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The schedule ought to record all actions and deadlines so that the

following notations at least will be clear:

— Preparation of the final project plan

— Selection of consultants and contractors

— Completion of different survey reports

— Borehole design reports

— Procurement of vehicles and equipment

— Institutional arrangements such as discussions and agreements:

District administration and project implementation teams working and

organizational relationships

Management responsibilities

Division of work between involved parts

— Personnel recruitment of an advisor, a coordinator , supervisors etc

— Training schemes for all new staff

— Project agreements:

Negotiations

Approvement and signing of project contracts and memorandum of

understanding

Exchange of agreement letters

— Devel~nent of continuous planning data such as technical implementa-

tion, cost calculations and information

Budget

Very important is budget planning when founding a project. All

expenditures required to achieve the objectives must be evaluated.

The budget must always be followed by a financing plan for ~variou~

funds of the government and camtunities in the developing country, for

those of the donor country through its development organization arid

for other volontary funds. Contingencies must also be taken in

consideration.

From the drillers’ point of view, the most important thing is to have

enough time to do a good job, plus enough money to be able to use the

best rigs, back—up facilities and materials for borehole constructior~.

The sad result will otherwise be silted—up wells that have to be re-

constructed.

The developing organizations should preferably have more flexible

budget years. Sane projects are rushed because of the risk of with—
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drawal of money.

An apparent but negative way of saving money is investing in cheap

drilling—heads. A quality drilling head made of better steel lasts

much longer and can drill 200—250 m (depending on the caripressor)

before it has to be sharpened. A cheap, poor-quality drilling head

is more likely to break deep down in the very first borehole, result-

ing in other equipment losses and enormous costs due to the resulting

standstills.

Financin~

Today, many well-drilling projects are financed by aid money which

does not have to be repaid. In future some programmes must no doubt S
be financed in alternative ways, if the water—supply situation is to

improve rapidly.

As the trade balance in many donor countries today is negative, there

is a tendency to “tie up” money. With this background one cannot

exaggerate the difficulties developing countries have and the

linportance of good financing.

It is necessary to distinguish between three types of finance:

“CREDIT. The return on investment is limited to contractual terms.

RISK CAPITAL. The financing body faces risks of a carirnersial or

political nature but anticipates that its share in returns of venture 5
will compensate for the risk.

SUBSI~Z?CAPITAL. The expected financial returns do not compensate for

the risks undertaken.” (Ref 2)

There are several sources of credit:

— Private banks lending capital on market terms

— Official lenders such as import—export banks and
— Development banks and institutions such as the World Bank lending

capital to lower interest but other terms.

For financial questions at issue I refer to literature on the subject.
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Policy andyrocedure

To ensure a successful result to a water project, most policy

decisions should be taken at the project’s very beginning. The policy

can be either a formal or an informal practice and serves as a

general guide for decision—making and individual actions. Sometimes

it is politically—based. It follows that the procedure is the

detailed method of carrying out the policy decided on.

Standard

Sane standard criteria are always chosen and when using these one can

determine to what degree the individual or group performance is met.

If it is decided that the people within a radius of two km from the

handp~.mip shall be supplied one has this standard. Another example is

the yield corresponding to a wet borehole.

From the contractor ‘s point of view there are different pa~nents

depending on the rate of success. A dry borehole is caripleted with

headworks. If testpurnping shows that water is present but not enough

to warrant the title of wet hole it must be asked if it is worth the

trouble and cost of putting a pump there. People in the area who need

all the water they can get would certainly answer yes. It is a hard

decision not to cariplete the well under these circumstances.

Finally, I think that some sort of standard certificate to designate

a borehole as accurate is necessary, or else too many wells will silt

up in the future because of rushed drilling.

Standardization

Technical standardization is one of the biggest problems the ministri-

es are facing today. Donors from different countries are supporting

their own industry. When the project is ready the rig is often left

to the country and consequently the ministry ends up with a lot of

rigs of varying brands. Since no standardization for rigs is

statutory and money is lacking for spare parts it is difficult to keep

the rigs drilling. If the development organizations could cooperate

and support the countries with rigs of the same brand, drilling would

be much more effective. Naturally spare parts must also be delivered
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when local drilling is supported.

Frequent breakdowns of back—up vehicles can occur and cause disturb-

ances, but the stumbling—block is always the rig.

Every possible effort to keep the rig drilling the whole shift is

necessary. A medium—sized rig appears to be the best choice since

it is quite cheap to run and a bit less cariplicated than a big, ex-

pensive unit.

7. 1.2 — Directin9

Coordinating

.
On drilling programmes there are usually several parties; the employ-

er, for instance the government of Zimbabwe through MEWRD, a consult-

ant engineer and a drilling contractor. Car~nunicationbetween these

parties is very important.

The project coordinator works under the employer (the ministry) and is

responsible for the coordination meetings where practical problems are

to be solved. Activities have to be carried out in relation to their

importance and with a minimum of conflict.

In Zimbabwe there are local contractors as well as two ministries

drilling for water. Of ter, simultaneous projects are going on and

canrnon meetings with steering carunittees and coordinators are held.

Decisions are taken to avoid producing wells closer than two km fran

each other. On the other hand, sane parties may reason that several

small wells are better than a large central one in case of breakdown.

~rvisin~

The supervision fran top to bottom of the organization in general is t

to give day—to-day instruction, guidance and coaching to subordinates

in implementing and carrying—out approved plans. For example, a Head—

work Supervisor is responsible for the headworks and a Drilling

Manager supervises the drillers and is in charge of the equipment.

The Drilling Supervisor, often a hydrologist, is one of the main

characters in a water project. His duties are as follows:
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“— Drilling supervision, including making key decisions on borehole

design, type, depth etc.

— Test pumping supervision

— Supervision of headworks construction

— Preparation of daily field reports

— Preparation of geological and hydrogeological logs

— Collection of test pumping data

— Collection of water quality samples.” (Ref 3, page 21)

Staffing

The most responsible personnel on the total contract and management

contracts I studied were European expatriots. In ministry—run drill—

S ing projects more Africans are found in these positions. The

ministries in Zimbabwe have, since Independance in 1980, been short

of skilled administrative personnel. Professional, qualified people

had left the country. There are still vacant posts.

As the private sector pays their employees higher salaries than the

ministries, the situation is not improving. There are right now many

expatriot professionals operating in MEWRD, i.e. the Ministry of

Energy Water Resources and Development. They are recruited to stay

throughout donor governments’ programmes.

The National Master Plan presents the following proposal for a

temporary solution of sane problems in the ME~RDof Zimbabwe.

“Establishment of a Management Unit

The Inception Report required an evaluation of the need to set up a

budgeting unit, and for reasons of greater depth of expertise, better

coordination and staff training the consultants support this concept

(Section 7.3). However the Ministry’s management problems go far

beyond budgeting.

Recanmenda tions

The Consultants recanrnend the establishment of a Management Unit of

four people, to be appointed from inside and outside the Ministry.

The vacant post of Principal Executive Officer (Economics) should be
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the senior post in the Unit and this should be filled as a matter of

urgency by a suitable candidate, who must have a professional

qualification with preferably costing and management accounting

experience.

We suggest that perhaps all, but certainly the senior posts in the

unit should be on a time basis for three years, to ensure continuity

and the retention of skills over a reasonable period.

A qualified and experienced management accountant should be seconded

to the Unit for a minimum period of two years, to help establish the

Unit and provide necessary expertise in the initial stages. The

incumbent should also be required to undertake staff training, and

should preferably have a knowledge of establishing canputerised

systems.

We recarunend that the terms of reference for the Management Unit

should be to:

— Undertake the preparation and monitoring of budgets in conjunction

with the branches and provinces.
— Evaluate, establish and monitor financial and information systems

relevant to the Ministry’s needs.

— Initiate and carry out staff training.

— Act as management advisors to Ministry staff, particularly at

provincial level.

— Provide specialists on a temporary basis for specific projects, e.g.

caiiputerised information systems.

while the Consultants are fully aware of current Government austerity

measures, we believe that the establishment of the Management Unit

(the equivalent of the Management Services Branch of most large

companies) is a very high priority, and is likely to save its net

cost in increased efficiency very quickly.” (Ref 9)

Applicable to both the total and the management contract is the policy

to recruit local drilling staff. The contractor of the Crash

Programme presented ~np1oyed most labour in Zimbabwe. The WellDrill

Systems AB likewise trained and hired all field staff locally for the

District Development Fund Water Division.
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Training

The people in head positions, usually Europeans, are qualified

professionals already educated for their work. A main policy is that

the manager and the supervisor respectively shall teach a local

counterpart to do his job when he leaves the country.

The counterparts of the Crash Programme have participated in siting

and drilling supervision only lately. In the DDF training programme

there are several counterparts, two of whom have taken over the

charges of the Swedish hydrologist and geophysist who are leaving

the programme.

The activities at the DDF Hunyani Training Center are presented in my

study.

Del~ating

Delegation of work is just as important in a water development project

management as in any management situation. The point of assigning

tasks, responsibility and authority is to make everyone use his

abilities to the utmost.

I have found out that a trustable manager and an organization creating

team spirit is necessary in order to get an effective progress rate.

Cultural traditions in Africa can sometimes cause problems. If an

older man tells a younger man to do something he is expected to do so.

A black foreman therefore have great difficulty in delegating work to

older labourers.

Motivating

When working in developing countries expatriote staff can get into

difficult situations. Just as the native—born staff they must be

inspired and encouraged. Working under unfamiliar conditions is

demanding. Directors and subordinates often need a tangible reward

for achieving or exceeding the objectives. The most obvious

recanpense is the knowledge that welldrilling services create

possibilities for life.
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Counselling

Counselling concerns everything from discussing how somebody could do

a better job, solving his personal problem, realizing his ambitions

to asssisting the natives in Carununity Participation Plans. The

counselling is important for the camiunities in order to understand

the new situation with a watersupply that the inhabitants are

responsible for.

The Crash Programme (described in my report) comprises a Camnunity

Participation Plan involving many people.

7.1.3 Controlling

.
The project control shall generate facts for decisions concerning the

current project and future programmes.

If the big organizations had had better reporting and their personnel

had been more open to positive and negative criticism maintenane

obligations would have been understood earlier.

Measurina

The purpose of the project is very clear, namely to give rural in-

habitants as many as possible watersupplies for a limited amount of

money. It is necessary to make simple decisions through formal and

informal progress reports about how objectives are approached.

The technical possibilities, time schedules and cost limits are re-

straints which influence the performance.

Decisions

Follow—up caripar isons

of goals and results

Figure 24.
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Evaluation

To work in developing countries demands great flexibility. Determin-

ing deviation from a planned performance cannot be done in a

traditional European way. Local factors are always present to

affect the final result, which hopefully will not differ too much

from the quota.

Generally, I think that the managers should push and bring up quest-

ions like the following to their subordinates more frequently:

— Is the project accanplishment as planned?

— Does the present project cost correspond to the planned expense?

• Correcting

Development organizations must correct their efforts in certain
respects in order to increase the number of wells within the budget.

Maintenance

The maintenance obligations of boreholes must be taken care of either

by the citizens themselves of by a service team which is always avail-

able. I propose a community policy stating who is to attend to the

wells.

7.2 Project life cycle and project management process

To sum up my project management chapter the idea of the following

figure and ke~’wordsis borrowed from the material based on lectures

by Mr Hans Björnsson, Chalmers Institute of Technology.
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Figure 25. The project management process.

— Irm~rtant ke~yords

.

Phase 1:

— Identify needs & alternatives

— Establish feasibility

— Prepare proposals

— Basic budget & Schedule

— Identify project team

Phase 3:

— Procurement of equipment

- Production of boreholes

- Testpumping

— Construction of headworks

- Verify performance

- Modify

Phase 2:

— Implement schedules

— Studies & Analysis

— Design systems

— Obtein final approval for the project

— Start siting

Phase 4:

— Train counterparts

— Transfer responsibility

— Transfer materials

— Maintenance obligations

— Release resources

— Future plans

Phase 2:

PLANNING

Phase 1:

CONCEPTUAL

Phase 3:

E)~UTI~

Phase 4:

TERMINATION or
CONTINUATION

-----~

Ninish

.

etc.
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8 ANALYSIS

This last chapter of my report is an attempt to compare the different

investment forms. The analysis has been performed in three stages

namely:

— Compilation of the figures collected in Africa for handmade cal-

culations and makeing up of borehole output schedule and comments.

— Net present value calculation and Monte Carlo Simulation by aid of

computer to evaluate the management contract and the contractual

leasing for a comparison.

— Comparison of the results.

My approach is, through this part, directed towards a donator such as

S a development organization or a big institution which is involved in

water welidrilling. The aim is to obtain as much as possible for the

money.

8.1 Borehole output -

The need of drinking water in some areas of the countries I visited

cannot be exaggerated. Fresh and clean water for year—round consump-

tion may be provided from properly drilled boreholes constructed with

headwork. Permanent water points are urgently required.

I have not included a comparison to the great variety of percussion

rigs in my report. A properly handled air rig has the capacity to

produce more boreholes in a certain period than a percussion rig can

do. The latter is, however, in some respects a good alternative

regarding ground conditions, technical aspects, supply of spare parts

etc.

A natural way to begin a comparison of the different investment forms

is therefore a schedule of borehole output per rig and month which

follows:
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1) Average depth of boreholes: 42 m

2) Average depth of boreholes: 52 m

3) Boreholes drilled in Mashonaland province

4) Boreholes drilled in Matabeleland province

5) Drilling by one LWD—rig, waiting for the replacement rig

6) Average depth about 79 m ( Drilling in 1982

7) Average depth about 75 m ( Drilling in 1983

8) One month of external disturbances not included

A) Ingersoll—Rand TH 60 ( three pieces and one scorpion, which is

a local truckrrounted rig from Botswana ). Appendix 7.

B) WeliDrill Systems AB LWD 200. Appendix 9.

C) WellDrill Systems AB LWD.

Figure 26. Boreholes per rig and month.

The figures in the schedule above hold an uncertainty caused by

different environmental factors such as:

S

Investment form Number of:

Boreholes Rigs

Period in

months

Boreholes per

rig and month

Total contract 4001) 34A) 8,5
400

= 11,8
4*8,5 -

Management

contract

208

1632)

10B)

8(10)

12,5

6

208 1,7

10*12,5

163

8*6

Import support 102~~

594)

12~~

2B)

2B)

~

24

14,5

~

102 = 2,1

2*24

59 = 2 0
2*14,5

12
=1,5

1*8

Contractual

leasing

186)

15~~

1C)

1C) 38)

18 = 6 0

1*3

15
5,0

1*3
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— External disturbances

— Different ground conditions (mud, rock eg.)

— Average depth of boreholes is greater in Kenya than in Zimbabwe

The figures from the table representing boreholes per rig and month

are varying. Although they don’t tell anything about the success rate

(which is undistinguishable but similar to other projects) and the

total water capacity of each well, they do reveal the efficiency of

each system.

Heavy truckrrounted drilling rigs were used in the total contract.

These rigs have been somewhat overdimensioned for the conditions in

Zimbabwe. The work progress has been high.

S
The remaining contracts are using rigs from WellDrill Systems AB.

The Kenyan contractor is operating on one of the first Light Weight

Rigs. This model is even lighter than the 1700 kg LWD 200 rig. The

efficiency of this contractual leasing rig is excellent while opera-

ting. -

During the contract period of the management contract the borehole

output was low. The last six months of production indicate a better

efficiency. The output is still very low considering the fact that

water is urgently required.

8.2 Purchasing

The four LWD 200 rigs donated by import support produce approximately

two boreholes per month on an average, which is a bad result. The

cost of producing boreholes must be closely related to the borehole

output.

The expenditures for units operated in a management contract like

the DDF and units operated by a Ministry are very similar.

The cash—flow based on the initial invoices of this particular

import support donation are listed in appendix 10.
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Considering my table and the foregoing reasoning it is quite clear

that the Ministry run drilling units of my report do not produce wells

at a satisfactory rate.

The import support investment alternative is not rated as one of the

best.

8.3 Expenditure for the total contract

The expenditure for the Crash Borehole Prograrrune will serve as a

reference for futher comparisons.

The total expenditure on 131 boreholes, according to the Progress Report

(Ref 3) is 1504221 Z$.

The average cost per borehole is therefore:

1 5~~221= ii 483 Z$

Capitalization: m: 85.04.01 — 85.09.01 = 1/2 year

11 483~(1+0120)m= 12 579 Z$

(See 8.4.4 Capitalization) -

Cost of one borehole in S~(:

12 579*5,93 = 74 590 SEK (See 8.4.6 Exchange rates)

Note of the high cut (52,5%) for consultation services (See 3.8 Project

economy). Costs for corrununity participation materials and services are

included under the Consultation Services heading.

The community costs should be excluded in my comparison of the projects.

Unfortunately it has not been possible to determine the share of this

rather costy part of the programme. Conseqently the cost of each bore-

hole used for rrr~’ comparisons is lower than 74 590 SEK.

The total contract was completed in August 1q85. When I later relate

the average cost per well of the management contract and the contractual

leasing rr~’ time reference is the first of September.
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8.4 Net present value calculations

An advanced method for the evaluation of the cash flows related to

the resulting two investment forms is needed. The net present value

(NPV ) concept supplemented by an annuity calculation is perhaps

the most reliable method for a correct comparison of different in-

vestments with a time horizon.

The principle of the NPV concept is very simple. The future cash-

f lows ( outflows and inflows ) are normalized to a common point in

time — in my calculations to the date of the first invoice — taking

into account the “time value of money”. A specified discount rate

represensting the estimated “cost of capital” is used.

The interest rate is applied to the future cash flows to shrink them

back to their equivalent rate: their present value.

Money invested today will in other words be worth more than an equal

amount invested in the future.

The projects will be compared according to their net present values.

A NPV less than zero means that the aggregate present value of the

cash outflows at the specified interest rate exceeds the aggregate

present value of the cash inflows. The project does not pay for itself.

The higher the NVP the better the investment.

All calculations are done with consideration of tax effects. An annuity

factor is finally used to get the same estimated expenditure per year

for all years of the projects’ lifecycle.

See references for other facts of NPV concept.

The NPVcalculations have been performed by aid of computer at the

Linköping Institute of Technology in Sweden. I have written the

programs for my NPV calculations to £it Execucorn’s Interactive

Financial Planning Systems (IFPS). See reference 6.
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IFPS enables me to evaluate the calculations by the “Monte Carlo Risk

Analyses” facility.

“An integral part of the IFPS Modeling Language is the capability to

perform risk analysis. Essentially, risk analysis provides a vehicle

for assessing the impact of uncertainty. It also highlights the im-

pact caused by variations in data or changes of underlying assumptions.

Risk analysis has many benefits:

— Assesses the relative riskiness of an investment;

— Highlights areas of uncertainty;

— Lvleasures the costs of reducing uncertainty; and

— Establishes better communications.

.
Although many meaningful and informative models may be run without

risk analysis, it is possible to gain more insight into some problems

by using the risk analysis capabilities of Monte Carlo simulation.

Monte Carlo simulation is a technique that facilitates risk analysis.

It collects statistics on multiple solutions computed using certain

randomly generated values.

Specifically, Monte Carlo simulations are appropriate when it is either

impossible or inadvisable to assign single—point estimates to certain

variables. Thus, you may wish to run a simulation when available data

reflects a high degree of uncertainty or when a number of alternatives

exist. Major decisions and new situations often benefit from a Monte

Carlo simulation. Typical applications occur during profit planning,

pricing strategies, make—or—buy decisions, and cost estimations.”

(Ref 6)

A presentation of the calculations for the two projects’ comparison

follows. The base for figures may be found earlier in my report.

The base for figures may be found earlier in my report.

8.4.1 The calculation

The balance “cash out” gives an idea of the size of expenditures each

year of the projects. The balance “add back” tells about the positive

add back effects.
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8.4.2 Freight and insurance

The estimated cost for freight and insurance is approximated as a

triangular distribution with probable value of 8% of the investment

expenditure (from the invoice). Lower bound is 5% and upper bound

is 10%.

8.4.3 — — DeEreciation and supplementary investments

This calculation is based on the straight line depreciation method

with different economic lifecycles of the assets.

A replacement of the investment takes place the same year as the asset

S is fully written off.

Price trend on investments is taken into consideration.

— — CaEitaiisat ion

For the final comparison the cost per borehole of all three projects

must be capitalized to the same decided point in time. I have chosen

the first of September 1985.

m.

The factor ( 1 + j ) is used.

Where:

= inflation rate

m = number of years

8.4.5 Annuity

The annuity factor is 1

1—(1+i)

Where:

i = Real interest rate

t = Economic life span of the projects = 5 years

A multiplication of the fifth year’s capitalized NPV and the annuity

factor results in an equal annual expenditure of the project. Finally

dividing the annual expenditure by the borehole output per year of

all rigs in the project the result will be the average cost per bore—
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hole. The figure will be comparedwith the same figure of the total

contract.

Exchange rates

When exchange rates are neededthe values sketched in the diagram

below are used.
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(Source: “Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken”, Linköping)

The managementcon tract

8.5.1 Interest rate

Estimations: Real interest rate = 5%

Inflation rate

Tax rate
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8.5.2 — — Borehole outEut

The estimated borehole output from 1 January 1985 is 2*163 = 326 bore—

holes per year.

8.5.3 Initial investment

The management contract of WeliDrill Systems, the District Deve1o~nent

Fund for the government of Zimbabwe and Nowegian NORADas sponsor made

the following initial investments in equi~11ent:

Equ iprnen t

Drilling tools and accessories

Spare part packages

Spare parts for compressor

Extra sets of spare parts

Freight:

C = 0,05*1 895 830 = 94 790 Z$
low

C = 0r08*1 895’830 1.51 670average
C = 0,10*1 895 830 =189 580

high

8.5.4 Additional investment

Vehicles for drilling project

Buildings (50%)

Camp and staff equipnent

Additional equi~nent

Frêigt:

C1= 0,05*338 478 = 16 920 Z$

Ca= 0,08*338 478 = 27 088

Ch= 0,10*338 478 = 33 850

8.5.5 Initial expenditures

1 316 500 Z$

450 000

75 000

41 667

+ 12 667

1 895 830 Z$

138 000 Z$

127 000

48 800

+151 678

492 560 Z$

Rental of buildings for administration is estimated to:

C = 200 000±100 000 Z$

S
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Starting up salaries (main invoice):

C =435 330±10 000 Z$

8.5.6 Supplementary investment

Reinvestments of the consurnaries takes place regularly.

The outlay is adjusted by the price trend on equipments which is

estimated to be rising by 10% per year.

*

Three year drilling tools , water prospecting equipment, camping

equipment and small investments:

13=150 000+83 500+ 48 000+24 000 = 305 500 Z$

*
Two rear drilling tools and spare parts:

12=300 000+41 667+12 667 = 354 330 Z$

*

Spare parts

75 000 Z$

*
Prices at end of year 0.

8.5.7 Yearly cost

The yearly cost is assumed to be identical with the project expenses

related to the budget for water supply 1984—1985.

Drillingpro~ect expenses:

Balance 150 000+43 800+168 000+20 000 = 381 000 Z$

Casingtubes 326*20*21 = 136 920

Casingshoes 326*2 = 1 956

Hand pumps 326*746,55 = 243 375

Staff salary = 239 355

Experts’ salary = 257 145

Estimations:

Spare parts for vehicles 100 000

Maintenance and service + 200 000

1 560 550 Z$

The probability distribution margirials are expected to be 300 000 Z$

to —100 000 Z$.
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The yearly cost is adjusted by the rate of inflation (though the

salaries are included).

Smaller faults in the real figures causing a slightly varying cost per

year are negligible with a marginal of uncertainty.

8.5.8 — — DeEreciations

The depreciation periods are the same as the ones used by DDF.

Rigs and comEressors: 5 years

D5= 800 000 = 160 000 Z$ each year
5

Trucks, cars, tractors, bowsers etc: 5 years.

D1= 216’-I-45’+3:’+24’+4’÷3o’ = 71 000 Z$ each year

Additional investment: 5 years

D dcf 138 = 27 600 Z$a

D25 71 000+27 600 = 98 600 Z$ each year

Depreciations of investments with lifecycles of three, two and one year

are adjusted to the expected price trend.

The depreciation of some additional equipment is added to the deprecia-

tion of three ‘ear drilling tools:

48 800+151 678
D3 = 66 830 Z$ each year

3

Buildings have an economic life cycle of approximately 40 years.

The depreciation per year would be very small. The small amount is

neglected. The salvage value of the remaining accessories is instead

adjusted positively.

8.5.9 Salvage values

Initial investments’ salvage value is supposed to be within a triangular

distribution, 5% as the nost possible value, nil as lower and 10% as

upper bound of the initial investment value.
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Initial investment = 1 155 000 Z$

0
S =0,05*1 155 000 57 750 Z$

Sh=O,lO*T 155 000 =115 500 z$

The values of the distribution are raised by the rate of inflation.

Remaining accessories are other assets remaining at the end of the

fifth year. These are expected to have a salvage value represented by

a uniform distribution from 300 000 Z$ to 600 000 Z$. Vehicles,

‘buildings and supplementary investments not fully written off are

included.

8.5.!O — — Graphical reEresentationof the cash flow

5*(J_t)

(D1+D2+. .+D5)*tax

.

.

Year

C*(1_t)

11+12

C2*(1_t)

C*(1_t)

11+13 11+12

C3*(1_t) ~ C4*(i~t)

Figure 28. Management contract’s cash flow.

The program written for the NPV calculation and the later simulation

is listed in appendix 11.

The formula for execution of NWis:
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NPV=(_(IO+CO*(1_tax)+Cr*(1_t))+((Dl+D2+..+DS)*taX_(C*(l_t)+Il+IS+Cl*

1 1
+...+ X’~ — +(((D1+D2+..+D5)*t+S*(1_t))_

1+i (1~~)n1

1
C*(1_t) )* 5

(1+i)
Where:

X = yearly cash flow

i = interest rate

n = actual year

t = tax rate

8.5.11 The NPV calculation by aid of computer

. YEAR 0 YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR ~I YEAR 5

MANAGEMENTCONTRACT

NET PRESENT VALUE CALCULATION AND ANALYSES USING

MONTECARLO SIMULATION

DATE OF FIRST INVOICE: 83.06.30

CALCULATION IN ZIMBABWE DOLrJAR

TAX RATE
INTEREST RATE
INFLATION RATE
PRICE TREND ON INVESTMENTS:

INITIAL INVESTMENT 1895830

INIT INV FREIGHT
I I FR AFTER TAX

ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT

AD INV FREIGHT

A I FR AFTER TAX

INITIAL EXPENDITURES:

RENTAL OF BUILDINGS
RENTAL AFTER TAX

STARTING UP SALARIES
START AFTER TAX

200000 0
100000 0

0 L~~41330
0 220665

RATE

.5000 .5000 .5000 .5000 .5000 .5000

.1300 .1300 .1300 .1300 .1300 .1300

.2000 .2000 .2000 .2000 .2000 .2000

.1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000 .1000

0 0 0

1i453L~7 0 0 0
72673 0 0 0

0 ~4Q2560 0 0

0 25950 0

0 12975 0

0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
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SUPPLEMENTARYINVESTMENTS:

THREE YEAR DRILL TOOLS

THR Y DR T FREIGHT
THR T FR AFTER TAX

TWOYEAR
TWOY DR
TWOT FR

DRILLING TOOLS
T FREIGF-tT
AFTER TAX

0 2428739
0 32870
0 161435

0 1406620 0
0 311714 0
O 15587 0

0 518775
0 39773
0 19886

0
0
0

OTHER EXPENDITURES:

YEARLY COST

YEARLY COST AFTER TAX

CASH OUT 22)41177 2675862 2511953 28881)36 31488569 33714155
.

DEPRECIATIONS

0 160000 160000 160000 160000 160000
0 80000 80000 80000 80000 80000

0 71000 98600 98600 98600 98600
0 35500 149300 ~49300 149300 11°300

0 101830 168660 168660 2014200 1355140
0 50915 811330 814330 102100 67770

0 177170 177170 2114370 2114370 259387
0 88585 88585 107185 107185 1296914

0 75000 82500 90750 99825 10~807
0 37500 141250 145375 149912 511901!

0 1143700
O 71850

0 1150000
O 22~0OO

ADD BACK 0 2~2500 31431465 366190 3881497 678~18

0 —7141763 —632853 —805392 —10171401 —1008560

2068503 591198 5391403 525859 652678 0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

o 82500
0 6325
0 3163

SPARE PARTS
SP P FREIGHT

SP P FR AFTER TAX

0
0
0

90750
6957
3)-i 79

99825
7653

3827

109807
81419
14209

0
0
0

0 1627197 1952636 23143163 2811796 33711155
0 813598 976318 1171582 11405898 1687078

RIG AND COMPRESSOR

TAXSHIELD BIG COMP

VEHI CUES

TAXSHIEt.D VEHICLES

THREE YEAR DR TOOLS

TAXSHIELD THREE YEAR DR

TWO YEAR DR TOOLS
TAXSHIELD TWOYEAR DR T

SPARE PARTS

TAXSHIELD SPARE PARTS

SALVAGE VALUES:

INIT INVESTMENTS

INIT INV AFTER TAX
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

REMAINING ACCESSORIES
REM ACC AFTER TAX

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

e

CASH FLOW

INVESTMENTS

NET PRESENT VALUE —2068503 —3172596 ~14033627—11892036 _581414539 —6328969
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8.5.12 The cost of one borehole

Accumulated NPV = —6 328 969 Z$

Capitalization: m: 83.06.30 —‘85.09.01 ~ 2 2/12 year

—6 328 969~(1±02Q)m —9 394 904 Z$

.

Annuity = _9 394 9Q4* 0,05 — -—2 169 990 Z$
1—(1+0,05)

Annuity/Number of boreholes drilled in one year = —~ 169 990 -6 660 Z$
326

8.6.1 Interest rate

8.6.2 Borehole output

The expected borehole output for the three nonth periods of the last

three years of the investment is 16 boreholes.

A theoretical output for the L~Drig could be 5*12=60 to 6*12=72 bore—

holes per year under the same conditions as the years 1982 and 1983.

Although with a much higher cost per year! The supposed possibility will

be considered when comparing my alternatives.

Cost of one borehole in SEK:

6 660*7,80 = 51 920 SEK.

8.6 Contractual leasing

Estimations: Real interest rate 5%

Inflation rate = 15%

Tax rate = 50%

inom=(l+O~05)*(l+01l5)_l= 0,208 ~‘ 20,8%

i =(1_0,50)*0,208=
nom after tax

0,104

Nominal interest rate is 10,4%.

.
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8.6.3 Initial investment

From the approach I have decided to use in the analysis, the investment

expenditure is laid on the organization ordering drilling services from

a smaller contractor. In my case the contractor is Instapurnp Ltd in

Kenya.

I = 693 700* 0157 = 1 217 020

The price in SEK is from the invoice of the drilling unit.

Freight:

C =0,05*1 217 020 = 60 850
low

C =0,08*1 217 020 97 360
average

C =0,10*1 217 020 =121 700high

8.6.4 — — SuEplementary investment

*

Drilling tools which are replaced every two years:

12=247 000* Q157 =433 330 KSh

*
Spare EattS:

Ii=60 000* 0157 =105 260 KSh

The price trend on investments is supposed to be 10%.

*
Prices at end of year 0.

8.6.5 Siting

There is an uncertainty of the cost of siting. The siting services can

be done by the “ClientTM, the “Contractor” or by the Ministry of Water

depending on circumstances.

The cost can not be exactely specified. Instead of overlooking the cost

I have withened the bounds of the triangular distribution for the

drilling cost later used.
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8.6.6 Drilling cost

The “Estimate for drilling thirty boreholes in West Pokot” is very close

to the real cost of drilling 30 boreholes. The average price per bore-

hole was 75 917 KSh.

The 18 boreholes drilled in 1982: 18*75 917=1 366 510 KSh

The 15 boreholes drilled in 1983: 15*75 917=1 138 755 KSh

A triangular distribution is used. The bounds are ±50 000 KSh.

For the resulting three years of the projects’ lifespan, I have supposed

that the cost for borehole output corresponds to 16 boreholes in a three

month period each year. The reason why the contractor in reality has not

drilled at this rate is the client’s scarce resources.

Year three to five:

(16*75 917)±200 000 = 1 214 670±200 000 KSh

The prices for the last three years are raised by the rate of inflation.

8.6.7 — — DeEreciations

Rig and compressor: 5 years

D5= 3865000 * ____ = 135 440 KSh each year

Dr illing tools are depreciated in two years and replaced every two years.

Spare parts are depreciated in one year and replaced every year.

All prices are according to first invoice. The price trend on equipment

is considered at reinvestments.

8.6.8 Salvage values

Ri~and compressor: S1 0

S =0,05*386 000* 1 = 33 860 KSha 0,57

S =0,10*386 000* 1 = 67 720h 0,57
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Inflation rate is considered.

Remaining accessories:

A uniform distribution with a lower bound of 300 000 KSh and a upper

bound of 600 000 KSh is used

8.6.9 The NPV calculation by aid of computer

The programme written for this NPV calculation and later simulation is

listed in appendix 11.

YEAR 0 YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR ~4 YEAR S

CONTRACTUAL LEASING

NET PRESENT VALUE CALCULATION AND ANALYSES USING
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

DATE OF FIRST INVOICE: 82.07.06
CALCULATION IN KENYA SHILLING

.

INITIAL INVESTMENT

INIT INV FREIGHT

I I FR AFTER TAX

SUPPLEMENTARYINVESTMENTS:

DRILLING TOOLS
DR T FREIGHT

D T FR AFTER TAX

DRILLING COST

DRILLING COST AFTER TAX

1217020

93303
146652

0
0
0

0 5224329
0 140199
0 20099

0 63141438
0 1486110
O 214320

0
0
0

TAX RATE
INTEREST RATE
INFLATION RATE
PRICE TREND ON INVESTMENTS:
RATE

.5000
10140

.1500

.1000

0

0
0

.5000

.10)-JO

.1500

.1000

0

0
0

.5000

.10140
1500

.1000

0

0
0

.5000 .5000

.10140 .10)-b

.1500 .1500

.1000 .1000

0

0

0

0 115786
0 8877
0 l4143~

.5000
.10140
.1500

.1000

0

0
0 .

SPARE PARTS
SP P FREIGHT
S P FR AFTER TAX

OTHER EXPENDITURES:

127365
9765
14882

1140101
107141

5371

1396871
6981135

0 1366510 1138760
0 683255 569380

1514111
11815
5908

16061401
803201

0
0
0

18247361
923681

CASH OUT 1310323 1491173 18140417 15147713 214551406 18147361
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DEPRECIATIONS:

0 13514140 13511110 13511110 13514140 13511140
0 67720 67720 67720 67720 67720

0 216665 216665 262165 262165 317219
0 108333 108333 131082 131082 158610

0 105260 115786 127365 1140101 1514111
0 52630 57893 63682 70051 77056

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0

0 68105
o 102157

0 0 1150000

0 0 675000

0 228683 2339116 2621485 268853 10805142

O —4514573 —3351435 —1435051 —53213118 156861

INVESTMENTS

NET PRESENT VALUE

1263672 1202214 676675 11151472 818777 0

—1263672 _17145533 —2550011 —2951591 —3828586 —37111950

8.6.10 The cost of one borehole

Accumulated NPV = —3 741 950 KSh

. Capitalization: m: 82.07.06 — 85.09.01 = 3 1/12 year

—3 741 950~(1+0,15)m= —5 757 708 KSh

Annuity = —5 757 708* = —1 329 890 KSh

Annuity/Number of boreholes drilled in one year =

= —1 329 890 = —83 120 KSh

16

Cost of one borehole in SEK:

83 120*0,57 = 47 380 SEX.

8.7 Output of Monte Carlo Simulations

RIG AND COMPRESSOR
TAXSHIELD RIG AND COMP

DRILLING TOOLS

TAXSHIELD DR TOOLS

SPARE PARTS
TAXSHIELD SP PARTS

SALVAGE VALUES:

RIG AND COMPRESSOR

RIG AND COMPAFTER TAX

REMAINING ACCESSORIES

REMACC AFTER TAX

ADD BACK

CASH FLOW
S

0,05

1—(1+0,05)~

The programmes I have written for the NPV calculations contain probabilistic
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variables

The “Monte Carlo” simulation solves the models with the values from

each distribution randomly generated for each iteration. Both simula-

tions are done with 500 iterations each.

8.7.1 Frequency Table

“The values for this output are obtained by sorting all of the Monte

Carlo iteration data values for a variable into ascending order and

picking the appropriate percentile values. Thus, the 90% value is the

value which had 10% of the data values smaller that it and 90% of the

data values larger than it.” (Ref. 6, page 14—14)

8.7.2 Sample Statistics Table

“For every variable the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis

values are printed. The standard deviation is a measure of uncertainty.

The skewness is a measure of the syi-tulletry of the data relative to the

normal distribution. A positive number implies a distibution skewed to

the left, zero means symmetric, and a negative number means that the

distribution is skewed to the right.

The kurtosis is a measure of the “peakedness” of the data referenced

to the slope of a normal distribution. (Three is the value for a normal

distribution. A kurtosis value of greater than 3 indicates data that

is more peaked than a normal distribution; a value less than 3 implies

a flatter distribution curve.)

The table also contains the 10% and 90% confidence limits for the mean;

that is, an 80% confidence interval for the mean.” (Ref. 6, page 14—15)

8.7.3 Histogram

“Monte Carlo data values are plotted in graphic form. The height of

each column of asterisks indicates the number of data values observed

in that interval (determined from the vertical scale at the left). The

numbers below the histogram are read vertically and indicate the

horizontal axis values for every third column (interval). These numbers
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represent the midpoint of an interval whose range is determined by the

size of each interval. The start value (displayed on the bottom line)

is the lef~st horizontal axis value. The stop value is the rightnDst

value. The size of each interval (also displayed on the bottom line)

is the stop value minus start value divided by the number of intervals.”

(Ref. 6, page 14—15)

8.7.4 The Manag~entContract

The interesting tables arid the histogram for column year 5 of net

present value from my Monte Carlo simulation follow:

S FREQUENCYTABLE

PROBABILITY OF VALUE BEING GREATERTHAN INDICATED

90 80 70 60 50 ~10 30 20 10

NET PRESENT VALUE
YEAR 0 —2099 —2089 —2081 —2075 —2071 —20611 —2058 —2051 —2039 *1000
YEAR 1 —3231 —3212 —3196 —318l4 —3173 —3162 —3152 —3139 —3123 *1000
YEAR 2 ~41118 —11103 —~I079 _110514 —4028 _11009 —3091 —3970 ~39148*1000
YEAR 3 —5060 —11996 —~4965 ~l4928 —‘$88o —11855 —14822 —14792 —14763 *1000
YEAR LI —6080 —5987 —59111 —5888 —5830 —5791 —571114 —5710 —5669 *1000
YEAR 5 —6633 —6520 —6’4’47 —6385 —6315 —6256 —619° —61149 —6103 *1000

SAMPLE STATISTICS

MEAN STD DEV SKEWNESSKURTOSIS 1OPC CONF MEAN OOPC

NET PRESENT VALUE
YEAR 0 —2069380 21998 .2 2.7 —2070639 —2068121
YEAR 1 —3175318 140735 —.3 2.7 ~31776149 —3172086
YEAR 2 _140381493 711037 _•14 2.3 ~140142731 _140311255
YEAH 3 _14899085 111441 _~l4 2.3 —149054621 _14802706

YEAR 4 —5853836 151879 —.11 2.2 —5862530 ~581451142
YEAR 5 —63140877 197191 — •14 2.3 —6352165 —6329589
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HISTOGRAM FOR COr.JJMN
57— 60
53— 56
49— 52
145_ 48
41— L$4
37— 40

33— 36
29— 32
25— 28

21— 24

17— 20
13— 16 *

9— 12 * 4 4

5— 8 * * * *

1— 4 ********************

6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 4 2 1 0

9 6 3 0 7 ‘4 2
6 7 7 8 9 9 0
4 1
5 5
0

START —6818000

5 5 5 5 5
0 0 0 0 0 0

STOP —5956000 SIZE OF INTERVAL 43100.00

SAMPLE STATISTICS

MEAN STD DEV SKEWNESSKURTOSIS 1OPC CONF MEAN QOPC

YEAR 5 OF NET PRESENT VALUE
*

*

*

if

* 0

* * *

4 * 4*4*

*44*4*4*4

4 4*44*4*4*

* *4*44044*4*

6
7

8 5 2 9 6

8.7.5 Contractual Leasing

FREQUENCYTABLE

PROBABILITY OF VALUE BEING GREATERTHAN INDICATED

90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

—1268 —1266 —1265 —1263 —1261 —1259 —1255 p1000
—1752 —1749 —1745 —1743 —1740 —1736 —1731 ~10O0
—2558 —2554 —2550 —2547 —2543 —2538 —2533 ~1000
—2969 —2960 —2950 —2Q32 —2922 —2909 *1G1~~(3
—3861 —3843 —3823 —3808 —3790 —3770 —3744 *fl3~flJ
—3811 —3774 —3745 —3719 —3682 —3637 —3581 ~100O

.NET PRESENT VALUE
YEAR 0 —1272 —1269
YEAR 1 —1759 —1755
YEAR 2 —2568 —2562
YEAR 3 —2997 —2982
YEAR 4 —3915 —3887
YEAR 5 —3900 —3850

NET PRESENT VALUE
YEAR 0 —1263977 6128 .3 2.5 —1264327 —1263626
YEAR 1 —1745670 10594 .0 2.4 —1746277 —174506’4
YEAR 2 —2550379 13765 .1 2.7 —2551167 —2549591

YEAR 3 —2951310 34355 —.1 2.8 —2953276 —2949343
YEAR 4 —3827641 65544 —.1 2.5 —3831393 —3823889
YEAR 5 —3743710 120997 .1 2.8 —3750636 —3735784
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HISTOGRAM FOR COLUMN YEAR 5 OF NET PRESENTVALUE
66—70 *

61—65

56—60 **

51— 55 if if

‘46— 50 if if if if

211— ‘45 if if if * if

36— 40 if * if if if if if if

31—35

26— 30 if if if if if if if if if

21—25
16—20
11—15
6—10
1— 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ “ ~ ~ **

‘4 3 3 3 3 3 3
0 9 8 7 6 5 3

S 6 5 14 3 2 0 9
1 1 0 0 0 0
6 2 8 14 0 6 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

START —4080000 STOP —3311l4000 SIZE OF INTERVAL 36800.00

8.7.6 Cari~arison between Man a~ernentContr act and Contractual Leasing

The net present values fran parts 8.5 and 8.6 were —6 328 696 z$ and

—3 741 950 KSh respectively. The mean net present values found in the

“Sample Statistics Table” are similar to these above. They are

—6 340 877 Z$ and —3 743 710 KSh.

The “Histograms” tell us that the intervals of the accumulated net

present values are 43 100 Z$ and 36 800 KSh. The figures give an idea

of the uncertainty in the calculations.

The probability of values from the “Frequency Tables” are, however,

the figures I am going to base my conclusion on.

As the management contract seems to have a higher cost per borehole,

the 10% value (—6 103 000 Z$) is chosen for the comparison. The 90%

value (—3 900 000 KSh) is chosen for the contractual leasing.

If the average cost per borehole is calculated in the same manner as

earlier, the costs will be 50 070 SEK and 49 380 SEK respectively.
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The average cost per borehole is in other words approximately the same

for both projects.

Contractual leasing is probably a better alternative than the manage-

ment contract despite the small difference in cost per boreholes shown

here. This conclusion is based on the foliwing three facts:

— A higher output per rig and month.

— The rig of the actual contract could be more intensively used which

would lower the cost of the initial investhient if it is reated to a

higher borehole output.

— The average depth of boreholes is much greater in Kenya than in

Zimbabwe.

.
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9 CONCLUSIONAND REXX~4ENDATION

The recorrunendation is primarily based on the average total cost of one

borehole and the borehole output per rig and month. Some opinions based on

interviews and from what I myself noted during the field study will also

be taken into consideration.

The ranking order of the alternative inves~nentforms will be:

1) Contractual leasing

2) Management contract

3) Total contract

4) Purchasing

5 Some corrunents on the ranking of the alternatives can be found in chapter

eight, “Analysis”, along with rrr~icalculations.

Personally, from what I saw in Africa, I think that the difference in

efficiency between privately run projects (i.e. contractor or mission)

and state run projects (i.e. governmental or big development organiza-

tion) is even greater than the cost shows.

It appears that small organizations are superior in many aspects. A small

organization has:

— riore flexibility

— more personal responsibilities

O — less bureaucracy— better communication arrong its employees

than its “big brother”.

The number of boreholes produced monthly per rig (Figure 26) gives an idea

of the differences in work progress. The total contract and contractual

leasing methods are superior to the two other alternatives in this respect.

To achieve the same staff output in a Ministry the demand on the personnel

responsible for the project management would be almost unhuman.

It is very hard to fulfil the necessary elements of managing, i.e.

planning, directing and controlling, in the increased bureaucracy and

under the very special conditions in a development country with problems

like lack of:
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— hard currency

— trained personnel

— spare parts

— transport facilities (which holds up supplies)

etc.

There are also the difficulties in choosing a good drilling unit operated

by a big organization. Because of its complexity the air rig can be more

easily handled if run privately since breakdowns can be taken care of

directly by the contractor.

Percussion rigs, less complicated but very slow, seem to suit the bigger

organization better.

.
From a technical aspect a medium—sized truck mounted air rig is considered

the best choise for operation in rural areas.

In general the quality of new air rigs is not often the main problem in

the developing countries. (An exception is the drilihead, which must be of

the best quality if it is not to wear out too quickly arid get stuck in the

ground with a resulting standstill.) Again it all boils down to the struct-

ure of the organization. If the organization is not flexible enough, no

rig can drill regularly.

The management contract is an interesting investment alternative if the

low borehole output and a proportionately high initial investment are neg-

lected. If the development organization can recruit good supervisors and S
if the water problem can be seen in alonger perspective this contract is

a good alternative. The level of knowledge in the well drilling and

management field will be raised and the receiving country will hopefully

be able to undertake the drilling itself within a few years.

My recorrimendation to development and aid organizations in future projects

is to engage private contractors for drilling. In the first instance local

companies should be invited to tender and secondly other companies with

good references.

Thirdly, a management contract can be used. Ministries should not be

operative unities in any other r~spects than being engaged in c~ununity
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participation plans and being responsible for the control of produced

toreholes.

There should always be a coordinator elected by the development organiza-

tion. The coordinator plots and controls the tasks of the contractors,

the Ministries and other engaged parties, e.g. the consultants. The

coordinator is also responsible for reporting back to the sponsor.

The geographical locations of the sites should not be affected by

political factors.

A handpump is undoubtably the most reliable and least complicated pump.

The depth of boreholes should not be- too deep for a handpump.

Finally, before the project is ended a service organigation must be

established. The organization assists the communities in maintaining

the borehole’s headworks and handpump.
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~ARLEER THIS month Mr
Robert Mugabe, Zimbabwe’s
prime n,.inister, took advantage
of the most solemn occasion an
the country’s calendar to deliver
what he called his final warning
to his long ume adversary, Mr
Joshua Nkomo, leader of the
Zapu opposition party.

Speaking at Heroes’ Acre, an
imposing memorial in the hills
outside Harare to those who fell
in the country’s guerrilla war of
independence and whose sacri-
fice Is recalled every August 11,
Mr Mugabe condemned the
“armed banditry” In the Zapu
stronghold of Matabeleland. It
takes place, the Government
believes, with the connivance
and support of Mr Nkomo and
his party.

Unless It ended immediately,
Mr Mugabe pledged, the Govern.
ment would have to take “very
stern” measures. -

The speech, preceded by raids
on Mr Nkomo’s homes in Harare
and Bu.lawayo, arrests of three
Zapu MPs and the confiscation
of the Zapu leader’s passport,
appeared to signal what many
observers had long believed
likely: Mr Mugabe, set on a one
party state, is a short step away
from banning Zapu and detain.
Ing Mr Nkomo and other senior

officials.

Inappropriate
To many observers it seemed

an inappropriate occasion for
such sentiments. Among those
burled at Heroes’ Acre are
former stalwarts of Zapu, whose
Zimbabwe African Peoples
Revoluntionary Army (Zipra)
played a major role in the
defeat of white rule — albeit
taking second place to the
Zimbabwe African National
Liberation Army (Zanla) of the
ruling Z~nu-PFParty.

It was an episode which
Illustrates the dichotomy in Mr
Mugabe’s nature. The same man
marked the start of his period

in office in 1980 with a states.
manlike address calling for
reconciliation between races and
parties. The appeaL defused
accumulated tensions left after
some 80 years of white rule and
a bitter seven-year guerrilla
war to overthrow it which cost
nearly 30,000 lives, the vast
majority black Zimbabweana —

many of them civilians.
These contrasting sides of his

character — the reconciliation
speech set against his remorse-
less pursuit of Zapu, or the
adoption of a mixed economy
wh calling for socialist trans.-
formation — have made Mr
Mugabe something of an
enigma.

It is to his lasting credit that
Zimbabwe emerged from its war
to become a stable, relatively
prosperous state. It was suffi-
ciently tolerant to allow Mr
Ian Smith, the UDI leader, a
place in parliament. And it Is a
striking exception to Africa’s
woeful tale of coup and insur-
rection, economic mismanage-
ment and a crippling drought
from which Zimbabwe, thanks
largely to government encour-
agement of peasant farmers and
continued suppo~-t of white
commercial farmers, emerged
comparatively unscathed.,

The consequences of a ban on
Zapu and arrests of senior
officials are unpredictable. But
there is the risk that it could
provoke rather than end the dis-
sident problem, which poses far
less of a security threat than

it did in 1983 and 1984. And the
preserve of young guerrillas in
Matabeleland. angered by such
a move, could prove fertile
ground should South Africa, im-
plicated in the past in dissident
activity, wish to create trouble.

Tremendous sthdes have
taken place for the country’s
Sm black majority in education,
where primary enrolment has
soared since UDI, l~ health
services, and In rural develop.
merits including roads, cLinics
and new schools.

Success -
In the agricultural sector, the

success of peasant farmers
aside, the country’s 4,300 mainly
white commercial farmers
acknowledge that li.fe has sel-
dom been better because of the
end of the war, in which many
played a dangerous and time-
consuming flontdine role.
Government policies from the
start also acknowledged the
need for a reafistic crop-pricing
policy.

The rest of the white com-
munity, shrunk from a mid.
1970s’ peak of some 270,000 to
fewer than 100,000, also con~
tinues to enjoy one of the
highest living standards in the
world.

Yet for all the considerable
achievements, there are politicaL
and economic clouds on the
horizon. The political issues
were brought to a head at last
month’s first general election
since independence. It was over-
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.
After five years of independence,the Government of Robert Mugabe has seciredsone

notable achievements,but severalecon9micchallengeslie ahead and serious p~1itica1
divisioiis rainain

Moving nearer a
one-party state

BY MICHAEL HOLMAN, Africa Editor
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whelmingly won by Zanu.PF,
which secured 63 of the 80
black seats contested (and a
further seat at a by-election)
while Zapu took 15.

The outcome, while sweeping
aside minority parties such as
Bishop Abel Muzore’wa’s United
African National Council, also
confirmed the tribal arithmetic
of Zimbabwe’spolitics Zanu-PF
won in the Shona-dominated
provinces, while Zapu emerged
secure in their stronghold of
Matabeleland, reflecting the
broad 80:20 ethnic breakdown.

The division, which goes
back to the split in the
nationalist movement in the
early 1960s, needsto ‘be care.
fully bandied.Mr Mugabe, how-
evet, treated the outcome as a
mandate for the one-partystate
he has long sought, and
denounced yet again Zapu’s
alleged support of armed, anti-
Government dissidents in
Matabeieland. The result of
some intemperate language
was the ransackingof the homes
of hundreds of opposition sup-
porters by Zanu-PF women and
youths, an alarming indication
of the potential for factional
violence.

The Prime Minister appears
to have baèked away from the
other confrontation which the
election outcome, and his reac-
tion, seemed to herald. The
success of the conservative
alliance of Mr Ian Smith, the
former Prime Minister, in win-
ning 15 of the 20 entrenched
white seats, was angrily inter-
preted ‘by Mr Mugabe as a re-
jection of his reconciliation
policy.

“Racist” whites, he warned,
would be punished.

Mr Mugabe faces two critical
challenges in foreign affairs.
South Africa, apart from politi-
cal links with dissidents, could
present a serious problem
should the republic carry out
its threat to retaliate in the
event of western economic
sanctions by reviewing trade
and transport links with black
states. Zimbabwe would be in
a severe predicament, for the
republic is a major trading
partner and the road and rail
links to South African ports
carry 85 per cent of the coun-
try’s exports.

Apart from a fundamental
distastefor doing buSiiiesswith
South Afnca it is this concern
that is behind Mr Mugabe’s
growing involvement in the war
between President Saniora
Machel of Mozambique and the
anti-government Mozambique
National Resistance.

The Mozambique port of
Baira provides Zimbabwe’s
shortest road and rail route to
the sea, as well as the loading
point for the vital oil pipeline
to the Zimbabwebordertown of
Mutare. Zimbabwe already has
some3,000 to 4,000 troops pro-
tecting this corridor, as well as
the road link with Malawl run-
ning through Tete province.

As the war in Mozambique
intensifies, so Mr Mugabe has
promised to increase assistance
to his old ally PresidentMachel
to as many as 30,000 troops if
necessary. It could prove a
major drain on the budget
(defence already accounts for

14 percent of spending) as well
as draw Zimbabwe into a pro-
tracted war,

On the economic front the
indicators appear encouraging at
first. After threetough yearsof
decline causedby drought and
low commodity prices, Zim-
babwe’s real growth this year
should reach 5 per cent.

But as the analysisof Zim-
babwe’s economy points out.
1985 real per capita tncomes
will be little different from
1965, at the time of the
Unilateral Declarationof Inde-
pendence. Even if ‘there is a
sustainedpenod of S per cent
real growth it will be at least
a decade before real living
standards measured in per
capita income reach peak 1974
levels.

More assistance

.
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Government officials say
there has been a less easily
quantifiable improvement in
living standards in such things
as better education and health
services.

Nevertheless the per capita
figures are made even more
worrying by the failure of the
economy to keep up with the
demand for jobs. In 1965 some
18 per cent of the population
worked in the formaleconomy.
today that has fallen to 12 per
cent—partly becauseof a high
population growth rate of about
3 ‘to 3.5 per cent.

At the same time, the level
of foreign investment attracted
since independencehas been
disappointing,influencedby the
Government’sapparentainbiva-
lence about the role of the
private sector. It has yet to con-
vince most foreign investors
that its aim of creating a
Marxist-Leninist state is com-
patible with a healthy invest-
ment climate.

There are several other
worrying economic issues.
Workers have found that
although their wages have
doubled in nominal terms since
independence,inflation tias left
real purchasing power almost
stagnant.

Subsidies in the 1985-6
Budget will also consume 11
per cent of spending, and the
debt service ratio is about 26
per cent this year, giving
further grounds for concern
about medium.term prospects.
These should be set against the
encouraging growth in exports
of maize, tobacco, cotton and
other items, which has left
the current account in the black
this year for the first time since
1978.

It is the growing presbure on
land, however, which mcst sen~
ously threatens the country’s

long-term development. The
much-vaunted land redistribu-
tion and resettlement pro.
gramme, introduced after
independence with substantial
financial support from Britain,
is inadequate. Only 32,000
families have teen resettled
from a target of 162,000 due
to be moved over three years.
In the meantime the backlog of
unsatisfied demand has risen.

It is difficult to be precise
but there could be 185,000
families—almost im people—
either without land or in need
of adequate arable or grazing
land. Many areas are being
steadily overworked, over-

grazed and deforested, creating
serious ecological problems for
the future.

Mr Mugabe has much to deal
with in the coming years, but
it is not easy to predict the
course he will adopt. Is he s
sometimes irascible pragmatist,
who may say things he later
regrets, and then remedies’ Or
is he set at all costs on the
creation of a one-party, Marxist-
Leninist state.

This is a policy which could
fan tribal tensions and under-
mine what today is, for all the
problems, a relatively sound
economy The answers to those
questionswill largely determine
Zimbabwe’s future.

S

S

This aerial view shows the mile-wide Victoria Falls,
osie of the greatest tourist attractions in the world
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Impressive performance on grcwth and inflation must be set against

possible South African disruption and fiscal difficulties.

Export—led grcx~th needed to break out of straitjacket.

Economy
TONY HAWKINS

AFTER three yearsof stagna-
tion and decline, the Zimbabwe
economy will achieve real
growth of at least5 per cent in
1985, but prospectsof a sus-
tained improvement In living
standards during the second
half of the 1980s depend cruci-
ally on the course of events in
neighbouring South Afnca.

Even if the so-called “envir-
onmental variables” of the
weather and world economic
conditionsturn out to be more
favourable over the next five
years than in the first half of
the ‘805 — which is problem-
atical to say the least —

Zimbabwe’s moderately-strong
economic recovery could be
aborted as South Africa both
retaliates and defends itself
against economicsanctions.

While the whole regionwould
suffer to varying degrees,not so
much from the imposition of
economic sanctions but more
from the likely South Afncan

EMPLOYMENT AND
POPULATION GROWTH

Employment
(‘000.)

% of
populatIon

1965 748 18

1970 853 17.5
1975 1,050 18.3

1979 984 itO

1980 1,010 14.4

1981 1,038 14.3

1983 1,046 14.0

1983 1,030 13.3
1984 1,035 13.1

counter-sneastires, Zimbabwe Is
particularlyvulnerable, if Zim-
babwe is to break out of the
balance of psyments straitjacket
that has so severelyconstrained
its economic performance since
independencefive years ago, it
must enjoy a sustained period
of export led growth.

Zimbabwe’s export depend-
ence on South Africa is
extremely high. An esti-
mated 85 to 90 per cent of
exports use the South African
transport system and South
Africa, as Zimbabwe’s largest
trading partner last year, pur-
chasedone fifth of total exports.

Zimbabwe’seconomicperform-
ance dunng the first five years
of independencehas been both
impressive and disappointing.
Impressive when set against
that of sub-SaharsnAfrica as

a whole to the extent that
Zimbabwe stands out as a
shining example of agricultural
success,despitethreesuccessive
drought seasons,but disappoint-
ing when viewed in terms of
the admittedly-excessiveexpec-
tations prevalent immediately
after independence in 1980.

The disappointmenthas two
quant.itive and one qualitative
aspect.On the quantitative side
there is the sobering realisation
that In 1985 real per capita
Incomes in Zimbabwe will be
little different from their levels
both when Ian Smith declared
unilateral independence 20
years ago and when legal
independence was granted in
1979. Indeed, even if Finance
Minister Bernard Chidzero’s
plan for a sustainedperiod of
5 per cent real growth is
achieved—andmany economists
believeit to be on the optimistic
side—it will be well into the
1990s before real living stan-
dardsregaintheir peakhistoric
1974 levels.

Some more cautious projec-
tions suggest that these levels
are unlikely to be regained
before the end of the century,
becausewith populationgrowth
estimated at 3 to 31 per cent,
incomes are unlikely to grow
by much more than 1 per cent
annuatly.

Linked with this Is the con-
cern, recently put by Dr Chid-
zero himself in his 1985 budget
last month, over the detenorat-
ing employment situation. In
the past 20 years employment
growth has laggedwell behind
the rate of labour-force expan-
sion, with the result that while
in 1965 some 18 per cent of the
population had jobs in the
formal economy, today the ratio
is closer to 12 per cent

Dr Chidzero’s own figures
show employment rising at a
mere7,000 new jobs annually
since 1980 while an estimated
80,000 job-seekers have been
joining the workforceeachyear.

Just how imperfect the
Zimbabwe labour market has
become is underlined by the
experience of one prominent
farmerwho told me that be had
to send lorries to the Harare
area to pick up unemployed
urban workers to help him
hand-reap his cotton crop,
because rural workers were
simply unwilling to do It.

The large-scale-cotton pro-.
ducers arguethat—in a country
of high and growing unemploy-
ment — the most serious con-
straint on output expansion Is
the reluctance of the workforce
to pick cotton at economically-
realistic piece rates.

The second disappointing
aspectof quantitativeperform-
ance has been the balance of
payments, although this has
improved radically in the past
IS months with rapid export
growth raising hopes that the
worst is now past

Particularly disappointing on
the balance of payments side
has been Zimbabwe’s failure to
attract the levels of foreign
direct investment so widely
forecast in 1980, especially by
Foreign Office mandarins.

Hopes that foreign invest-
ment will matertaiise on a
significant scale now that the
post - independence dust has
settled and Zimbabwe has a
five-year track record on which
such investment decisions can
be justified, maywell be dashed
by the spectre of a deteriorating
regional economic situation
created by the growing South
African cnsis.

On the qualitative side, there
is the disappointment of the
left-leaning radicals at Prime
Minièter Mugabe’s failure to be
sufficientiy radical in imple-
menting socialist economicdoc-
trines, while on the other aide
of the political divide, business
leadersfear that Zimbabwe may

REAL INCOMES (1980 prices)

yet muff its golden opportunity
to establish an efficiently-
managed, mixed economy that
would refute someat the World
Bank, In the International
Monetary Fund and in the West
generally who appear to believe
that African economies are
destined only to failure.

The successboth of agricul-
ture, at peasantas well as com-
mercial level, and more recently
of manufactured exports, sug-
geststhat there is a good chance
of Zimbabwe breaking free
from the sub-Saharanmould,
but this implies maintaining the
delicatebalancebetweenradical
socialism and businesspragma-
tism achieved since 1980 by Mr
Mugabe, primarily by talking
socialist while acting prag-
matically.

S

S
1965
1974

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983
1984
1985

~GDP

(Z$m)
1,760
3,140
2,900
3,226
3,645
3,645
3,522

3,365
3,750

Forecast

GDPper
head (Z$)

430
555

430

455
500
483

454
438
450
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There are three main dangers
Inherent in such a strategy.
The first is that the rhetoric
will acquire a momentum of its
own eventually engulfing the
private sector. Reflecting this
momentum, a Zanu-PF official
claimed at a political rally ear-
lie this month that the time
would soon come when no top
post—evenin the private sector
—would be filled by individuals
opposed to the ruling party.

The second danger, acknow-
leged implicity by Mr Chidzero
in his budget address, is the
danger of a crisis of unfulfilled
expectations among school-
leaven and the low~pald who,
even though they have been the
main targets of government
social policies in respectof free
primary education and health,
minimum wage policies and con-
trols on retrenchment, have
seen some of these benefits
severely eroded by Inflation.

Thus, while averagewages—
excluding agriculture—virtually
doubed in the five years from
mid-1979 to mid-1984, so also
did the price level with the
result that average real wages
barely changed. A major
priority of the second Mugabe
administration must be that of
securing a significantly greater
improvement in real incomes,
wages and employment than in
the first five years of indepen-
dence.

Thirdly, there Is the strategic
danger—that of being “stuck
in the middle” between radical
socialism on the one hand and
a mixed market economy on the
other. The stuck-in-the-middle
syndrome, familiar to business
strategists, raises the spectre
of two opposed sets of economic
institutions, squabbling with
one another rather than work-
ing harmothously for the gen-
eral good

The white-dominated — and
largely foreign-inflenced, if not
controlled—private sector Is
well aware of this danger and
there has been refreshing evi-
dence recently of a new pre-
paredness to replace ideological
confrontation with dislogue

over the mechanim of economic
co-existence.

Indeed, and this is a strongly
positive development, on both
sides of the public sector/
private enterprise divide there
Is a new willingness to tackle
bread-and-butter economic
policy issues within the broad
framework of the Mugabe
Government’s long-run socialist
objectives. What remains to be
seen is whether this pragmatism
can weather some of the grass-
roots pressures from within the
ruling party for radical change.

In terms of economic per-
formance, successdepends sub-
stantially on continuing agri-
cultural growth on the one
hand, while maintaining the
already-marked improvement in
the balance of payments on the
other. Although agriculture
contributes no more than 14 per
cent of GDP. even after a good
season, there have been very
few years in which there has
been measurable growth in real
GDPunless agriculture has per-
formed reasonably well.

the handsome 26 per cent
growth in real output in 1980/81
was primarily the result of a 12
per cent rise in agricultural
production, and In the current
year the projected 5 per cent
growth rate will be associated
with a forecast 20 per cent re-
bound In agricultural produc-
tion after a superb rainy
season,

the difference is that while
in 1980/81 agricultural and
industrial growth were mutu-
ally reinforcing, in 1985 agrI-
culture is spearheading the
recovery.

But Zimbabwe’s ability to
sustain satisfactory rates of
growth for the rest of the
decade hinge crucially on its
balance of payments perform-
ance. The current account posi-
tion deterioratedsharply from
a deficit of Z$74m in 1979 to a
current deficit of Z$533m in
1982.

It wasat the end of 1982 that
the over-valued Zimbabwe
dollar was devalued by 20 per
cent and the rate subsequentiy

allowed to float further down-
wards.

At the same time, import
quotas were cut and exchange
controis tightened, resulting in
s modest fall in the deficit to
Z$454m in 1983.

Last year, however, there
was a major improvement, only
partly explained by the emerg-
ency exchange control measures
imposed in March 1984 (and
partially relaxed three months
ago) and lower import afloca-
tions. Exports which stagnated
during the 1980/82 period
rose 17 5 per cent in 1983.With
increased exports of tobacco,
cotton, steel, gold and manufac-
tured goods along with maize
exportsworth more than Z$40m
exports are forecast to grow a
further 20 per cent in value
in 1985.

As a result, the current
account deficit which fell to
Z$lOOm last year will improve
still further this year and is
forecast to swing back into the
black for the first time
in seven years. The improved
balance of payments position
has allowed the Reserve Bank
of Zimbabwe to reduce substan-
tially its short-term oreign
borrowingsfrom Z$369m at the
end of 1983 to only Z$141m last
year.

Next year, however, the
balance of payments position is
likely to tighten, partly because
the relaxation of last year’s

EXPORTS

Z$m US$m
1979 734 1,072
1980 929 1,473
1981 1,002 1,400
1982 999 1,087
1983 1,174 1.062
1984 1,450 1,200

temporary ban on profit and
dividend remittanceswill mean
a higher invisibles deficit and
partly because import alloca-
tions for the latter half of 1985
were recentiy increased by 30
per cent, reversing a four-year
downtrend.

Furthermore, export growth
may well slacken in 1986 in
response to slowing world
economic growth and economic
deterioration in South Africa,
while debt-service payments as
prolected by the World Bank at
the end of 1983 are estimated to
have absorbed nearly 30 per
cent of exports last year and
the 1985 debt-service ratio is
forecast to remain obstinately
high st around 26 per cent.

These numbers underscore

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS (Z$m)

1982 1983 1984 1985
Exports 999 1,174 1,450 1,750

Imports 1,114 1.087 1,200 1,400
Trade Balance —115 +87 +250 +350
Net Invisibles —415 —545 —350 —300
Current Account —530 —458 —100 +50
CapitalAccount + 343 + 286 + 270 n/a
Overall Balance —187 —172 +170 n/a
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the need for export-led growth
if the import constraint that
has stifled Industrial growth
and new investment is to be
eased. While Zimbabwe does
boast a mush more diversified
export base than the typical
sub-Saharan economy, some of
these exports—steel, asbestos,
copper,nickel, cotton, sugar and
even tobaeco~—either face
fiercely competitive world mar-
ket conditIons or are into the
mature phase of their industry
life cycles, or bo&

Exports of manufactures
—excluding ferrochrome and
steel—havedoubled in the past
three years though it will be
difficult to maintain this
momentum especially if South
Africa takes counter-measures
against economicsanctionsthat
have adverse effects on the
regional economy.

Inflation, which was a serious
problem in 1982-83 reaching a
peak of 20 percent In 1983. fell
to 16 per cent last year,
declimng further to dipbelow 10
per cent in the first half of this
year. However, the signs are
that a turning point in ‘the cycie
has been reached and price
inflation will sccelerateagain in
second half of 1985, reflect-
ing higher food andfuel prices,
the recent5 to 15 per cent pay
rise, a rash of official price
approvais delayed by the elec-
tions and faster money supplj
growth over the next year. By
mid-1986, ‘the inflation rate is
likely to be closer to 15 per
cent than 10 per cent

The use of price controls to
slow Inflation has taken Its toil
in the form of deterring invest-
ment Dr Ghldzero told parlia-
ment recently that total
investment In Zimbabwe has
fallen some 30 per cent short
of the transitional development
plan target of some SGbn. In-
vestmentpeaked in 1982 at more
than Z$lbn, but has sincefallen
an estimated30 per cent In real
terms.

The Mugabe Government’s
well-intentioned and justifiable
Income redistribution pro-
grammes have taken their toll,
too — primarily in the shape
of an obstinately large budget
deficit which in the past three
years has averaged more than
10 percent of GDP. Indeed, in
the past three years alone, the
Government has borrowed more
than Z$700m both at home and
abroad to finance recurrent —

as distinct from capital —

public expenditure.

Some 45 per cent of budget
spending in the current year is
earmarked for education,
defence and debt-service,
thereby leaving the finance
minister with precious little
room for manoeuvre.

Public spending has in-
creased its share of GDP from
38 per cent at independence to
45 per cent today and although
the greater part of this expen-
diture growth has been funded
from taxation, the size of the
public sector defticit and bor-
rowing requirement poses
major problems not just In
terms of existing policies but
also because of future debt-
service obligations.

Impressed though the IMP is
likely to be with Zimbabwe’s
economic resilience in the face
of drought, world recession and
the South African cnsis, and
with the remarkable balance of
paymentsturnround achieved in
the past 18 months, there seems
little doubt that the country’s
fiscal difficulties will raise prob-
lems when negotiations for a
new IMP facility resume
shortiy.

Prov4ed the combination of
the world economic slowdown
and the South African crisis
does not jolt Zimbabwe’s
economic recovery off course,
the near-term outiook is sub-
stantially more encouraging
than seemed even remotely pos-
sible IS months ago. Inflation

MAIN EXPORTSIN 1984

Z$m %~ofiiti1
Tobacco 275 19
Gold 160 1!
Ferrochrome - 155 10.7
Cotton LInt. -- 115 8
Asbestos 74 5
Nickel 62 4.3
Sugar 56 3.9
Steel 58 3.9
Copper 43 3

has slowed, comfot-tabie real
growth is once again being
achievedand the balanceof pay-
ments is healthier than at any
time for five years.

It is the longer-run scenario
that is altogether less satis-
factory given the rate of popu-
lation growth andIts agestruc-
ture, allied with the need to
break out of the balanceof pay-
ments straitjacket that has
constrainedeconomic perform-
ance for a quarter of a century
now.

These are the challenges that
must be addressed in the new
development programme cur-
rentiy being drawn up in
Harare.

.

S
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Banking
TONY HAWKJNS

ZIMBABWE HAS tho most
sophisticated financial market
infrastructure in the sub-
Saharan region, after that of
South Africa. The core of the
system is made up by the cen-
tral bank (the Reserve Bank of
Zimbabwe) and the five com-
mercial banks, with the donu-
nant forces being Standard
Chartered Bank which has the
largest market share, and Bar-
clays not far behind.

There are also two discount
houses — something of a rarity
in Africa — fous- merchant
banks, five finance houses
(largely hire-purchase opera-
tors), three building societies,
and the post office savings bank.

In addition to this broad
range of deposit-taking institu-
tions. Zimbabwe possessesone
of the most active stock ex-
changes in A~frica, though of
very marginal importance com-
pared with the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange. There are
some 50 insurance companies
and over 1,200 pension funds,
many of them very small.

The public sector has long
played an important money and
capital market role, but this
has grown since independence,
both institutional and as a re-
sult of more active interven-
tionist monetarypolIcies. The
Zimbabwe Government pur-
chased a majority (nearly 60
per cent) controlling stake in
the Zimbabwe Banking Corpora-
tion (Zimbank), in 1981, buying
out the South African-based
parent company, Nedbank.

Investment
In addition, it Is a joint-

venturepartnerwith the Bank
of Credit and Commercegroup
in the only new commercial
bank to be established in Zim-
babwe in the past 20 years.The
staterecentlylaunched the Zim-
babwe Development Corpora-
tion, which will undertake
mainly long-run financing for
parastatals and has also estab-
lished the state-ownedReinsur-
ance Corporation— all of which
points to a growing public-
sector role in the field of finan-
cial in~tituttons

FinancialTimes WednesdayAugust 21 1985

Key role in funding.
state

.

S

borrowings
On the investment side, the The money supply—broadly

Governmentcontrols the Indus- defined to Include savings, and
trial Development Corporation fixed deposits of commercial
and, most important of all In banks as well as dem.ahd
terms of loan policy, the Aexi- deposits and currency In circu-
cultural Finance Corporation lation—hasmore than doubled
which has played a vital role In since 1979, with the public see-
expanding credit to the small tor’s shareof commercial bank
farm sector. lending also doubling from 22

The two British-owned banks to 45 percent over the period.
— standardCharteredand B~r -The rate of money supply
days — dominate the commei’ gi-owtJ~ha,~averaged 17 per
cial banking sector. Standard cent annually since 1979,
nas 35 per cent of the total rising to 22 per cent last year,
deposit base, with Barclays largely as a resultof the gov-
closebehind with 33.5 per cent. ernment purchase of the pool

On the lending side, Standard of domestically-ownedforeign
Chartered runs well ahead with securities.
38 per cent of the advances By mid-1985 money supply
market, followed by Barclays growth was well under control
with 31 per cent. Zimbank, at 12 per cent, but given the
with 17.6 per cent of advances, substantial financial nee~of
takes third place, and Gnndlays both the AMA and the Govern-
and the Bank of Credit and ment, this Is likely to accelerate
Commerce (BCCZ), bring up again over the next nine
the rear with 9 per cent and months.
4.4 per centrespectively. A more active interest-rate

The merchant banking nolicy was signalled by the
market Is shared out roughly increaseof hank rate from 45
evenly between the Merchant per cent to 9 per cent in 1981,
Bank of Central Africa, Ral but since then the interest rate
Merchant Bank (controlled by pattern hasbeenlargely stable,
the Anglo American Group) though short-run rates have
and Syfrets Merchant Bank, fluctuated in response to
which 1s part of Zimbank. liquidity pressures.
Standard Chartered Merchant The three-month rate for
Bank is the fourth participant, negotiable certificates of
with about 22 per cent of the deposit (NCDS) Is perhaps the
market, compared with the 25 best Indicator of market
to 26 percenteach of theother liquidity and this moved up
competitors, from 3.5 per cent at indepen-

The central bank baa em- dence to a peak of more than
ployed largely traditionalmone- 15 per cent at the end of 1983,
tary policies to restrainmoney ~bsequenUy falling back to
supply growth, slow Inflation 9 per cent.
and protect the balanceof pay- At present, lending rates—
ments. Control of the money the prime overdraft rate Is
supply has not beeneasy, pit- 13 per cent—exceed the infla-
mai-ily becauseof the burgeon- tion rate of just under 10 per
Ing public sector borrowing re -cent, while deposit rates are
qwre~entnecessaryto finance only positive, In real temas, for
a budget deficit, which exceeds deposits of 24 months and
10 per cent of GDP, and the beyond.
operationsof the state-owned
Agricultural Marketing But given the expectationof
Authority (AMA) whose total faster inflation it is likely that
borrowings this year will ap.. by early next year, the real
proximate Z$1.2bn (US$720m). return of long-term Investments

—such as government stock at
Lending 13.5 per cent—will once again

be negative.
On top of that, central gov- Desirable though positive real

ernment will be in the market rates on savings might be in a
for a further Z$1.lbn andthese country Which does not save
two requirements between enough to fund the Investment
them pose serious problems, necessaryto foster rapid job-
not ~l.ist In terms of anti-infla- creation, the authorities’ room
tionary policy but also in reS- for manoeuvreis limited by the
pect of the “Ci-OWduig OUt” of domestic debt-service burden
private sector boi-rowings. resulting from local borrowings.
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Indeed, in the 1985 budget,
interest charges on central
government debt will absorb no
less than 13.5 per cent of public
spendingandany upwardsshift
in the interest-rate pattern
would only exacerbate an
already severely-strained fiscal
situation.

Debt
Governmentborrowingshave

beengrowing at more than 20
per cent annually since inde-
pendencewith the result that
the national debt/GDP ratio
has risen from 58 per cent In
1979 to 64 per cent last year
The domestic capital market
fulfils a key role in funding
these borrowIngs with insur-
ance companies and pension
funds having subscribed for
more than Z$SOOm of govern-
ment stock issues since
independence.

At the end of 1984, domestic
debt accounted for just over
60 per cent of total government
borrowings. The largest single
holder of government stock Is
the Post Office Savings Bank
with some Z$475m at the end
of last year, followed closely
by the insurance companies
with Z$464m.

Pension funds, medical aid
societies, financial institutions
(excluding banks) and mdi’
viduais account for a further
Z$536m, while the banks them-
selveshold more than Z$3SOin.
Both the extent and the spread
of these holdings underscore
the major role played by The
domestic capital market in
financing public spending.

Strong

Stock Exchange
TONY HAWKINS

ThE Zimbabwe Stock Ex-
change,which last year came
perilously close to going
under as broklng firma closed
and share prices plunged to
17-year lows, haj mounted a
strongcomebackover the past
year.

The exchange was already
in the doldrums in March
1984 when dealings In the
pool of external securities
were suspendedas a prelude
to tts acquisition,This raised
serious doubts about the via-
bility of the market, since In
the preceding year turnover
In the so-called externalshad
accounted for 83 per cent of
the total.

It seemed inconceivable I
thS the exchangecould stir-
vive without this trade, espe-
cialhy as even then therewere
only two broking firms left In
the market—one of whichhad
signalled its intention to close
becauseoperstions were no
longer viable.

The exchangesurvived be-
causeof a combination of two
forces. First, the Zimbabwe
Exchange fell into line with
thoseabroad in allowing cor-
porate membership. This
attracted the Anglo-American
Group subsidiary Sagit Trust
into the fold, ensuring that
there were at least two deal-
ing firms operating alongside
11 non-member Institutions
affiliated to the exchange.

Second, the compulsory i
acquisition of the external
securities pool injected cash
into the market, some of
which was recycled into
domestic equities and gifts,
This coincidedwith economic
recovery after two recession
years,andthe prolongedbear
market came to an end in
September1984. —

comeback

How severethe bearmarket
had beenwasshownwhen the
index of Industrial share
pricesreacheda iow of 10020
on September 12 1984, only
two tenths of a percentage
point above its base level of
1967.

Recovery
At that stage market capi-

talisationwasa mere Z$212m.
This compares with a record
high of 487 on the index in
January 1981, meaning that
the bear market lasted 34

years, during which time the
index piunged almost 80 per
cent.

The recovery market took
the index to a high of 262
in mid-1983, since when it has
drifted gently lower to 247
in mid-August. The average
yield on industrials is just
over 10 per cent gross or 8
per cent net of tax. This is
below both the inflation rate
andshort-term interest rates,
suggesting that the market
has reached a consolidation
phase.

In the first full year of trad-
ing after the suspension of
the externals, the value of
turnover fell 52 per cent to
Z$32.6m. More than twa-thirds
of this was in guts, reflecting
caution on the part of in-
vestors to hold equities given
both the severity and the
duration of the bear market.

The good news, however,
Is that corporate profitability
is improving and higher divi-
dends over the next year
should maintain the firmer
market tone.

after fall

I

S
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Ambivalence over attracting new funds to an

economywith a high level of foreign control

Inflow dwarfed by
loss of dividends,
interest and profit

Foreign
Investment

TONY HAWKINS

BUSINESSMEN have long
arguedthat one way of easing
Zimbabwe’s severebalanceof
payments constraint is
throughattractionof substan-
tial foreignlnv~ment.

The post - independence
record baa not been an en-
couraging one, with reserve
bank figures of private long-
term capital flows showing a
net inflow of some Z$40m In
the first five years of indepen-
dence. Over the same period,
more than 10 times as much
has left the countryin profits,
interest (on private sector
debt) and dividends, raising
serious doubts as to the
foreign exchange benefits of
foreign Investment.

The benefits of direct in-
vestment stretchwell beyond
fund inflows and outhows,
with technology transfer,
accessto skills, expertiseand
export markets being vitally
Important. The investment
Inflow to Zimbabwe hasbeen
disappointing — the Dandy
Chewing Gum and Heinz in-
vestments by Denmark and
the U.S. being the two most
widely-quoted examples—and
there have been joint ven-
ture and licensingagreements
that have not caught the
ImagInation.

Governmentpolicy towards
foreign Investmenthasblown
hot and cold. Zimbabwe
declined to sign the Overseas
P’nvste Investment Corpora-
tion agreementwith theU.S.,
which Is frequently a pre-
requisite for significant
American participation in an
economy. And although
foreign investmentguidelines
were published in 1982, the
Governmenthasstoppedshort
of agreeingto a fully-fledged
investmentcode.

It arguesthat theseinvolve
making significantconcessions
to foreign Investors that all

too often fall to attract
materialamountsof the right
type of investment.

There has also beensome
ambivalence over the desir-
ability of attracting new
foreign investment to an
economy with an already-high
level of foreign control.

How substantIalthatforeign
control Is has never been
fuLly researched but an
article In the Journal of
DevelopmentPlanning, by Mr
Mudereri Kadhani, a former
ZImbabwean treasuryofficial,
and Mr Reginald Green, an
economist, developed some
estimatesof theownership of
the Zimbabwe capital stock,

They valued ft as Z$l9Sbn
in 1983. Almost one-quarter
was Government-owned and
the balance owned by what
they describeas “individual
enterprises?’

Foreign ownership accoun-
ted for about one quarter
of the capital stock, far lower
than some previous estImates
which put the figure as high
as 70 per cent.

Choice
Once transportand power,

private housing and public
administration are excluded,
the resultsshow much higher
foreign penetration..Foreign
investmentIs lowest in agri-
culture (19 per cent) and
highest tn mining (90 per
cent), while in manufacturing
ft Is just below 60 per cent.

If constructionand services
suchasdistributionandbank-
ing, are included the foreign-
controlledshare Is about 45
per cent,

Whether this foreign con-
trol ratio Is too bigh for the
Government to wish to encour-
age additional Investmentis
a matter of political choice.
Internationally, however,
there Is lIttle enthusiasmfor
directInvestmentanywherein
Africa and less so for Invest-
ment In southernAfrica, given
the potential for economic
disruption as the South
African crisis worsene.
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Worst seemsover
for ‘whites

Politics
MIC1-1AEI- 1-IOUIAN

AS THE 100,000-strongcrowdat
Harare football ground at the
end of June roared approval,
an angry, grim-faced Robert
Mugsbe served what at the time
seemedto be s clear threat that
the bloc of 20 entrenchedwhite
seatsIn the country’s100-mem-
ber parliament would be
abolished despite constitutional
constraintsthat should guaran-
tee their presenceat leastuntil
1987.

His angerhad been prompted
by the successof Mr Ian Smith’s
Conservative Alliance, which,
much to the surpnseof many
observers,had won 15 of the 20
white seats in the opening
round of polling in the country’s
first general electionsinceinde-
pendencein 1980.

It was, said Mr Mugabe, a
repudiation of his policy of re-
conciliation between races, and
“racist” whites now faced very
hard going. He ended his biller
attack on the white bloc,
entrenchedundertheLancaster
House constitution drawn up
under British chairmanship at
theend of 1979,with the words:
“We will not live with that
indignity and insult very much
longer. That dIrty piece of
paper (the constitution)will be
cleansed”

A week later, speakingat a
PressconferenceIn thewake of
the ruling Zanu-PF overwhelm-
Ing success In the second round
of polling for the 80 black seats,
Mr Mugabe remained in an
angry mood, He renewed his
threat to remove the white seats,
rid said that be would also
treat his massive victory as a
mandate for a one party state—
posln~the prospectof a second
constitutional crisis (for such
a move would be illegal before
1990) and a confrontation with
Mr Joshua Nkomo’s Zapu.

The two episodesat the time
seemed likely to change dra-
matically the faceof Zimbabwe’s
politics.They may yet doso, but
nn the first issue at least the
Prime Minister is treading
cautiously, and Indeed may be
back-tracking.

His first step, however, con-
firmed someof the worst fears
of the 100,000-strong white
community. When the new
Cabinet was announced shortly
after the election, missing from
the list of ministers was Mr
Denis Norman, who had won
wide respect for his handling
of the agriculture portfolio—
although a secondwhite minis-
ter who had been returned as

an Independent, Mr Chris
Andersenwasretainedasminis-
ter of the public services.

But in rejecting Mr Norman
(whom Mr Mugabe thankedfor
his valuable services), the
Prime Minister was making a
poInt directed particularly at
the white rural community and
the 4,300 commercial farmers.
Under the UDI era of the for-
mer Prime MInister, Mr Ian
Smith, farmers had been stal-
wart supporters of the Rho-
deslan Front Party, and served
in the front line of the guer-
rilla war.

Yet It was the same group
that Mr Mugabe went out of
his way to win over, acknow-
ledging their key role in the
economy. With Mr Normanput-
ting their casefor realistic crop
prices, the majority of the hard-
bitten white farmers declared
that they had never had it so
good.

The return, then of Mr
Smith’s Conservative Alliance
candidates,the Inheritors of
the Rhodesian Front mantle, in
several rural constituencIes, as
well as city seats, was under-
atandably seen by Mr Mugabe
as a particularly sharp rebuff.

Worried
A jittery white community,

feared worse was to come.
While their fears could still be
justified, the worst seems to be
over.

Worried farmers were re-
lieved early this month when
no fewer than six Cabinet
mInisters attendedthe annual
conferenceof the Commercial
FarmersUnion (predominantly
white) and reassuredthe dele-
gates that the Governent re-
cognised the importance of a
successfulcommercial farming
sector.

White fears have been
further allayed by Mr Mugabe’s
comments both In public and in
private- In Psniament earlier
thia month, In relaxed and
joking mood, he ImplIed that
whilr his distaste for en
entrenchedracial block was as
great as ever, the abolition of
the 20 eestswould take place
within the constitution, ie not
before late 1987.

His message in private, given
to diplomats and others, is
cloarer and it now seemsthat
the possible constitutional
crisis, on this issue at least, has
blown over.

The storm clouds are gather-
ing. however, on the second
issue: Mr Mugabe’s often
expressed determination to
create a one-party state and
frequent warnings that Mr
Nkomo’s Zapu will be banned.
The two are not necessarily
the same thing. To create a

de jun one-party state before
1990 would contravene the
entrenched provision in the
BIll of Rights which guarantees
freedom of political association
and the Bill can be amendeda
only with the support of all
100MPs until 1990

Mr Mugabe could, however,
draw on the range of emer-

,gencypowershe inherited from
Mr Smith (and which remain
In forte, being renewedevery
six months) and banZapu and
any party that aprang up In its
place.

There Is growing evidence
that this Is what Mr Mugabe
plans. Whether it will resolve
the deep-rooted divisions
between the country’s Shona
majority (‘about 80 per cent
of the population) and the
Ndebele balance Is another
matter.

Although some historians
dispute the assertion, It is
generally accepted that when
the country’s nationalist move-
ment splIt In the early 1960s,
the division was broadly along
tribal lines, although both
parties can point to members
from the other tribe. Certainly
the division was reflected In
the general election results last
month.

Zanu-PF won Its 64 seatsIn
the predominantly Shona pro-
vinces of Mashonaland East,
West and Central, Midlands,
Manicaland andMasvtngo, while
Zapu’s 15 seatscaine from the
Ndebele strongholds of Mats-
belelandNorth and South.

The United African National
Council (UANC) of Bishop Abel
Musorewa, the former Prime
Minister during the country’s
so-caUed Internal settlement,
lost the three seatsIt hadheld
in the last parliament and was
effectivelywiped out

The sole remaining seatwas
won by Rev Ndsbaningl
Sithole’s Zanu party but it was
the outcome of a favourite son
vote rather than an indication
of party poiiucal strength.

The vote - Itself almost
reflected the tribal arithmetic—
77 per centof ‘the 4m electorate
securedby Zanu-PF and 19 per i
tent went to Zapu.

Strong a mandate as it was,
Mr Mugabe appears set on
further consolidatinghis power,
basinghis case in part on the
argumentthat Zapu is respon-
sible for the activity of armed
anti-government dissidents in
Matabeleland. The dissidents,
most of whom are believed to
be former membersof the di.~-
banded Zapi,i guerrilla army,
have long been a ‘thorn in the
Government’s side.

Their motives unclear, their
organi.sation limited, the dissi-
dents have been responsiblefor
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numerousincidents of banditry
In the province including
attacks on white farmers. The
most serious loss of life, how-
ever, has taken place In the
courseof brutalmilitary reta-ila-
tion, notably In 1983, In the
course of which between 1.000
and 3,000 civilians died.

Although the situation has
quietened, the Government is
determined to stamp out the
dissidentactivity altogetherand
remains convinced that the
rebels are actingwith the con-
nivanceand support of the Zapu
leadership—henceMr Mugabe’s
most recent threat to Mr
Nkomo: eliminate the dissident
activity yourseivesor we will do
It and eliminate Zapu In the
process.

Jockeying
The eventualoutcome—which

could well trigger off further
violenceof the sort that marked
the election result, when Zanu-
PF women and youths evicted
hundreds of opposition sup-
porters from their homes In
Harare and eisewhere—may
well be the banning of Zapu.
But In the meantime a process
of attrition is under way, with
arrestsand )iarassmentof Zapu
officials, and Mr Nkomo, looking
older and more tired by theday,
a vulnerable andIsolated figure.

In the meantime, a jockeying
for power of a different sort—
and far less easy to detect or
follow—takes place wIthIn the
ranks of Zanu-PF itself. One
critical yardstick—although cer-
taInly not the only one-is the
Cabinet and central committee
Line up according to member-
ship of tribal groupswithin the
Shonasas a whole: the Karanga
(about 22 per cent of the popu-
lation), Zezuru (18 per cent),
Manyika (13 per cent), Kore-
kore (12percent),Rozwi (9 per
cent) and Ndau (3 per cent).

Leading the way Is Mr
Mugabe and the Zezurus who
slightiy outnumber the Karanga
(most prominent of whom is
Mr Simon Muzenda, the deputy
Prime Minister,and Mr Enimer-
son Munangsgwa,_ Minister of
State for Security).

It is within and betweenthese
Inner councilsthat the debate
that will shape Zimbabwe’s
long-term policies Is taking
place: the pace at which
Zimbabwe shifts from a mixed
economyto Zanu-PF’s declared
aim of cs-eating a Marxist-
Leninist state, for example.

But for the short term at
least, ZI nbabwe’s politics will
continueto be dominated by the
Issue that I~now over 20 years
old: how do Zanu-PF and Zapu
reconcile their differences?

FOR THE pad three years,
Zimbabwe has been following
aflexible exchangerate policy
allowing its currency to
depreciate gradually against
those of its main trading
partners. Since December
1982,the exchangerate of the
Zimbabwe dollar has been
determInedon the basisof a
trade-weighted basket of
currencies. Before that, the
exchangerate wassetagainst
atransactions-weightedbasket
of only six currencies.

The Reserve Bank of

Zimhabwe does not publish
detailsof the currenciesthat
makeup thebasketnor of the
weightings, but it is known
that the effect of the change.
over from a transactions-
weighted basket was to
reduce the impact of US.
dollar movements very
significantly while increasing
the weight of a number of
other currencies,

In the first three years of
Independence,the Zimbabwe
dollar is estimatedto have
appreciated by about 18 per
cent, but this was corrected
when the currency was
devaluedby 20 percent at the
endof 1982 and then allowed
to float down a further 5 per
cent in the first half of 1983.

Standard Chartered Bank
in Zimbabwe has attempted
to track subsequent changes
using a trade-weIghted index
covering some75 per centof
exports and Imports in 1980-
1981

ThIs index shows the

nominal exchangerate of the
Zimbabwe dollar Increasing
sharply in the first three
years of independence, but
thenfallIng steadily

Whetherthe exchangerate
has depreciated far enough
and fast enough depends, of
course, on relative inflation
rates. The Standard index
does not coverreal exchange
rate movementsbeyond the
end of 1984, but the graph
does show that while the
nominal rate fell markedly
between 1981 and August
1985, the real effective
exchangerateappearsto have
beenrising In the two years
from 1982 to 1984.

‘l’hls reflecte4the fact that
although the exchange rate
was depreciating in nominal
terms, it appearednot to be
failing sufficiently rapidly to
compensate for Zimbabwe’s
hIgher inflation rate, which
sawpricesrise more than 80
per cent 1980-84.

In the past six months,
ZImbabwe’s Inflation has
Mowed significantly while the
currencyhas depreciated—on
the Standard Chartered Index
—by a further 7 per cent,
suggesting that the real
effective rate has startedto
fail. Clearly, this index
cannotbe precisebecauseIt
Is based on historic, rather
than current,tradeweightings

Zimbabwe’s inflation rate Is
expectedto Increaseslgiiiflc-
antly overthe next year.

ZIMBABWE DOLLAR
Based on a trade-weighted basket

of currencies

~a.enSfr.,SnM Ch,W~ Sn,,k 7rn~nk,.

.

Real effective rate
of exchange rises

Tony Hawkins
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Manufacturing is able to meet the bulk of the country’s
needsand is the largest contributor to GDP

Doubts over export
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Industry
TONY HAWKINS

ZIMBABWE ranks fourth In
the aub-Saharan industrial
league table behind South
Africa, Nigeria and Ghana.
United Nations data for 1981
show that South Africa was re-
sponsiblefor almost 54 percent
of the region’s manufacturing
value added, followed by
Nigeria with only 12.5 per cent,
Ghana with almost 8 per cent
and Zimbabwe with 45 percent

These four African countries
were the only ones, whose manu-
facturing value added exceeded
US$lbn in 1981.

The relative Insignificance 01
African industry Is underlined
by the fact that the sub-Saharan
shareof world industrial output
was a mere 1-6 per cent, illus-
trating how much scopeexists
for development.

In spite of its modest contri-
bution to African industrial out-
put, manufacturing Industry In
Zimbabwe is the largestcontri-
butor to grossdomesticproduct,
accountingfor 24 per cent in
1983, virtually the same as ten
yearspreviously.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Percent

How meaningful an Indicator and often-obsolete tractor fleet.
this Is, has been a matter of It is true that agriculture uses
debate. Economists argue that substantially less foreign
resource-intensive process In- currency than manufacturing,
dustrieslike steel,ferrochrome, but the debate is unrewarding
tobacco manufacture and cotton- because the data base does not
ginning are more appropriately allow for meaninEful conclu-
classified as mining or agricul- sions. It Is clear though, that
turauy-based. the growth of manufacturing

has been seriously constrainedStrategic by reductions In import alloca-
tions since 1981. Also, partlyBut the Importance of ~m- as a result of Incentives and

babwe’s manufacturing s&tor is partly In reaction to a depressed
evident in its capacity to meet home market, industry has
the bulk of the Suntry’s con- become more export-oriented.
sumer requirements (direct Crude estimatessuggest that
imports of consumer goods manufacturing exports virtually
accountfor lessthan 10 per cent doubled between 1980 and 1984
of total imports) and its rote as when volume of manufacturing
the second largest employer of production stagnated. The
labour, accounting for 16 per exports have been boosted by
cent of the employed labour the 1982 currency devaluation
force compared with agri- and the government export
culture’s 26 per cent. It also Incentive scheme, which will
has an increasingly strategic cost Z$18m (US$llm) this year.
importance as an exporter-

There has been a lively But most importantly theydebate generating rather more have benefited by the World
heat than light whether manu- Bank’s $70m export revolving
facturing industry is a net user fund, which last year provided
rather than a net provider of more than ZslOOm in foreign
foreign exchange. Agriculture currency for imports to satisfy
and mining see themselves as export customers
foreign currency earners, a high An additIonal important fac-
proportion of which is diverted tor has been the growth of
to import-intensive industries, exports to Zimbabwe’s partner
Agriculture, meanwhile, has 4o~,.countries in the Preferential
be satisfied with an inadequate Trade Area, The major

I I I I U I I I I ‘II~IIII I

- ‘..‘~ ~t’ ~ -~1
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ZIMBABWE’S MAIN
TRADING PARTNERS
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customers are Zambia, Bots-
wana and Malawl, &dtirvey by

..She Confedg)za4~onof Zimbabwe
Industries suggeststhat 34 per
cent of Industry’s 1983 exports
and 46 per cent last year went
to this area.

Regulations of the PTA
treaty pose a problem for some
important Zimbabwean ex-
porters, because they stipulate
that 51 per centof management
In an exporting business must
be by residentsand .that 51 per
cent of equity must be held
locally. The management re-
quirement is no problem, but
when the equity regulation is
applied—ZImbabwe is covered
by a graceperiod—industrialists
believe PTA exports could
decline becausemajorexporting
companies could not meet the
provisions.

Tiny surplus
In additIon to PTA exports,

some Zimbabwean clothing
manufacturers‘havebeenbreak-
ing into West European and
North American markets,
though not on a large scale.
Exports to South Africa (not
purely manufacturers) in
creased21 ‘per cent last year,
giving Zimbabwe a ‘tiny trade
surpluswith the south for the
first time.

Prior to the upturn of the
last year, Zimbabwean manu-
facturers had faced a two-way
squeezeof shrinking domestic
demand and - substantially-
reduced import qizotas. In ‘the
first six months of thIs year,
Import quotasto manufacturing
industry were not much more
than half their 1981 levels, ex-
cluding commodity aid Import
programmes and the special
World Bank export fund.

The quotas, after adjusting
for rising Import prices and a
depreciating exchange rate,
even with the 30 per cent in-
creasefor the secondhalf of
1985, are only about 40 ~er cent
of 1981 levels. To this must be
added commodity import pro-
grammesprovided by western
countries, primarily the UKand
U 8, which last year were worth
an estimatedZ$SOm.

The domesticdemandsqueeze
meant a 20 per cent fall in re-
tail sales,adjusted for inflation,
between 1981 and 1984. There
has been a strong upturn This
year, but domestic demand will
not regain Its 1981 levels until
nextyear—andpossibly not un-
til 1987.The depresseddomestic
market contributed to the ex-
port efforts of Industry.

Industrial production, which
Increased by 25 per cent in the
first two years of tndependence,
declined 8 per cent between
1981 and last year, However,
output recoveredstrongly in the
first four months of 1985, gain-
ing more than 10 per cent over
1984. -

This recovery rate Is not
going to be maintained through
out the year, but forecastspoint
to annual industrial growth of
at least 6 per cent, the first
expansion in four years. But
1981 output levels are unlikely
to be regained until next year.

Industry’s problems focus
around inadequate foreign cur-
rencyallocations,andan ageing
and often obsoletecapital stock.
The combination of price con-
trols and labour-redundancy
curbs have had a far-reaching
impact on profitability and
domesticdemand -

Most manufacturershavesig-
nificant excess capacity but
their ability to’ satisfy demand
growth ¶111 cjntinue to be
severelyi consti’bined by the
foreign currency bottleneck,
In March this year, 7j per cent
of industrialists respondingto
a business survey described
inadequate import quotas as
the critical constraInt on
production.

On the export front, South
Africa’s reaction to sanctions
pressures will be crucial. The
trade agreement between the
two countries is immensely
beneficial to Zimbabwe, but as
Pretoria’s dIfficulties proli-
ferate, so it is likely to come
under Increased pressure from
its own industry to terminate
such preferences.

Transport
TONY HAWKINS

THE MOST seriouspotential
threat to Zimbabwe’s economy
todayIs that of disruption of
its transportroutesas a result
of counter-sanctionsmeasures
by Pretoria. Latest figuresof
Zimbabwe’stransportdepend-
enceon the White South are
not available, but 1983 statis-
tics show that in that year no
less than 93 per cent of
Zimbabwe’g imports and two-
thirds of its exportsused the
two railway routes through
South Africa.

In all, three-quartersof
Zimbabwe’s Import andexport’
traffic (excluding transit
business) used the South
African routes. The railway
lIne via Bulawayo through
Botswanato the South African
ports was the more important
of the two routes handling
1,4m tonnesor 40 per cent of
total import andexporttraffic.
The direct line to South
Africa, via Belt Bridge
handleda further 1.3m tonnea
of 36 per cent of the total.

Of the balance, 233,000
tonnesrepresentedtradewith
Zambia and the North using
therailwayacrosstheVictoria I
Fails. Mosambique handled
only 98,000 tonnesof imports
but an important 490,000
tonnesof exports, making 17
per centof the total. Mozam-
bique traffic was in 1983 spilt
between the line to Maputo
which handled380,000 tonnes
of traffic—most bulk exports
like sugar, steel and ferro-
chrome—andBeirawith some
207,000tones,mainly general
goods, such as tobacco, tea,
coffee, maize, etc.

For the past year, the
Maputo line has—to all Intents
andpurposes—beenunusable
becauseof the activities of the
anti’Frelimo Mozamblque re-
sistancemovement guerrillas
in Southern Mozambique.
Accordingly, Zimbabwe’s reli-
ance on South Africa has in-
creased,although sometraffic
using the South African rail-

Heavy dependence

on goodwill

from

South Africa

.
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ways has still been routed
through the port of Maputo,
but this link too hasattracted
guerrilla attacks.

Even with souse increased
use of the Belra lIne, it is
estimatedthat at present up-
wards of 85 per cent and
probably nearer to 90 per cent
of Zimbabwe’s import and
export traffic relies either on
the SouthAfrican railways or
ports or both.

If the transit traffic for
Zambia and Zaire is added
Into the equation, the de-
pendence is even greater. In
1983, transit traffic totalled
850,000 tonnes, almost all of
which used the South African
routes. If transit and Zimbab-
weanImport/export traffic are
taken together, then South
Africa was, In 1983, handling
more than 80 per cent of the
region’s traffic. Once the
effective closure of the direct
Maputo lIne is taken into
account, it is likely that this
proportion now exceeds90 per
cent.

Sanctions threat

It l~no wonder then that
Southern African leaden,
viewing the possIble Imposi-
tion of economic sanctions
against South Africa, have
raised the—surely impractic-
able—suggestionof a Berlin-
style airlift to sustain Zim-
bahwe, Zambia, Zaire and
Maiawi, let alone such South
African “dependencies” as
Botswana, Lesotho and Swazi-
land.

An airlift simply is not a
starter gi%en the nature of
the traffic—largely crops,
‘fuels, metals, minerals and
livestock. A more meaningful
approach would be to invest
Lu the defenceand rehabillta-
tton of the links through
Mozamblque and the ports of
both Beira and Maputo, but
that is not only an extremely
expensivestrategy buc also a
lengthy one, as well as being
one that the South Africans
could, if they so wished,
frustrate by providing mili-
tary support to the MNR In
Mozambique.
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Spending levels stay high

Budget/Subsidies
TONY HAWKINS

SINCE 1982 a tight budgetary
positIon has seriously
crampedthe Mugahe Govern.
inent’s style. In the last three
budgets, the deficit has aver-
aged 10 per cent of GDP
while the Government has
been forced to borrow up-
wards of Z5700m merely to
financerecurrentspending.

This In turn hasresultedin
Increasedreliance on borrow-
ings, foreign as well as dom-
estic, and even overdraft
finance from the central bank,
itself Inherently Inflationary.

The Government cannot be
blamed for a failure to im-
pose taxes. In the current
fiscal year personal and con-
suniption taxes are forecast
to absorb more than 40 per
cent of personal Incomes and
Mr Chldzero, the Finance
Minister, has more than once
conceded that tax levels are
too high. The problem lies on

the expenditure side, taking
the form of excessivepublic
consuniption combined wIth
inadequatepublic Investment.

Some44 percent of budget
spending is earmarked fir
three votes— education (1&7
per cent), defence (13.7 nor
cent) and debt-service (114
per cent). The Government
is, to a great extent, locked
Into these approprl stions,
since there Is virtually noth-
Ing It can do to achieve
major savIngs.

EducatIon spending is a
sourceof grave concern since,
barring a new politIcal InItIa-
tive, It will exceed 20 per
cent of the budget by 1990.
The same Is true of debt-
service, which has trebled In
the last four years.

In spite of efforts to curb
subsidies, these too have re-
mained obstinately high,
growing from Z$lOOm in 1980
to a forecast Z$377m this
year. The 1985 Budget ex-
cludes Z$99m of subsidy pay-
ments being rolled over until
next year, so the effective
subsidy total for 1985-86, in-
cluding interest charges on
the roll-over amount, Is not
far short of Z$SOOm.

Good progress has been
made in curbing food subsi-
dies, which in real terms are
lower now than three years
ago, but there Is a disturbing
growth in the non-food area.
The national railways and the
Zimbabwe Iron and Steel
Company wIll absorh Z$lZOm
thIs year, while the airline
and air freight company will
make a further Z$30m. There
are also relatively small
amounts to the Tourism tar-
poration, the Mining Develop-
ment Corporation, the state-
owned news agency and Zim-
babwe Broadcasting Corpora-
tion.

Big reductions in subsidies
could transform the budget-
ary position, both by substan-
tially reducing the Z$800m
budget deficit this year and
termInating the undesIrable
policy of borrowing to fund
recurrent spending.

However, this is easiersaid
than done given the desire
within the Government to
control inflation and to main-
tain output and employment
In vital export sectors while
subsidising both exports and
food prices hy financial sup-
port for the railways.

I
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1.3 INSTIT[JTI(]’JS INVOLVED IN WATER AND SANITATIQ’~JDEVELOPMENT

Although the Ministry of Energyand Water Resources and Development is

charged with responsibility for the ‘formulation and administration of

governnientpolicy on the developmentof water resources in Zimbabwe’

and is the bcx~yresponsible for the development of all water resourc-

es, there are in practice a number of agencies engaged in the develop—

ment and provision of public water supplies. These include the

follcMing:

(i) Ministry of Energy and Water Resources and Development

(ii) Ministry of Health -

(iii) Ministry of Local Governmentand ‘It~nPlanning, and the District

District DevelopmentFund (DDF)

(iv) Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and Rural Development

(v) Ministry of Construction and Housing

(vi) Ministry of Agriculture

(vii) Local Authorities- (eg Municiaplities, Tow’n Councils, Rural

Councils)

(viii) Private Organizations (eg Commercial Farmers,Mining and

Industrial Companies)

(ix) A numberof aid agQncies, both official and private.

The vital coordinating role of the Ministry of Finance, Econanic Plan—

fling and Development (MEEPD) must of course not be overlooked. This

Ministry not only approves the funds for all Ministries’ recurrent and

capital e~enditure — it also negotiates all aid projects and

distributes donor finance.

MFEPD is responsible for cciiipiling all national development plans and

for coordinating the functions of the various Ministries in terms of

development progranmes. It thus plays an important role in ensuring

that the Ministries involved do not duplicate progranirnes and also in

channeling donor aid to the correct Ministry for the project concern-

ed. Each Ministry submits its annual estimates and development

programmesfor consideration by MFEPD, which assesses these both in
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the light of overall Government finance and donor assistance likely to

be “available”, as well as in accordance with Government priorities.

Hitherto ME’EPD has operated only at National level but it is n~ the

intention to appoint EconaTlic Planning Officers in eachof the eight

Provencial Teams in preparing their developmentplans.

~E’EPDis also reponsible for the Central Statistical Office (CSO)

which canpiles and publishes data on all aspectsof the country’s

ecorianic and social functioning. The CSO is available to assist other

Ministries in developing surveys and questionnaires and in collating

the results. Whenevernecessarythe CSO hires and trains enumerators

to work in the field although the Office itself is establishedonly at

National level. As part of the National Census and subsequentsample

household surveys, the CSOhas collected information related to water

supplies and sanitation.

.
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2.0 O~ANISATIQ’~JAND SThUCIURE OF MAIN AGH\~CI~

2.1 General

As is to be expected in a new Governmentwith a development philosopky,

the internal organisation of Ministries is continually changing and

expandingand in consequenceup to date canpositeorganisational

charts are not readily available. H~ever, Ministries and Departhients

have explained their organisation ‘s present structures but have

emphasisedthat further changes are planned. (Sane of these changes

may well have been intr~ucedbefore this Report is published).

2.2 Ministry of E~ergyand Water Resourcesand Development

2.2.1 Head Office

The presentorganization of the water side of MH~RDhead office is

sh~n in Fig. 2—1.

The Ministry is headed by a Permanent Secretary who is a civil engin-

eer and on the water side there are two Deputy Secretarieswho are

also civil engineers. These are knc~’inas the Deputy Secretaryand the

Deputy Secretary (C~erations).

The Deputy Secretary has working to him the Under Secretary and two

Management~igineers whose functions are as follc~is:

The Under Secretary is the Ministry s top administrative officer and

is responsible for Administration and Financewith Chief Ecexutive

Officers (CEO) in charge of each. Administration, as its name implies

is responsible for general administration, personneland establishment,

procurement, registry and typing services, while Finance handles the

Ministry’s finances including operating the Working account, prepar-

ing estimates, internal audit and canputer services. While the Deputy

Secretaryand even the PermanentSecretarymay often be involved, the

Under Secretary and his CEO’s would usually be the Ministry’s
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principal representative in dealings with the Treasury (part of FEPD)

in respect of finance and estimates and the Public Service Carunission

in regard to establishmentand personnel. ~part fran his staff at

HeadOffice, the Under Secretaryhas both administrative and financial

staff at each Provincial Water Engineer’s Office, who although

responsible functionally to him are under the line control of the

Provincial Water Engineer (PWE).

Also reporting to the Deputy Secretary is the ManagementEngineer

(Planning) who is responsible for both Hydrology (which includes hydro—

geology) and Planning. The Planning Branch is primarily though not

solely, concernedwith the developmentand use of the surface water

resources of the eight major river systemsinto which the country has

beendivided for water resourceplanning purposes. The Branch also

coordinates and controls planning for the provision, operation and

expansionof danestic water supplies for Governmentand Government

controlled institutions and small townships. It is also responsible

for general administration of the Water Act in relation to the

Minister’s Water Rights, with particular reference to Pollution

Control.

Finally, the Deputy Secretaryalso controls the ManagementEngineer

(Design) who is responsible for designing all the Ministry’s major

projects, unless theseare carliulissionedout, and for the design of all

projects which the I~Esmay be unable to undertake. There are three

Chief Design Engineers, two of whan head Design Teams while the third

is responsible for Investigations and I~inSafety and whose staff in-

cludes Mechanical Engineers and Technicians in addition to the Civil

Engineersand Technicians to be found in all the professional branches

of the Ministry.

Until 1981, the Deputy Secretarywas also directly responsible for the

PWEs. In that year however, an OperationsBranch was created at Head

Office consisting of a ManagementEngineer (Operations) who became

responsible, under the Deputy Secretary, for the general supervison

and coordination of all work carried out by the ~Es. With increasing

emphasison rural development,Operationsalso becameresponsible for

generalplanning in this regard and in particular for the construction,

negotiation and supervision of donor funded projects. FbllcMing the

establishmentof the National Action Canrnittee (NAC) this responsibil—
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ity also fell on Opartions which services NAC and provides it

secretariat. No supporting establishmentwas created for the

OperationsBranch at Head Office but a number of posts were borrc~oied

from other Branches in the Ministry. Subsequently, the post of Manage-

ment Engineer (Operations) was upgradedto Deputy Secretary (Operat-

ions), thus making this officer directly responsible to the Permanent

Secretary. The post of Management Engineer (Operations) then fell

away while all other posts continued to be on loan. H~ever in mid

1984 a new post of ManagementEngineer (Operations) was approved by

the Public Service Cairnission, it having been found that the Permanent

Secretary himself was able to give less time to the water side of the

Ministry, arid in particular to the Operations Branch, cMing to his

involvement with Energy.

It must be strongly emphasisedthat the description given above, as

well as the organization chart, describe the authorised establishment.

Throughout the Ministry, including the PWE establishments,over half

the professional and technical posts are vacant. This of course is a

major constraint in keeping the organizational structure intact and may

many posts have to be combined in different parts of the structure at

different times, and officers must undertakeduties which properly

belong to posts above, belc~.iand alongside them.

2.2.2 Provincial Offices

There are five Provincial Water Engineers (~E) covering Mashonaland,

Matabeleland, Midlands, Manicalandand Masvingo. Their duties are:

(1) Investigation, design and implementationof

(a) Governmentconservation works within agreed levels of

responsibility

(b) Government irrigation schemes (to field edge)

(c) Governmentwater supplies

(d) Water supplies for rural develo~iientand use in cawnunal

lands.

Note If the t~Eis unable to undertakea project for any

reason then it is referred to the Design Branch at Head Office.

(2) Operation andmaintenanceof

(a) Governmentconservationworks

(b) Governmentirrigation schemes

(c) Rural village piped water supplies
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(d) Governmentwater supply stations.

(3) Geophysical surveys

(4) Drilling for ground water

(5) Water pollution c~ontrol

(6) Reports to Water Court

(7) Engineeringadvisory and consulting services to

(a) other GovernmentMinistries,

(b) parastatals in respectof water resourcesdeveloplient

and utilisation, and consequentinvolvement in design

and construction of the requisite works, except major

works, on an agreeddivision of responsibility,

(c) donor agencies.

(8) Provision on request, where possible, of engineering advisory

and consulting services to local authorities, mines, farmers

and other private sector bodies, including design and construc-

tion of works for eveloprnentof water supplies from both sur-

face arid undergroundsources in certain institutions.

(9) Maintenanceof storesand workshoporganisationsin order to

fulfil the relevant tasks enumeratedabove.

EachPWE office is headedby a senior Provincial Water Engineerwho is

assistedby a Deputy PWE, civil engineers,technicians,a geophysical

officer, fitters and administrativeand clerical staff. The establish-

ment for Mahonalandand Matabelelandare identical in all but one

respect and are somewhatlarger than the other three. An organization

chart for these two offices is given in Fig. 2—2.

The establishmentsfor Manicaland,Masvingo and Midlands are again

very similar and an organizationchart for thesethreeprovinces is

provided in Fig. 2—3.

Apart fran the wide range of specialised equipmetnheld by the ?.~Es

and professional sections of the Ministry, each PWEhas a number of

drilling rigs at his disposal under the control of a drilling super-

intendent, sane of which are c~znedby the Ministry and some by con-

tractors working for the Ministry. Government drills in the charge

of Drill Superintendentsare in Mashonaland,Matabeleland and Midlands

only. The Ministry’s main workshop is in Harareattached to the PWE

Mashonaland, and controlled by a Mechanical Engineer.
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The detailed provincial structure recently announcedby Government

provides for eight provinces with Mashonalandconsisting of Mashona—

land East, MashonalandCentral and Mashonaland West, and Matabelelarid

of MatabelelandNorth and MatabelelandSouth, ME~1~Dhas n~ibeen in-

structed to redistribute its establishmentsso as to comply with this

provincial organization.

I

—

I
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Source: INTE~ONSULTA/S.

THE INTERCONSULT GROUP

Introduction
lnterconsult A/S is a Norwegian-based pnvate company. As an independent consultant lnterconsult
has no commercial, manufacturing, supplying or contracting interests. The statutes of the firm comply
with the requirements of the International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC).

The firm was founded in 1977 as a amalgamation of well-known Norwegianconsultants, and the Inter- I
consult Group includes some of the oldest and most expenenced engineering firms ri Norway.

Interconsult offers an integrated range of planning, engineenng and management services to govern-
ments, local authorities as well as vanous agencies and institutions. The Group IS structured so that
multi-disciplined teams can be composed from the relevant divisions to suit the particular requirements
of a project Our staff is also supported by advanced computing facilities, automatic drafting and carto-
graphy machines, modem laboratones etc. Ten of our engineers are also highly qualified divers.

The Group has served clients in forty different countries in Africa, Amenca, Asia and Europe. Thus our
international expenence should meet the requirements of local conditions in most parts of the world.
However, as we are a Norwegian-based company with our headquarters in Norway, the majority of our
projects are within Norway. As is well-known, Norway is faced with extreme climatical and topographical
conditions. Further, another charactenstic of Norway is an infrastructure vacying from the advanced
industnal areas in South East Norway to the sparsely populated rural areas and isolated fishing villages
in parts of Western and Northern Norway Apart from international challenges, our planners and engi-
neers are thus also regularly faced with projects at home which requiring a greater variety of experience
and skills than perhaps in any other countiy.

I
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD AT INTERCONSULT OFFICES ON

TUESDAY 11th SEPTE}~ER 1984 AT 1.430

PRESENT Mr L Carl S - P D F -

- Mr F Carisen - Project Coordinator — MEWRD

Mr P Spone - Interconsult

Mr G L Hubert - Interconsult

Mr I Clifford - Interconsult

Mr D Zuliani - Interconsult

Mr P Cross - Interconsult

The meeting was called to discuss and finalize the list of

sites thatwouldbe considered for the provision~of a borehole

as part of the Crash Programme.

The list-agreed -intIte -meetigcd~dt

a) the original list prepared and included with, the Tender

Documents, and

b) the modified list of 500 sites prepared by Interconsult

on the basis of the original reque~tssubmittedby the

District Administrators.

Mr Carlsen had previously handed over the final request for

boreholes submitted by the District Administrators in Mashçna-

land. The final total of requests amounted to 727. Of these

only 500 could be considered, thus allowing an excessof 20%

over the planned 400 boreholes to be drilled.

A) To reduce the list to 500, it was agreed that

1. no boreholes would be drilled in certain areas, as

follows

- In the Zambezi Valley (Guruve, Centenary, and

Mount Darwin Districts),

— In Omay in the Kariba District,

- In isolated communal areas where the request

for boreholes was less than 10.
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2. Requests for boreholes were reduced considerably where

a large number had been requested compared to the original

lists submitted by the District Administrators.

3. Mr Carisori produced a list of boreholes recently drilled by

- the DDF. This list was checked against the-requestsand 7

boreholes already drilled deleted.

4. Re~uestsfor boreholeswhere no Grid Referencewas given

~i’~re deleted.

The final list of 500 requests was agreed, as shown on the

requestsfrom the District Administrators attached to these

minutes. These show which have been accepted and which -

rejected. Also attached is a schedule giving the maximum

- number for each communal land. The distribution of the

sites per area is given on theattàched map.

B) Mr Carlson stated that the DDF had f~xtdsfor the drilling of 87

boreholes in Mashorialand. These would most probably be drilled

in those communal-lands excluded from the Crash Programme. If

the DDF intended to drill in the same areas as the Crash Programme

Mr Carl~n undertook to advise Interconsult to avoid any dupli-

cation. -

C) The agreed procedure for selecting which of the boreholes to be

considered was actually drilled is as follows

- It is assumed that the first locality given on the lists

provided by the District Administrators is the priority.

- Boreholeswill be drilled in 80% of the localities shown on

on the lists as accepted, commencing at the priority borehole

and working down the list.

- Once borcholes have been sited and drilled in the first 00%

of the list, no further localities will, be considered in that

co:nnunal area.
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D) - Mr Carl~ri stated that the .DDF would inform the District

Administrators which of their requests had been accepted

for consideration. The District Administrator would also

be told ithat 80% of the requestsacceptedwould be drilled.

E) It was agreed that the project would commence in Ngezi and

Mhondoro areas. Mr Hubert confirmed that the air photography

for these areas had already beenpurchasedar.d siting work

had begun.

F) Mr Carlson confirmed that it was the usual practice of the

DDF to site boreholes within 1000 m of the locality where

the borehole was required. - If no site couLd be found within

2 km then the locality was abandoned. It was agreed that the

Engineers would follow these guidelines.
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Zimbabwe Government,CONTRPCT No. 33/84,

BOREHOLE PR~Y~R~’ME- MASHONAL~ND.

GOVERNMENT OF ZI?BABWE

MINISTRY OF ENEI~YAND WATERRESOtJ1~ESANT) DEVELOPMENT

FCR1~CF TE~DE~~

(r.ct: The ~\ppcndix wd ~\r.nL::~rL I~’fori~part of t~c Tender)

Tn~e~~o. D~TD 3 3&~

Borthole ~o~a.’~c — ~ashonalarri

The Secretary, -

Ministry of Ener~rand Water

Priyate Bag 77~2,.

Cause~vay, .‘

Harare ‘

Dear Sir,

Resources and Development,

Having examined the Conditions of Contract and Specifications for the

abcve Contract we offer to prvide the s~rviccs,as sho~iin the -

Schedule of Charges attached hereto in conformity with the Conditions

of Contract arid Specifications, save as emcridcd by the modifications

set out in Annexure A attached hereto.

We undertake to complete the whole of the Y.’orks. comprised in the

Cor.tract within the time stated in the Appendix hereto.

If our Tender is ac~ept~d,we will, vhen required arid within the time

stipul’~ted, provide two good and sufficient Sureties or obtain~the

guar;ntee of a Bank or Insurance or other Registered C~r~par~r(tb be

approvei. in either case byyoi,) to be jointly and severally bound with

us in the st1n of two hundrod thousandZimbabwe dollars for the due

performance of the Contract undci’~the terms of a Deed of Suretyship

.

I.
9 ,/‘t . .
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A t~ £ Urin crtH.~e~1W Ucr~,;e3 C~onrjjtjon~ of <“ontroc’t. ~he

Surety or ‘Sureties~’we propose-e~e~: • ‘‘

BARCLAYS BANK (B&rSWANA) RTY LTD

MALL BRANCH P0 BOX 41

GABORONE Botswari~

~~/do not wish~to exercise the opticn of providing a Surety or

Gutr~r.t~c in lieu of Retention Money in tcrms of Clause 62 (3).
Unless arid until a fc~rrnal~rccmcnt is prepared and executed, this

Ti.n~er, together wibh the ~rittcri acceptancethei~f by yourselves or

the Engineer acting on your behalf shall constitute a binding contract

betweenus.

We understand that you are not bound to

tender you may receive.

A! oerd ix

Clause

accept the lowest or any

Amount of Deed of Suretyship.... 10
Time within which Sureties- to

be provided..........,...,
S Duration of Deed of Suretyship.

Miriim~nAmount of ,Third Party
I ~ . • •~. .•. . ••. . . . . ...

Time within which works are to

be ccvrricriced............~...

Time for completion..........,.

Amount of

Period of Maintenance..........

Percentage Retention... .

Limit of Retention Money....... .62(1)

z% 200000

10 . Ten days

10 Until issue of Final
Certificate

23(2). Z% 100 000 in anyone
- accident, the rftber of -

accidents being unlimited.

4.1 Twenty Eight days
43 ~ight months

4,7 In accordancewith

Three rnorrths

,,.62(1) ~. -Ten per cent

z% 150 000

Clause 4.7

IL
* Deletc’whichever is not Applicable.

..10/. ..-..
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Signature

Posftion

On behalf
authàrised by

Address

• ..

‘Da’�e.

• Witnéss

• Address’

GEOTEST (PTY) LTD
P.O. ~L)A 1~UL ~~~ORONE

CEOTEST PTY LTD

Time within which payment

is to be madc................

Period of Validity of Tender.

- N~riber of drilling rigs to
be supplied.

62(4.)
28 days

Six weeks from date of closing
* air drills

* cable tool drills

1•h

/Liana~ingDirector

of arid duly

P 0 Box 1502

GABORONE , Botswaria •

8 August 19e.4

~. ~ ~

P 0 Box 1502 CABORONE -

* To be car~pletedby Teriderer.
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CC~DITICflSCF CC~TBACT

1.1 C~neralCoridit3ons

The GeneralConditions of Contract shall, in so far ‘as they’

apply, be those published jointly by the then Phodesian

Institution of Engineers, the then Federation of Civil -

EngineeringContractors of Rhode~a,and then then Association

cf Consulting Engineers of C~n:ral ~!ric~ in the third edition

of 1976, for works of Civil Engineering Construction.

The General Conditions of Corit:r_ct are amended throughout as

follows —

(~) i’lherever the phrase :l~1ode~ian .Enstit’itiori of Engineex~s”

appears, substitute ~Lirn~bwe Institution of Engineers~’.

(i±) Therever the phrr~ ~‘cdc:;tion of Civil Engineering

Contractors cf ~ appears, substitute “Federation

of Civil Engineeririg Contractors”.

(iii) Wherever the ~hr~se ‘Th~ociation of C~r.sulting Engineers

of Central Afric~ a;~s, zubs~itu~e “Z~ibabwe

~sscciation of Conu1tin~ Engineers”,

(jv) *ierever the wcr~2‘~.-lesf~.a” appears, substitute

“~3inbabwe”and wher~vcr the word “Rhodesian” occurs,

cubstitute “Zimbabwean”, othor than as specified in (i)

to (iii) above.
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~2L1I~~ULECF CH.L.RC~S

NCT~(i) Prices should not include customs duty, impart duty or surtax.

IT~ NC. DESCPrIC?’~ U1~’IT CHARGE

Preljrnjr~ry arid Ger.e~alitens

Mob j1j~a:jon of a].l(’drillir.g

rigs ccm~lete with associated

e~uipmer.t, stores, tra~spcrt

ar.d perscnr~e1 to ~.as~-.cnaland

Province, and est~Ushr~entcf

base carp(s).

Demobilization cf all drilling

rigs complete with associated

equipment, stores, transport

and personnel from Mashonaland

Province to place or origin, -

arid disestablishment of base

c~p(s).

~oveme~ of drilling ri~

complete with associated

znLterials, ecuiom~r.t,stcres
nrd :~r.~or.n~:1 tc a drflhir,~-

~tc, eren~cn c:’ m~cMrcri

ror drillir.;, ~rcv35~cr~ of

ar!J tC?~~rj ~‘1t~Cfl

s~antHr:r cn c~plet~cn

r~dy fcr ~ tc next

~itc, Ccr dist.ir~ceC~’ U? to

2Ckm. ir.~lu~ rc~•~
and perscnre] fcr s~e~ihead

cor,letior. ~ pt~r.p

in~tall,t~cns.

1.1

1.2

Ltmp

Sum.

I.e.

23580.00

13250.00

300.00

5 . (1(1

I

,~.. I • ~. ~ %...I

~ ‘Iir.tI:.’t
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Drilling ard a~’ssoci;tedCrertticr,s

15esj~n A

Drill borehole at R irch minimum

diameter bet:-een ground level ar~1

4.0 metres below grouM level

throuzh any type of ground.

Include for tcmpor~rycasing,

sampling and all routine

operations.

Reamborehole from 6 inch to 8

irch minimum diameter between

ground level and 4.0 metres below

ground level through any tyte cf

ground.

Provide and install 6 ixch steel

casing between ground level arid

4.0 metresbelow a-round level.

Include for construction cf cement

plug, cernentin~and v.aitin~2 hours.

Drill 6 inch hole belcv 6 inch

casing, includin~dril1ir~ cut

cement plug, to a nrtxim~.m d~, th of

EO metres below grour~i level.

Include f or sazplir.g ar.d all

routine operatiens.

Desjc-n B

Drill borehole at 6 inch minimum

dismeter between ground level ar4

4.0 metres below ground level

through any type of grourd. Ir~c~:de

fcr temporary casing,sa~:p3in~and

all routine Operaticr.s.

1)7’

— ‘•

!TE~.: :c. D~3CR~FTJC!: ~.TiT I c~p~

2.

F 2.1

2.la

2.2

2.3

2.4.

38,00

15.00

48.00

35 00

I-

33.00

m.

m.

m.

J . . . .
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D’rill boreholc af 6 inch mirthum

dia.~eterbetween 4.0 metres belcw

ground level ard 80 metres belcw ( 35.00

Ercun level. Include for
teoary casing, st~plir.g and all

routine aperaticr.s.

Provide ard ir.stal111Cr~ Clazn IC

riush joir.tc-d PVC casing vith afl

fjt.tirgs at any depth bct~cen 18.00

-i-cund level arid 40 metre~.bclc~

ground level.

2.~a As above but ir.stall at any depth

between4.0 arid 80 metres belcw m. 20.00

ground level.

2.6 Provide and ir.stall 11C~riClass 10 -

flush ~oir.tcd PVC screen ~‘ith C.Er.m

slots with all fittirigs at any rn. -28.00

depth betreen grcurid level and 40

metres below grcur.d ]evel.

2.6a As above but install at any depth

between40 and 80 metres below m. 30.00

grcund level.

2.7 Provide ard install gravel pack in

annular space at any depth betwcen rn. 7.00

7 arid 40 metres below ground level

2.8 As above, but install at any depth

between 4.0 arid 80 metres bclc-w m.

ground level.

Dezi7n A and B

2.9 Th~placebackfill material in
4 .00

annular space at apy depth.__ /11 -.

37/....
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1T1: NC. D~EcRIPrIcN - W~1T CH..ABGE

2.10 Install grout sanitary seal in

annulus bet-~.een 1 metre and 7 No. 25.00

metres belcw ground level.

2.11 Develcp borehole by any cr all

of follcwinr rrethcds

airliftin~ surgir~p~r~irg

mechanic~l sur~ir.g’ hr. 55.00

jetting

0’! erpumr. i

Include for water level arid

discharge mcasuremer.ts.

2.12 Carry out pumping test. hr. 50.00

2.13 Carry out water level recovery hr. 25.00

test.

2.14 Construct welihead apron, drain, No. 487.00

cattle trough arid soaka’r.ay.

2.15 Collcct ar.d Install Bush t~m~p.

Include for 6 irch casir.z for 98.00

p~p rr.~uritirig.

2.1~ Carry out any cth~ro;.cratic~nz

using drill±r.~rL~, ui~dcr .... ioo.oo
d~r~tien by t Er.rireer or his

R~prezer.ta ti ye.
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TH-60 CYCLC~E~JP-FiEADDRIVE WATER WELL DRILL

Source: INGERSOLL-RAND.

It speeds up the job
right from the word “Go”!

Thelesstime you spendon the road,
themore time you’ve got for drilling. And
thelessit costsyou to getthereandback,
themoreprofit you’ll makefromyour rig.

Single-engine design speeds you
on your way. With the TH-60, the truck
engineis the only one you need. Here’s
whatthisarrangementdoesforyou.

1. More highway horsepower.
Some rigs have a hard time keeping up
with aminimumhighwayspeed.TheTH-
60 will makeany speedthe law allows un-
der mosthighway conditions.Its 350 or
430-hpdieselhas ample power to takeyou
up steep grades and over rough off-road
terrain, too.

2. Less fuel consumption, because
single-enginedesignmeansabig savingin
total rig weight.

3. Better stability. With the engine

mountedlow andlessweighton thedeck,
you’ve got a lower center of gravity for
greater sidehill stability.

4. Lower noise. Thetruckengine is
up front, away from the drilling position

andunderthehood.
5. Cleaner engine. The farther the

eflg1neandfilters are from the hole, the

Caroussi chang.r. P~psrack.

cleaner it will run. And our two-stage in-
take air cleanerswith condition indicator
help keepyour enginebreathingeasyfor
top performanceandeconomy.

6. More deck space. The TH-60
gives you plenty of deckroom for drilling
equipmentincluding hoists, air compres-

sor, mud pumps, water injection pumps or
other auxiliaries.

Generous pipe capacity. With up to
400 ft. (120 m) of drill pipe on the rig in-

cluding 7 or9lengthsin the carouselchanger,
youcan headfor thejob with enoughpipe
for mostwells.

S

.

___I~

~ifl

iW~

Transf.r cass in
wheel druv. position

INGERSOLL-RAND
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.
Hydraulic top-hqad dnve.

Whenyou roll up to the drilling site,

you’re in businessright away,with full-
time cost savings.

Exclusive straight-thru power
train. When you switch from drive to

drilling position, air cylinders, operating
from the brake tanks, move the power
train downward,aligningandlocking the
take-off shaftwith the engineshaft.Right

Air compreuor

Rugged derrick.

Mudpump
(optional).

Water injection pump
(optional)

Pipe-changing corouI&
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awayall drilling systemsare “go”. Engine
power is now being transmitted directly to
the air compressor,gearcaseand hydrau-
lic pumps. You get full horsepower for all
drilling functions and savefuel whenever

the rig is running.
Three powerful hydraulic jacks lev-

el the rig at the touch of the controls on
the console. The jacks have hydraulic
lock check valves that prevent creeping
and eliminate theneedfor constantwatch-
ing and adjustments.

RaIsing the derrick is donesmoothly

and rapidly by two hydrauhccyhnders.It
is held in drilling position by two large
hold-down boltsat its base.

Drillers’ platforms, of non-skid open

steel mesh constructionkeepyou upout of
the mud or sand.Operatingcontrolsare
always at the nght height, no matter how
muchyou have to raise the rig for leveling
And the platformdesignletsus give you
foot-pedal contro’ for engine throttle, top
breakout wrench and tophead retract
latches.

That’s all there is to it. And now
you’re ready to start dnlling.

INGERSOLL-RAND

Driv. train in
drilling position

Two Isv.Iing locks
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Zimbabwe Government, CONTRCT No. 33/84,

BOREHOLE P~3RAMv1E- MP~SHONAL2ND.

Letter from Geotest Ltd.

EQUIPMENT

The Contractor would propose to utilize the following major

items of plant arid equLpment on the contract.

3 x Ingersoll Rand T160 mobile air rigs. Each equipped with

250 psi 600 cfri air compressor, foam injection pump,

100 metres 4~ iri~h drill pipe, IR DHD 360 downhole hammers

arid all ancillay equipment. Each rig will carry one

complete set of airlift testing and development equipment

arid will also be equipped with radio communications.

Auxiliary mud pumps are available if required.

3 x 5 ton Support Trucks (Bedford)

Each to be us~d to supply the drilling rigs with fuel,

casing, cement, gravel etc.

5 x Light Support Vehicles (Landrover)

One each to accompany each rig plus one to be available

for the Drilling Supervisor an’d one fox- the Camp Manager/

Mechanic. The latter two vehicles to be equipped with

radiG communications.

1 x 20 ton Mobile Camp/WorkshopTruck

(Articulated 6 x6 Magirus Deutz). To be used as a mobile

base to carry all spares, tools, workshop plant plus

additional drill pipe, hammers etc. The Mobile Camp

will be equipped with radio communications.

1 x 6000 litres Fuel Bowser Trailer.

To be used to deliver and store diesel at the mobile

camp.
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Republic of Zimbabwe, MEWRD, National Master Plan for Rural Water

Supply and Sanitation: Volume 6, Manag~ent, Draft Copy, Interconsult

A/S, NORAD, Harare 1985.

2.3 MINISTRY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTAND TG~NPLANNING

2.3.1 Ministry

The Ministry of Local Governmentand Town Planning is not responsible

for Government’s entire provincial and district deve1op~ent structure,

but it is convenient to deal with this at this ~int because at off i—

cial level it is the Ministry’s eight Provincial and fifty five District

Administrators who chair the Provincial and District Development

Committees.

Governmentrecently announcedits plans for local administration and

develo~nentplanning and ap~inted eight Provincial Governors at

Minister level who are responsible to the Prime Minister through the

Minister of State (Political Affairs and Provincial Deve1o~nent Coordi-

nation) in the Prime Minister’s office. Each Governor will co3rdinate

ministry programmes and projects in their provinces but of course

officials will continue to be res~nsib1e to their own Ministers in

relation to the functions of those Ministzies. The main purçose of the

overall plan is to involve the local c~mnunitiesthemselvesmuch more

effectively in the process of planning and effecting their own develop-

ment arid to bring about much closer coordination between Ministries at

local level in order to achieve a rrore efficient use of ministerial

and local inputs in the accomplishment of objectives.

In addition to the Provincial arid District Administrators referred to

in the ab~ve Committee structure, the Ministry also has a number of

Local Government Promotion Officers stationed in Districts, but

operating at ward and village level, who will be mainly respnsible for

encouraging the people to establish this local structure and who work

with other Ministries in con~unity developnent activities and en—

couragirig community self—reliance.
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2.3.2 District DevelopmentFund (DDF)

The DDF does not have an establishmentapprovedby the Public Service

Corruii±ssionsince it determines its own staff requirements and recruits

directly. The Director and his senior staff are civil servants, however,

and in effect these officers constitute a “unit” within the Head Office

of the Ministry of Local Government and Town Planning and are resp~nsib1e

to the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry. The “Unit” within the

Ministry is headed by a Director and is organised as per Fig. 2—4.

FI3~ 2-’. CRGA~ATENAL ST~JCTL~OF T1~DISTRICT DEVfl~MENT FWC I{AOQUAPTERS

DtRCCIOR

D~UYD~CT~ OtP~o~CT~
(FINAI~l (~.RATIO11SI

ASS O~T~ PR)I~L ASS MT ~
a1~TRAIO~MO TRADG) EM ~O~1O1IS)

CHEF ?(CHAI4~AL
A~S~

This Head Office establishment does not deal with directly, nor control,

the DDF staff at Provincial and District level who are specifically

under the control of the District Administrator and through him of the

Provincial P1drninistrator (formerly Under Secretary (Development)) who

is directly responsible to the Head Office of the Ministry of Local

Government and Town Planning.

Since staff can be recruited, trained and prorr~ted as required and when

available, there is no rigid organisational structure, and considerable

variation between districts. However, the establishment of the DDF

provides for a DDF team in every district with a workshop at the base

camp. The team should be headed by a technically qualified Senior Field

Off icer (Operations Inspector) to check and advise on all work in the

district which is carried out by DDF trained workers consisting of a

Field Officer (Roads) and a Field Officer (Water), Senior Overseers,

Operators, Overseers and Workmen.
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The district workshop is run by a mechanic (called an artisan), with

all major repairs going to the Provincial Workshop which is under the

charge of a qualified Provincial Mechanical Adviser who is also

responsible for the distribution of all vehicles and equi~nent.At

Provincial level there should be a qualified Provincial Inspector

(Projects) or Chief Field Officer (Operations), as well as a Provincial

Accounts Clerk. This organisatiori is set out in chart form at Fig. 2—5.

FIGURE 2 - S OQF P~OVtICIAL A~ OISTRICT ORGANISATIOP4AL STRUCTUqE

P~VnCIAL Aoq~rRA1~

P1~OVINCL&L’ I6PWT~(~~ZTS) P~Ovuch~1.PW4AN(AL
OR A~vlSC~

CH(F FIELD O~F~
jOP~RATU~

VEKEUS AiC PROVl~IOAL
~UPP(NT ~kS~OP

STAFF

DTST~T Cl1~flS1~AT~ I

SENI~FELD OFFc1~ A~TtZAI6
- I

OP~RAT~6I~T~ DdRET

FLD bFFIaR FEW
(ROACS)

SEN~ROP~RA1~ ~NI~ ~JPERATOPS

~~ILNEN -

DDF is well supplied with trans~rt and road building equipment and

also has a number of darn scoops with which it constructs its own darns

obtaining technical advice from MEWIRID. The DDF also builds weirs,

obtaining advice on sites from Agritex. Although DDF has normally

supplied funds to MEWPDfor drilling boreholes it has recently obtained

drilling rigs itself through an aid donor. It has sought to obtain rrore

and has recently completed the training of its own geophysical staff.

DDF usually has the equipment and trained personnel to effect repairs

to hand pumps, although this is not the case everywhere, and its funds

are insufficient to undertake a regular maintenance programme.

In general, DDF is the only Government organisation with a country—wide

network of workshops and trained operators a~District level. It also

has excellent communications through its radio and aircraft sections

and road transport. -
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THE LIGHT WEIGHT DRILLING RIG

Model: LWD 200.

Source: WELLDRILL SYSTE7YIS \B.

directly coup/ed
hydraulic feed motor

directly coupIe~
hydraulic rotation motor

chain feed

TECHNICAL DATA

Hole diameter Rock 4 118”—4 1/2’
(105—115 mm)
Overburden 6”
(150 mm)

Mast Torque 200 kpm
Lifting force 2500 kp
Feed force 600 kp
Feed/Hoist speed 03 mIs

Power unit Diesel engine 7 4 kW
(10 HP)
Hydraulic system 40
175 bar
Rotation 12—40 rpm

1/mm,

Pneumatic
system for DTH
Drilling capacity

Weight

7—12 bar
120 m under normal
conditions
1700 kg

WeliDrill Systems AB

pipe rack

Control panel

drill table

Support leg

tank for
hydraulic oil

towing eyelet
diesel engine with
two directly coupled
hydraulic pumps

S

Tagenev~gen 21 S-425 90 Hisings Kärra, Sweden
Telephone 46-31 57 02 60 Telex 27329 WDRILL S
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i~o~r sup~oi~rINVOICES

Source: SIDA—office in Harare 1985.

THE FOUR LWD 200 RIGS

________________ _______ Goods:

Consultant Per Ahlberg

Consultant Per Ahlberg

Main invoice — 3 LWD 200+accessories

Ocean freight

1 LWD 200 already in Zimbabwe

Provision of drilling supervisors for

drilling programme during 9 weeks

Increased training pro~ranirne5 weeks

Sullair Compressors — 3 pcs

Spare part sets to compressors

Ocean freight

Drilling shoes for Odex drilling(lOpcs).

1 Compressor already in Zimbabwe

Spare part sets to compressor

THE REPLACEMENTRIG

Date of invoice

/

Disburse date:

/82.11

/83.0 2

83.01.26/83.02

83.02.26/83.02

83.02.15/83.03

83.01.24/83.02

83.02.10/83.03

83.02. 25/83.03

83. 02. 25/83. 03

83.02.28/83.03

83.03.02/83.04

83.05.09/83.05

83.05. 25/83.06

~iiount

disbursed:

17 856 SEK

3 000

1 995 200

143 143

255 000

158 000

70 000

675 000

75 000

60 645

2 700

225 000

25 000

84.02.22/84.03 1 088 500 1 LWD 200 inclusive freight.
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FILE MODEL MANAGE 12/11/85 143:115 18.7
1 ‘MANAGEMENT CONTRACT
2*
3 * NET PRESENT VALUE CALCULATION AND ANALYSES USING

14 * MONTECARLO SIMULATION
5*
6 ‘DATE OF FIRST INVOICE: 83.06.30
7 ‘CALCULATION IN ZIMBABWE DOLLAR
8’
9 COLUMNSYEAR O,YEAR 1, YEAR 2, YEAR 3, YEAR ‘4, YEAR 5
10 *

11 TAX RATEzO.50
12 INTEREST RATE= 0.13
13 INFLATION RATEO.20
ill ‘PRICE TREND ON INVESTMENTS:

15 RATE=O.10

16 *

17 INITIAL INVESTMENT=1895830,0
18 ~

19 INIT INV FREIGHT:TRIRAND(94790,151670,189580),0
20 I I FR AFTER TAX~(1—TAX RATE)’Llg,O
21 *

22 ADDITIONAL INVESTMENTrO,492560,0
23 ~~z::~:

24 AD INV FREIGHT=0,TRIRAND(16920,27080,33850),0
25 A I FR AFTER TAX=O,(1-TAX RATE)’L214,0
26 *

27 ‘INITIAL EXPENDITURES:
28 ‘~::z~~:t:

29 RENTAL OF BUILDINGS:TRIRAND(lOObOO,200000,300000),0
30 RENTAL AFTER TAX~(1—TAXRATE)’L29
31 *
32 STARTING UP SALARIES=0,TRIRAND(425330,1453330,14115330),0
33 START AFTER TAX=(1-.TAX RATE)’L32
3~4 *

35 ‘SUPPLEMENTARYINVESTMENTS:
36 ‘==~—_=~=~—_====~=

37 THREE YEAR DRILL TOOLS=O FOR 3,(1+RATE)’(1+RATE)’(1+RATE)’305500,O

38 THR Y DR T FREIGHT=0 FOR 3,TRIRAND(O.05’L37,O.08’L37,O.10’L37),O

39 THR T FR AFTER TAX~(1—TAXRATE)’L38

40 ‘

141 TWOYEAR DRILLING TOOLS~OFOR 2,(1+RATE)*(1+RATE)’351433O,O,’
42 (1÷RATE)’( 1÷RATE)’( 1+RATE)’( 1÷RATE)’351433O,O
~43TWO Y DR T FREIGHT~0FOR 2,TRIRAND(0.05’L41,0.O8’L’41,0.1O’LLI1),O/
‘44 TRIRAND(O.O5*L1t1,O.O8*LLI1,O.1o*LLI1),O
45 TWO T FR AFTER TAX=(1-TAX RATE)’L43

46 *

47 SPARE PARTS=O,75000’(l+RATE),PREVIOUS’(l÷RATE)FOR 3,0
~48 SP P FREIGHTO,TRIRAND(O.O5’L~47,O.O8’L’47,0.1O’L’47),’

49 TRIRAND(0.O5*LLI7,0.O8*L47,O. 1O’L’47) , -

50 TRIRAND(O.05*L147,O.O8*L147,0. 1O’L47) , -

51 TRIRAND(O.05’L’47,O.O8’L47,0. 1O’L117) ,0
51.5 SP P FR AFTER TAX~(i—TAXRATE)’L’48
52 *

53 ‘OTHER EXPENDITURES:
514 ~z—~:__~=::::=zz=::==

55 YEARLY COST~O,TRIRAND(1U6O53O,156O53O,1R6O53O),PREVIOUS’
56 (1+INFLATION RATE)
57 YEARLY COST AFTER TAXt(1—TAX RATE)*L55
58 *

59 CASH OUT=L17÷L19÷L22+L2’4÷L29÷L32÷L37+L38÷LU1+L43÷L47-,-L’48÷L55
60 *
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61 ‘DEPRECIATIONS:
62 ‘==~~

63 RIG AND COMPRESSOR~O,160000
61! TAXSHIELD RIG COMP~TAXRATE’L63
611 *

65 VEHICLES~0,71O00,9860O
66 TAXSHIELD VEHICLES~TAXRATE’L65
67 *

68 THREE YEAR DR TOOLS~0,1O183O,16866O,168660,68660+PREVIOUS L37/3,’
69 PREVIOUS’1—68660
70 TAXSHIELD THREE YEAR DR T~TAX RATE’L68
71 *

72 TWO YEAR DR TOOLS~0,177170 FOR 2,PREVIOUS L41/2,PREVIOUS’l,
73 PREVIOUS L’41/2
714 TAXSHIELD TWO YEAR DR T~TAXRATE’L72

75 *

76 SPARE PARTS~O,75000,PREVIOUSL47
77 TAXSHIELD SPARE PARTS~TAXRATE’L76
78 *

79 ‘SALVAGE VALUES:

80 ~

81 INIT INVESTMENTS~0FOR 5,(l+INFLATION RATE)’(l+INFLATION RATE)’
82 (li-INFLATION RATE)’( li-INFLATION RATE)’(l+INFLATION RATE)’’
83 TRIRAND(0,57750, 115500)
814 INIT INV AFTER TAX:(1—TAX RATE)’L81

85 *

86 REMAINING ACCESSORIES=OFOR 5,UNIRAND(300000,600000)
87 REM ACC AFTER TAX~(1—TAXRATE)’L86
88 *

89 ADD BACK=L64+L66+L7o+L7’4+L77÷L84÷L87
90 ‘++++++++

91 CASH ELOW=L89—L33—L57
92 ‘

93 INVESTMENTS~Ll7+L20+L22+L25+L30+L37÷L39÷L’41+LLl5+L147+L51 •5
914
95 *

96 NET PRESENT VACUE~NPVC(CASHFLOW,INTEREST RATE,INVESTMENTS)
97 ~

FILE MODEL CONTRA 12/09/85 514:10 54.1
1 ‘CONTRACTUAL LEASING
2’
3 * NET PRESENT VALUE CALCULATION AND ANALYSES USING
14 * MONTECARLO SIMULATION
5*
6 ‘DATE OF FIRST INVOICE: 82.07.06
7 ‘CALCULATION IN KENYA SHILLING
8’
9 COLUMNS YEAR 0,YEAR 1, YEAR 2, YEAR 3, YEAR 14, YEAR 5
10 *

11 TAX RATEzO.50
12 INTEREST RATE: 0. 1014
13 INFLATION RATE=O.15
114 ‘PRICE TREND ON INVESTMENTS:
15 RATEzO.iO
16 *
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17 INITIAL INVESTME~1T~1217020,0
18 ~

19 INIT INV FREIGHT~TRIRAND(60850,97360,121700),0
19.5 I I FR AFTER TAX~(1—TAXRATE)4L19,0
20 *

21 ~SIJPPLEMENTARYINVESTMENTS:
22 ~

23 DRILLING TO0LS~0 FOR 2,1433330*(1+RATE)*(1+RATE),0,1433330*(1+RATE)*

23.5 (1+HATE)~(1+RATE)~(1+RATE),o
214 DR T FREIGH’NO FOR 2,TRIRAND(0.05~L23,0.08~L23,0.1o’L23),0,’
214.2 TRIRAND(O.05’L23,O.08~L23,O.10~L23),0
214.6 D T FR AFTER TAX=(1—TAX RATE)ftL211
25 *

26 SPARE PARTS~0,(1÷RATE)~105260,PREVIOUS~(1+RATE)FOR 3,0
27 5? P FREIGHT=0,TRIRAND(0.05~L26,0.08~L26,0.10~L26),’
27.1 TRIRAND(0.05~L26,O.08~L26,0.10~L26),
27.2 TRIRAND(0.05~L26,0.08~L26,0.10~L26),
27.3 TRIRAND(0.05~L26,0.08~L26,0.10~L26),0
27.5 S P FR AFTER TAX~(1-TAX RATE)~L27
28 *

29 ~OTHEREXPENDITURES:
30 ~

31 DRILLING COST=0,TRIRAND(1316510,1366510,11416510),TRIRAND(1088760,’
32 1138760,1188760),(1+INFLATION RATE)*TRIRAND(10124670,
33 12114670, 1L111670),PREVIOtJS*(1+INFLATION RATE)
314 DRILLING COST AFTER TAX~(1—TAX RATE)~L31
35 *

36 CASH OUT~L17÷L19+L23+L214+L26+L27+L31
37 *

38*

39 ~DEPRECIATIONS:
140 *__~

141 RIG AND COMPHESSOR:0,13514140
142 TAXSHIELD RIG AND COMP~TAXRATE*L141
143

1414 DRILLING TOOLS=O,1433330/2 FOR 2,PREVIOUS L23/2,PREVIOUS*1,PREVTOUS L23/2
145 TAXSHIELD DR TOOLS~TAXRATE~L1414
146 *

147 SPARE PARTS~0,105260,PREVIOUS L26
148 TAXSHIELD SF PARTS~TAXRATE*L147
149 ft

50 ~SALVAGEVALUES:
51 *—__—___________

52 RIG AND COMPRESSOR=0FOR 5,(1+INFLATION RATE)~(1+INFLATION RATE)~
52.2 (1+INFLATION RATE)~(1+INFLATION RATE)*(1+INFLATION RATE)* -

52.14 TRIRAND(0,33860,67720)
53 RIG AND COMP AFTER TAX~(1÷TAXRATE)ML52
514 *

55 REMAINING ACCESSORIES=0FOR 5,UNIRAND(300000,600000)
56 REMACC AFTER TAX~(1+TAXRATE)~L55
57 *

58 ADD RACK=L142+L145+Ll48+L53+L56
59 ft+1-++++++

60 CASH FLOW~L58_L314
61 ~
62 INVESTMENTS~L17+L19.5÷L23+L2l4.6+L26+L27.5
63 *+++++++++++

614 ~
65 NET PRESENT VALtJE~NPVC(CASH FLOW ,INTEREST RATE,INVESTMENTS)
66 =~=_—=~==~~
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